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WG250-PK/A 10” Wet Stone 
Sharpening System Package Deal

Woodturning Jigs Available  
for the WG250
To complement the WG250 Wet Stone Sharpener Record Power 
offers an extensive range of jigs to allow the sharpening of a wide 
range of woodturning tools.

WG250/D Plane Camber Jig
Use to sharpen:
•  Camber planer blades 

up to 3” wide
£39.99

WG250/E Scissor Jig
Use to sharpen:
• Scissors 
•  Garden shears
£24.99

WG250/F Side Wheel 
Sharpening Jig
Use to sharpen:
•  Scrapers
£12.99

WG250/G Short Knife Jig
Use to sharpen:
•  Knives up to 4” in length
• Pocket knives 
•  Small cutlery knives
£21.99

WG250/H Long Knife Jig
Use to sharpen:
• Knives over 4” in length 
• Large knives 
• Large cutlery knives 
•  Draw knives
£24.99

WG250/I Tool Rest Jig
Use to sharpen:
• Scrapers 
• Cabinet scrapers 
• Hollowing tools 
• Spoke shave blades 
•  Screw drivers
£12.99

WG250/J Axe Jig
Use to sharpen:
• Carving axes 
•  Carpenter’s axes
£12.99

WG250/K Diamond Trueing Tool
Trues the stone wheel 
exactly round and flat.
£49.99

WG250/O Support Arm 
Extension Kit
Allows grinding and honing 
without repositioning the  
support arm and better access 
to the leather honing wheel 
and optional secondary strop.
£16.99

Other jigs and Accessories Available for the WG250

WG250/A Gouge Jig

WG250/B Short Tool Jig

Use to sharpen:
• Bowl gouges 
• Spindle gouges 
•  V-tools
£24.99 

Use to sharpen:
• Small carving tools 
• Small gouges 
•   V-tools
£12.99

WG250/C Straight Edge Jig
Use to sharpen:
• Bevel edge chisels
•  Plane irons
£24.99

Drip Guard The polycarbonate water bath also features a drip 
guard to help protect the top of the machine and redirect drips back 
into the main tray. 

Adjustable speeds from 90 – 150 rpm As the stone wears the 
diameter reduces. On most machines you cannot do anything about 
this, but with Record Power you can adjust the speed to compensate. 
In addition when you want to remove material more quickly you can 
increase the speed of the stone. 

Leather Honing Wheel Included as standard.

Left Hand Nut Thread To ensure the grinding wheel is held 
securely with no danger of unwinding.
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Speeds: 90 - 150 rpm
Stone Size: 250 x 50 mm
Honing Wheel Size: 230 x 30 mm

Motor: 160 W
Weight: 16 kg
Size: H320 x W470 x D285 mm

ouge Jig
Ideal for 
Turning 

Tools

Ideal for 
Carving 

& Turning 
Tools

Accessories Included:

WG250/K Diamond Trueing Tool
WG250/C Straight Edge Jig
WG250/P Support Arm
WG250/R Stone Grader
WG250/S Honing Compound
WG250/T Angle Setting Gauge
WG250/U Angle Finder
RPDVD12 Wet Stone Sharpening System Tutorial DVD WG250

Wet Stone Sharpening System

Duration 86 minutes

Multi-regionPAL disc
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WG250
Wet Stone Sharpening System

This indispensable DVD covers in detail the whole process 
of sharpening, from finding and setting the correct cutting 
angles to easily achieving razor sharp edges on even the 
most challenging of tools. It also shows how to assemble and 
maintain the WG250 to ensure optimum results and years of 
trouble free sharpening.

Full Instructional 
DVD Now Included
(1 ½ hours duration)

Duration 86 minutes

Multi-region

PAL disc
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WG250

Wet Stone Sharpening System

16/10/2014   10:1

Duration 86 minutes

Multi-region
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WG250

Wet Stone Sharpening System

WG250

Wet Stone Sharpening System

Links, 

“ Ease of use: 96% 

Versatility: 98% 

Build Quality: 98%” 

 

Woodturning

Diamond 
Trueing 

Tool 
Included
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Prices valid until 28.2.2015. E&OE.

The WG250 is the most feature packed and best value wet stone sharpening 
system available, with a full range of optional jigs and accessories.

Incorporating some of the most famous brands 
in woodworking, Record Power have been 
manufacturing fine tools & machinery for over 
100 years. Built to last we provide support for 
thousands of machines well over 50 years old, 
which are still in daily use. Testimony to the 
sound engineering principles and service support 
that comes with a Record Power product.www.recordpower.co.uk  Tel: 01246 571 020

The Complete Sharpening System

£299.95Sharpen your tools straight 
from the box for only
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Check out all of our great woodturning products and new lathe videos
www.turnrobust.com • Toll Free US: 866 630 1122 • Interna onal: 608 924 1133

Premium Bowl
and

Vessel Lathe

Compact Capacity

For Seated Turners

Because the
making ma ers.

Live Center and Cone Set

Toolrests topped with hardened rod
Sizes to t all popular lathes

Warranted for Life!

16” Sliding
HeadstockRobust is pleased to announce

the appointment of Phil Irons as
our exclusive UK agent.

Reach Phil at:

phil@philironswoodturning.co.uk
www.philirons.com
Tel: 01789 751284
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I did a lot of travelling last year and this year 
looks to be more of the same. Th ese have 
been a combination of holidays, family days 

out, fi shing trips, demos, visiting authors, 
shows, exhibitions and other such events.
It all makes for a varied mix, but does keep 
me on my toes trying to juggle everything. 

As you can imagine, there are plenty of 
conversations that crop up during the year 
and the major topic in any of the ‘woody’ 
related visits is the workshop. We all have 
one of sorts, even if it is the kitchen or 
dining room table – and yes, some people 
work in such areas, typically miniaturists 
or carvers – and do not have or need any 
other space to work in. But, that work 
area or workshop is valued and vital to 
the people concerned.

Turning is by far one of the most 
dirty disciplines – the shavings and 
dust from sanding gets everywhere,
so working in the living room – even on
a small lathe – would cause a lot of mess
that might not be conducive to one’s 
relationships with other house members
in what is a communal area. Th at said,
some people have adapted a spare bedroom
as work areas/workshops, which always 
intrigues me – especially if the house is a
semi-detached or a terrace house. I always 
wonder – what do the neighbours think? 

By far the most common workshops for 
woodworkers are garages, purpose-made 
workshops – some of which are architectural 
marvels – or sheds that may or may not have 
extensions added to them as required. But, 
the intriguing thing is how people equip 
and use them. Some are fi tted out with every 
conceivable piece of equipment imaginable 
and others are bare-bones workshops that 
have the minimal amount of equipment to 
do what the user requires and everything 
has to earn its place in this type. I also note 
that some workshops look like they are 
sterilised each day, with no traces of dust 
or shavings – I wish mine was like that! 
Others – how can we describe them? – range 
from the well loved and used with just a hint 
of dust and shavings, to the more extreme 
type being cluttered and crammed full of 
everything, with the shavings and dust to 
the point of wondering how people can 

Woodworkers Institute website (www.woodworkersinstitute.com) is thriving.

It would be great if you took a look and participated in the various discussions

and competitions in our community, or see us on Facebook & Twitter.

A selection of items from the ‘365 Turnings’ challenge
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What type of workshop?

work or fi nd anything in them. Which type 
of woodworker are you and what type of 
workshop would you describe yours as?
How about sending me some photos?

Well, on a diff erent note, my ‘365 Turnings’ 
challenge has been completed and by the 
skin of my teeth I did it. I won’t say that it 
worked out quite the way I intended, but I 
got there – just. I had to fi nish everything off  
by 24 December, as I planned on not doing 
anything at Christmas. I had to do a fair few 
smaller items than I originally intended, but 
didn’t just make anything for the sake of 
making something. People helped with some 
donations of timber and accessories along the 
way and that was much appreciated. I can tell 
you that 253 items have been dispatched off  
to charities, raffl  es, presentation prizes and 
other worthy causes and that leaves some still 
to go out at the time of writing this. 

In total, the timber value used came to 
£3,627 if bought at full-price prepared blanks; 

accessories – inserts, abrasives, fi nishes, 
adhesives and suchlike – £210 full-value 
price. Th e highest paid price for a blank was 
£93 and that was the Masur birch (Betula 
pendula) vase blank – if you want high 
fi guring for a special one-off , then that is a 
good price. You can see that even though 
there were quite a few small items, the larger 
and more expensive blanks pushed up the 
average price of each item to just under 
£10. Timber isn’t cheap so don’t waste it – 
even little bits cost money. While getting 
frustrated at times I loved the challenge, but 
don’t ask me to do it again soon. Now I need 
to start on a few ‘special’ display pieces for 
events later this year.

Happy turning!

markb@thegmcgroup.com
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NEWS, LATEST PRODUCTS, MAGAZINE UPLOADS & EVENTS 
can all be found on www.woodworkersinstitute.com. These all appear on the magazine 

homepage and you can see a bigger selection by scrolling down the page and clicking

on the individual stories. We also have an extensive online archive for you to browse

Subscribers!
Turn to page 63 for

subscription special offers
and you could save 30%!

NEWS LATEST PRODUCTS MAG

71

 Technical

21 Evolution of a theme
  Neil Scobie tells us how he developed 

his ‘linked doughnuts’ sculpture

27 Sweet chestnut
  Th is month, Dave Bates tells

us all about sweet chestnut

33 Starting turning – part 12
  Continuing with his series,

Mark Baker talks about using
the spindle gouge

40 Torn grain and tear-out 
  In the second part of his new series, 

Richard Findley continues to look at 
common problems experienced by 
turners. Th is month, he focuses on 
torn grain

64  What you need to know 
about buffi ng

  Kurt Hertzog explains everything
you need to know about buffi  ng
your work

 Projects

13  Turning cross grain
boxes and pots

  Mark Sanger turns a lidded box
from a cross grain blank

47 Fruit bowl
  John Swinkels tells us how he

turned the remnant of a meranti
stair post into a fruit bowl

71 Cupcake stand
  Philip Greenwood shows you how to 

make this multi-functional cupcake 
stand using pieces of sycamore

79 Persian meels
  Chris Grace makes these

Persian swing exercise clubs

86 Three designs for you to make
  In the fi rst of a new series,

Mark Baker presents three diff erent 
turned vessel designs for you to make

Contents
Issue 276 February 2015

COVER IMAGE: See page 
54 for the full profi le. 

Photograph courtesy of 
Jan Hovens
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Woodturning is an inherently dangerous pursuit. Readers should not attempt the procedures 
described herein without seeking training and information on the safe use of tools and machines. 
All readers should observe current safety legislation.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

 Features

54 Jan Hovens in profi le
  We fi nd out more about the work

of Dutch turner Jan Hovens

89  In the workshop with… 
Kevin Daniels

  We fi nd out more about
woodturner Kevin Daniels

104  Featured Artist –
Vaughn Richmond 

   Vaughn Richmond describes how 
his work is infl uenced by careful 
observation of the wonderful 
patterns in nature and in man-
made objects

 Kit & Tools

94 KIT & TOOLS
  A mixture of tests, press releases

and reviews showing the latest
tools and products on the market.
All prices include VAT, and are 
correct at time of going to press

 Community

3 Leader
    Mark Baker talks about diff erent 

types of workshop and completing
his ‘365 Turnings’ challenge

7   Community news
  We bring you the latest news

from the world of woodturning

61  Next issue
  Find out what’s in store

for next month

Conversion chart
2mm (5/64in) 

3mm (1/8in) 

4mm (5/32in) 

6mm (1/4in) 

7mm (9/32in) 

8mm (5/16in) 

9mm (11/32in) 

10mm (3/8in) 

11mm (7/16in) 

12mm (1/2in) 

13mm (1/2in) 

14mm (9/16in) 

15mm (9/16in) 

16mm (5/8in) 

17mm (11/16in) 

18mm (23/32in) 

19mm (3/4in) 

20mm (3/4in) 

21mm (13/16in) 

22mm (7/8in) 

23mm (29/32in) 

24mm (15/16in) 

25mm (1in) 

30mm (11/8in) 

32mm (11/4in) 

35mm (13/8in) 

38mm (11/2in) 

40mm (15/8in) 

45mm (13/4in) 

50mm (2in) 

55mm (21/8-21/4in) 

60mm (23/8in) 

63mm (2½in) 

65mm (25/8in) 

70mm (23/4in) 

75mm (3in) 

80mm (31/8in) 

85mm (31/4in) 

90mm (31/2in) 

93mm (32/3in) 

95mm (33/4in) 

100mm (4in) 

105mm (41/8in) 

110mm (41/4-43/8in) 

115mm (4½in) 

120mm (43/4in) 

125mm (5in) 

130mm (51/8in) 

135mm (51/4in) 

140mm (51/2in) 

145mm (53/4in) 

150mm (6in) 

155mm (61/8in) 

160mm (61/4in) 

165mm (61/2in) 

170mm (63/4in) 

178mm (67/8in) 

180mm (7in) 

185mm (71/4in) 

190mm (7½in) 

195mm (73/4in) 

200mm (8in) 

305mm (12in) 

405mm (16in) 

510mm (20in) 

610mm (24in) 

710mm (28in) 

815mm (32in) 

915mm (36in) 

1015mm (40in) 

1120mm (44in) 

1220mm (48in) 

1320mm (52in) 

1420mm (56in) 

1525mm (60in) 

21

64
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Round & about

AAW’S 29th Annual 
International Symposium

We bring you the latest news from the world of woodturning as well as letters from the

Woodworkers Institute forum and important dates for your diary from the woodturning community

T
he American Association of 
Woodturners is pleased to announce 
that its 29th Annual International 

Symposium will be held from 25–28 June, 
2015 at the David L. Lawrence Convention 
Center in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

Th ere will be something for everyone. 
Arguably the largest event of its kind, the 
AAW symposium is expected to attract 
more than 2,000 attendees for three and a 
half days of topnotch demonstrations, panel 
discussions, exhibitions, auctions, galleries 
and special events. Th e conference will 
off er something for everyone regardless of 
woodturning skill level or interests. Attendees 
will be able to select from a broad spectrum 
of presentations to focus on sessions that will 
enrich their own woodturning experience. 
Turning topics will run the gamut, from 
traditional skill-building to cutting-edge 
woodturning techniques.

Demonstrators
You can also expect to see a wide selection 
of woodturners from around the globe. 
With 176 sessions for attendees to choose 
from, the AAW symposium will consist of 
11 rotations in 16 rooms – more than ever 
before – and will feature demonstrations 
by some of the world’s most talented and 
inspirational turners, including Mark Baker, 
Stuart Batty, Jerry Bennett, Michael Brolly, 
Christian Burchard, Kip Christensen, Nick 
Cook, Barbara Dill, Cindy Drozda, David 
Ellsworth, Stephen Hatcher, Lyle Jamieson, 
Steve Kennard, Jerry Kermode, Craig Kirks, 
Alain Mailland, JoHannes Michelson, Pascal 
Oudet, Joey Richardson, Avelino Samuel, 
Mark St. Leger, Molly Winton and Tim Yoder 
to name a few. 

An opportunity to show off your own work
Attendees may bring up to three 
woodturnings and participate in the Instant 
Gallery, an unjuried open show of more 
than 1,000 works in wood. Additionally, 
AAW members are eligible to enter the 
exhibitions. Applications for the ninth 
annual Professional Outreach Program 
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A member of the public enjoying some of the pieces on display in last year’s Instant Gallery

exhibition, ‘Creativity in Construction: A 
Collaboration of Materials’ are now over 
but applications for the member exhibition, 
‘Merging’ will be accepted until 2 February, 
2015. Details about these exhibitions, as well 
as entry instructions, are available on the 
AAW website: www.woodturner.org.

Something for everyone
Th ere will be activities for family members, 
too. Children aged 10-18 may pre-register for 
instructor-led youth woodturning sessions, 
which are free with a registered adult. What’s 
more, each attendee’s non-turner spouse, 
partner or adult guest may participate in a 
wide variety of organised tours and activities, 
including arts and craft s coordinated by 
instructors from Pittsburgh’s Society for 
Contemporary Craft , through the AAW’s 
Companion Program.

The location
You’ll enjoy a visit to Pittsburgh, which 
is a refreshingly authentic US city with 
more bridges than any other in the world.  
Pittsburgh’s got it all – great food, outdoor 
adventure, history at every corner, and a 
thriving cultural district. Th ere’s plenty to 

do and see, including the Carnegie Museum 
of Art, Andy Warhol Museum, Senator John 
Heinz History Center, Frank Lloyd Wright’s 
Fallingwater Home, Phipps Conservatory, 
Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Air 
Heritage Museum, Duquesne Incline, Mount 
Washington, PNC Park and more.

The AAW welcomes you
Th e AAW leads the way in off ering 
woodturners, from hobbyists to professionals, 
opportunities for education, information, 
community and outreach. Th e AAW’s 
29th Annual International Symposium 
complements the AAW’s expanding collection 
of educational publications, resources and 
benefi ts for its growing member community. 
For more information about the AAW and 
the symposium, see details below and keep 
checking back for regular updates.

When: 25–28 June, 2015

Where: David L. Lawrence Convention

Center, 1000 Fort Duquesne Blvd, Pittsburgh,

PA 15222, USA

Contact: AAW

Tel: (001) 877 595 9094 

Web: www.woodturner.org
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Oak (Quercus robur) burr platter, 210 × 50mm, 
by Bryn Jones

‘Apple Box’, 90mm tall × 75mm wide, made 
from an unknown piece of wood, by Dalboy
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Clock made from offcuts of 
spalted beech (Fagus sylvatica), 
pink ivory (Berchemia zeyheri) 
and cherry (Prunus spp.).
The original design was by
Dick Sing, made by Mark Sutton

New tool store opening in the north east

A
xminster Tools & 
Machinery is expanding 
the retail side of its 

business once again. With 
representation already in the 
home counties, Midlands and 
north west, the tool retailer is 
now planning to open a store in 
the north east at North Shields, 
which is located about eight 
miles from the region’s major 
city, Newcastle.

Th e new store, which will be 
opening in the early part of 2015 
and is situated at Coast Road 
Retail Park on Norham Road 
– NE29 7UJ – will be number 
seven for the company. 

With 10,000 sq. ft . of retail 
space, the North Shields store 
will open seven days a week, 
including bank holidays, in line 
with most other retail outlets in 
the area, recognising that many 
customers, due to their own 
work/life commitments, fi nd it 
convenient to shop on a Sunday.

Th e store will stock 10,500 

product lines including all of
the most popular brands, plus
it will be possible to order in 
store anything from the full 
range of the Axminster Tools
& Machinery catalogue.

Retail Development Director, 
Darran McLeod said: “Th e new 
store will be the same size as the 
majority of our other branches 
and it will have some of the new 
concepts we introduced into 
the Basingstoke store. Th e store 
allows us to have approximately 
10,500 lines on display and 
available in stock as well as some 
other features such as the Live 
Workshop, so customers can get 
hands-on with a wide selection 
of our tools and machinery. 
Although a new store, it will still 
maintain the Axminster ethos of 
off ering high-quality advice and 
customer service.”

Contact: Axminster Tools & Machinery

Tel: 03332 406 406

Web: www.axminster.co.uk

Record crowds at
the ‘Harrogate’ show
Smiles were much in evidence on the faces of the 
organisers and exhibitors as almost 8,000 visitors 
poured into the North of England Woodworking 
& Power Tool Show, which took place at the end 
of last year. For many exhibitors, it was their 
most successful show ever. Th is year’s event takes 
place from 20–22 November at the Yorkshire 
Showground, Harrogate. Further information 
is available from the show organisers, SK 
Promotions. Keep checking the website for
regular updates.

Contact: SK Promotions

Tel: 01474 536 535  Web: www.skpromotions.co.uk

Robert Sorby Innovation Finalist
in ‘Made In Yorkshire’ Awards

Robert Sorby made it an industry fi rst for 
last year’s ‘Made in Yorkshire’ Awards 2014 
when the company was nominated as a 
fi nalist for the ‘Innovation’ category.

Th e Sheffi  eld-based company was the 
only tool manufacturer to make the last 
six in this year’s regional competition 
with its ongoing eff orts to deliver ground-
breaking products in the competitive hand 

tool market. Th e TurnMaster was the tool 
appraised by the judges to have impacted 
on the tool industry, both at home and in 
markets across the globe.

Keynote speaker Marlen Roberts, 
congratulated ‘the cream of the 
manufacturing industry in Yorkshire’
for their innovative eff orts in making 
world class products and proving the 
region remains a signifi cant player in 
global manufacturing.

Contact: Robert Sorby   Tel: 0114 225 0700

Web: www.robert-sorby.co.uk

The exterior of the new Axminster store
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Mortars in olive ash (Olea europea) and pestles in oak 
(Quercus robur), by P Grogan
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Burr oak (Quercus robur)
vase, 280 × 140mm, 
fi nished with Danish
oil and beeswax,
by edbanger Vase in slightly 

spalted sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus), fi nished 

with Drechseln und Mehr 
Natur-Öl, by Walter Hall

Success for the Sussex Woodcraft 
Society’s annual show

South Downs Woodturners 
coach Scouts

T
he Sussex Woodcraft  
Society held its 29th 
annual show in Henfi eld 

village hall, West Sussex at the 
end of November last year. Th e 
Society is made up of around 
120 woodcarvers, turners, toy 
makers, spoon makers, stick 
makers, furniture makers, 
pyrographists and anyone who 
is interested in working in wood. 
Th is mix of skills makes the 
Society interesting and vibrant.

Th e event comprises a friendly 
competition in 18 categories of 
carving, turning, etc., which are 
judged by three independent 
judges who are not from the 
Society. One is a carver, another 

a turner and the third provides 
an artistic view on the work. 
Th is time, there were 109 entries. 
Diplomas and rosettes were 
awarded for the fi rst three places 
in each category. Members also 
displayed, demonstrated and 
sold their work around the large 
village hall and there was a 
wonderful display and variety of 
work. Entrance was free but there 
was a donation bowl in aid of 
the local children’s hospice and 
around £200 was raised.

Contact: The Sussex

Woodcraft Society

Tel: 01444 232 955

Web: www.sussexwoodcraft.co.uk

A
At the end of 2014, Scout leader Dave 
Smith, a member of South Downs 
Woodturners, invited the club to put 

on a woodturning taster session for a group 
of 10 scouts at the sixth Hove Scout hall.
Th e club took fi ve lathes, their tools and a 
supply of wood to the hall on Sunday 23 
November and set up in anticipation. Dave 
had turned examples of the items the club 
members planned to encourage the Scouts 
to choose from – they had a choice of item 
such as apples, dibbers, wands and Christmas 
trees. Th e Scouts arrived at 9am and were 
immediately interested in the small display
of members’ work, illustrating the wide range 

A member of the South Downs Woodturners 
teaches a young Scout turning

of turned items that can be produced on a 
lathe. All club members were impressed by 
the Scouts’ enthusiasm and determination to 
master a new skill and everyone went away 
with their choice of item turned and fi nished 
by them under the guidance of one of the 
experienced members. Th is was the fi rst time 
many of them had used sharp tools and any 
machinery. Th e woodturners also enjoyed the 
event and the club hope to be able to make 
this a regular feature of their calendar.

Contact: South Downs Woodturners

Email: secretary@southdownswoodturners.com

Web: www.southdownswoodturners.com

An impressive display of work by the Sussex Woodcraft Society
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Hi Mark,
Once again, you have asked for photos of 
turned Christmas gift s. I have two examples 
this year, but how I got them completed early 
is a mystery! ‘Suspension’ is a secret Santa gift  
and started life as two ‘bowl from a board’ 
technique walnut (Juglans regia) bowls. Th e 
second bowl was deconstructed and used to 

Hi Mark,
I am sure that many hobby turners like myself 
have bought a few banksia nuts at shows/
suppliers only to put them on the shelf for a 
rainy day or waiting for a bit of inspiration. 
In the past, I have made a few bits of fruit and 
the odd chuck – à la Nikos Siragas – to hold 
the nut at each end. Th e challenge here was 
to make a decent chucking point on the side 
of the nut and turn a long dish. I think I have 
seen something like this elsewhere so I take 
no credit for the design. I wanted to make a 

Venturing beyond
the constraints
of the lathe

Dear Mark,
Although I have had a subscription to 
Woodturning for some 20 years now, 
my age is well below the mean of most 
woodturning organisations, and while 
follicly challenged, I am still yet to grey, 
which perhaps leads me to comment on 
the recent letter to you with regard to ‘the 
artistic debate’. Th e item which prompted 
this letter was the commentary as to why 
an article on wood-bending was included 
within a woodturning publication.
Th e answer is quite simple: for the 
exploration of the art form. Look towards 
the early work of Trent Bosch, a vessel 
within a vessel, which catapulted his 
career; the work of Tania Radda and the 
man who many revere as the artist’s artist, 
Michael Hosaluk. Th ese names just begin 
to scratch the surface of those whom the 
woodturning community regard as great 
and talented woodturning ‘artists’ who 
utilise wood-bending.

So as to venture beyond the constraints 
of the lathe, ‘artists’ do indeed utilise
other woodworking methods, which
I, and thousands of others who attend 
their demonstrations at symposiums
and club meetings enjoy. I personally 
applaud the articles written by Kurt 
Hertzog. To be perfectly frank, they
are the only articles which I do indeed 
read each month without exception.
He ventures into the ‘how to’ in a well-
written format.

Let’s all be realistic, not each article
and project will please all the readers.
Th e sheer diversity of talent, experience 
and the desire to explore right brain 
versus left  brain thought processes will 
separate us all. As for me, I off er but one 
suggestion: for those ‘artists’ who are 
highlighted each month, I would love
to see a turning by numbers pictorial –
which accompany each of the monthly 
projects – of one of their signature pieces. 
Th e ‘how to’ is intriguing.

Respectfully,
Joel R 

‘Suspension’ in walnut (Juglans regia)

Rod’s long dish, which was made using a banksia nut

‘Joe’s Bowl’ in walnut (Juglans regia) and 
yellowheart (Euxylophora paraensis)
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Turned Christmas gifts

Chucking banksia nuts

create the ribbon base. ‘Joe’s Bowl’ in walnut 
and yellowheart (Euxylophora paraensis) is 
for my favourite bartender Joe. It continues a 
theme and matches last year’s ‘Martini Glass’.

 Regards and Happy Holidays,
David Bettinghaus

feature in the middle and initially looked at 
making it a ring holder but that just didn’t 
seem right, so I went for a small bowl. Getting 
the undercut of the bowl proved fairly tricky 
while retaining all my fi ngers – those two 
wings fl ying round were quite daunting. I 
enjoy trying new ideas – even if they are not 
mine! – and my current project is to produce 
a collaboration of woodturning with ceramics 
from a local potter.

Rod Tempest

A selection of Kurt Hertzog’s cast resin pens
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450W 230V 5 Speed 
Bench Drill
Stock No. 38256
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254mm 1500W 230V 
Table Saw
Stock No. 31133

 £206.99 
*TSP Inc. VAT
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250mm 2000W 230V 
Double Bevel Sliding 
Compound Mitre Saw 
with Laser Cutting Guide
Stock No. 28043

 £297.00 
*TSP Inc. VAT
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 £51.54 
*TSP Inc. VAT

150mm 250W 230V Bench Grinder
Stock No. 66804

 £29.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

3 piece Saw Set
Stock No. 52195

 £36.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

550mm Precision Mitre Saw
Stock No. 88192

 £2.75 
*TSP Inc. VAT

4 piece Spring Clamp Set
Stock No. 47618

 £18.25 
*TSP Inc. VAT

8mm 3/8” Chuck Double 
Pinion Hand Drill
Stock No. 13838

 £5.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

Maxi Mitre Box
Stock No. 48678

 £21.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

300mm Combination Square 
with Magnetic Lock
Stock No. 89476

 £21.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

Expert 150mm Dual Action Clamp
Stock No. 02373

Other sizes 
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 £41.95 
*TSP Inc. VAT

Heavy Duty Tool Box with 
Removable Organiser
Stock No. 53890
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Turning cross grain boxes 
and pots

I
n my previous article I looked at the 
techniques, tools and wood selection 
required for turning end grain boxes. 

Seasoned end grain or spindle blanks used 
in box making are generally only available 
commercially in sections up to 100mm 
square, which can limit the size of the box 
you may wish to make. A second option is 
to rough out larger end grain sections but 
these take time to season before the project 
can be fi nished, so when time is an issue 
you can switch to seasoned cross grain 
bowl blanks which allow you to produce 
boxes and other lidded projects of a much 
larger scale in diameter. In this article I am 
going to show the techniques I use to turn a 
cross grain box from a seasoned sycamore 
(Acer pseudoplatanus) bowl blank but for 
your project any sound wood can be used. 
However, if your box design includes fi ne 
detail, then a close grain dense timber is
best suited, such as yew (Taxus baccata), 
beech (Fagus sylvatica) and fruit woods,
to name a few. Try out the box in this
project or change the design to suit your
own tastes. Th e sheoak (Allocasuarina 
fraseriana) lidded boxes/pots shown here 
made by Mark Baker give another example
of a cross grain box design.

Mark is a professional turner living and

working in Dorset. He specialises in creative

turning that incorporates texturing, colour and mixed 

media. Mark has written numerous woodturning 

articles, demonstrates the craft, runs courses and

has produced DVDs on the subject.

info@marksanger.co.uk  www.marksanger.co.uk

MARK SANGER
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Mark Sanger turns a lidded box

from a cross grain blank

Cross grain
boxes in sheoak 

(Allocasuarina 
fraseriana) by

Mark Baker
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EQUIPMENT USED
10mm bowl gouge with fi ngernail

or long grind 

12mm skew chisel

25mm square-end scraper

25mm round-nose scraper

6mm spindle gouge with fi ngernail 

grind 

6mm parting tool

2mm parting tool

Abrasives from 120-400 grit

Small sanding arbor in jam chuck 

Pencil

Rule

Callipers

Cellulose sanding sealer

Kitchen towel

Buffi ng system

Microcrystalline wax

PPE: latex gloves, facemask, 

respirator/dust mask and extraction

TIMBER REQUIREMENTS 
Sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) 

150 dia. × 100mm thick cross grain 

seasoned blank

Sycamore 40 × 40 × 60mm offcut 

for bead

 

26mm (11/16in)

7mm (9/32in)

4mm (5/32in)

4mm (5/32in)

4mm (5/32in)

12mm (1/2in)
6mm (1/4in) Ø

6mm (1/4in) Ø 
x 4 deep hole

6mm (1/4in)

25mm (1in) Ø

126mm (461/64in)

118mm (441/64in)

‘V’ groove at 130mm (51/8in) Ø 
x 1 deep on lid

 

140mm (51/2in) Ø
135mm (53/8in) Ø

135mm (53/8in) Ø

145mm (53/4in) Ø

2 x ‘V’ grooves x 1mm deep
 

48mm (115/16in)

35mm
(13/8in)

45mm 
(13/4in)

50mm 
(2in)

65mm 
(25/8in)

Wood movement
Although fully seasoned wood is used for this 
project there will always be some movement 
aft er turning due to the internal tensions 
being released. Th e movement in cross grain 
wood is considerably more than that of end 
grain so there is a high chance the movement 
will aff ect the fi t of the lid. For this reason no 
matter how long the wood has been seasoned 
for, I always fi rst rough turn my cross grain 
boxes leaving them 5-10mm oversize, then 
set them aside to settle before fi nish turning. 
Th is two-stage process gives the most stable 
fi t with the lid. Th e process of rough turning 
is included in the project, you can of course 
continue with the project to fi nish in one go 
by turning the box to fi nish size with a looser 
fi tting lid to take this into account.

Lid fi t
Th e fi t of the lid on a box should suit 
its intended use. A snug fi tting lid that 
‘pops’ when removed may be suitable for a 
needlework box where a tight fi t prevents the 
contents from spilling out if knocked over or 
dropped. A lidded bowl to store sweets, spare 
coins or keys, however, would suit a free fi tting 
lid allowing it to be removed and replaced with 
ease, so have a think about how your box may 
be used and adapt the lid fi t to suit. Cutting sequence diagram

Direction of cuts or box and lid

Shaping cuts

Finishing cuts

Diagram 1

Cutting with the grain
Cutting with the grain is important for 
effi  cient wood removal and to achieve a
good fi nish from the tool. A cross grain
blank with the grain running perpendicular 
to the spindle axis of the lathe is cut in the 
opposite direction to that of end grain wood 
with the outside profi le being turned from 
small diameter out, with the inside being 
hollowed from large diameter to small
as in the cutting sequence diagram.

 DRAWING & INFORMATIONINFORMATION & PLANS
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1

7

3 4

6

2

8

5

1 Mark the centre at both ends of the blank and 

mount between centres. Rough to the round 

with a 10mm bowl gouge, produce a spigot at 

each end to suit the jaws of your chuck, remove 

and tighten into the chuck

2 Mark a line on the outside one-third up from 

the left face. Use a 6mm parting tool to part 

in to the right of this line to a depth of 12mm to 

produce a spigot that will fi t up into the lid of the 

box, making sure it is parallel

3 Using a 10mm bowl gouge, rough out the 

profi le of the base leaving oversize by 

cutting with the grain as indicated in the cutting 

sequence diagram. As you shape the concave 

surfaces that lead into the join with the lid it is 

simpler to shape the profi le by cutting against 

the grain; this will not produce the best surface 

fi nish but we will clean it up later cutting with 

the grain once the wood has settled. When 

cutting against the grain, take small cuts with 

a freshly sharpened tool to minimise tear-out. 

Alternatively, you can take the box to fi nish size 

leaving a little extra on the curves leading to the 

join for refi ning once the lid has been parted, as 

shown in step 11

4 Remove and mount the base spigot into 

the chuck, then use a 10mm bowl gouge 

to profi le the lid down to the concave section 

previously produced at the lid join – again, 

leave this slightly oversize. Use a 2mm parting 

tool to part the lid from the base leaving a small 

registration of the spigot on the underside of

the lid. This will be needed if you are fi nishing 

the box in one go

5 Stop the lathe before parting all the way 

through and cut through the remaining 

waste using a fi ne-bladed saw

6 Use the 10mm bowl gouge to hollow out 

the base by cutting from the outside into 

the centre, leaving it slightly thicker than the 

intended fi nished profi le

7 Mount the lid into the chuck and hollow as 

with the base, again leaving oversize. Stop 

around 12mm from the registration line left 

when it was parted from the base. Keep the two 

sections together and store in your home for 

several days allowing any movement to settle 

and then…

8… mount the lid into the chuck and clean up 

the inside profi le of the lid, remembering to 

leave a few millimetres extra thickness as you 

will clean up the outside profi le later when the 

lid is jammed onto the base

“Mark a line on the 
outside one-third up from 

the left face”
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9
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9 The next step is to refi ne the surface

with a 25mm round-nose scraper

10 Using the bowl gouge, take a fi ne cut to 

clean up the front face, then measure 

the outside diameter of the spigot of the box 

with Vernier callipers, remembering that it may 

have moved and gone slightly oval. You need to 

double check this measurement through 90° to 

fi nd the smallest diameter, subtract 2mm and 

accurately mark on to the front face of the lid 

with a pencil and the calliper or rule. Use the 

toe of a 12mm skew chisel held horizontal on 

the toolrest to cut a parallel spigot inside of the 

lid with several plunge cuts into the face of the 

blank until you are up to and have removed half 

of the line marked

11 Use the 10mm bowl gouge to clean up the 

curve that leads to the rim of the lid. Unlike 

when roughing out, here we cut from inside 

out cutting with the grain. Aim to leave a rim 

thickness of around 4mm as per the drawing

12 Finish the inside, rim and curve with 

abrasive from 120-400 grit, being careful 

not to alter the profi le or size of the recess. 

Apply liquid cellulose sanding sealer to the 

inside of the lid and buff with kitchen towel

or safety cloth with the lathe at 1,000 rpm

13 Mount the base into the chuck and with

a 6mm spindle gouge clean up the face of 

the spigot that will fi t into the lid. Clean up the 

shoulder leading into the spigot and the spigot 

itself checking the fi t regularly with the lid until 

you have a tight fi t. A spindle gouge is used 

here instead of a parting tool as it produces a 

fi ner slicing cut through the end grain sections 

compared to the parting tool, especially on low-

density timbers

14 Finish the inside profi le using the 10mm 

bowl gouge leaving the fi nal thickness 

of the spigot around 4mm. Refi ne the curve 

leading into the join as in step 11 by cutting with 

the grain outwards to the shoulder. Offer up the 

lid to check that the curve of the base and lid 

meets up exactly at the join, refi ne as required, 

then fi nish with abrasive, apply sanding sealer 

and buff as before

15 Jam the lid onto the base with a layer of 

kitchen towel in between if the fi t is too 

loose, bringing up the tailcentre for support.

Use a 10mm bowl gouge to refi ne the outside 

profi le with several fi ne cuts

16 Refi ne the surface if required with

a 25mm square-end scraper

“Jam the lid onto the base 
with a layer of kitchen 

towel in between...”
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17 The next step, using a point tool, is to 

produce a groove on the top of the lid 

8mm in from the rim

18 You can then remove the tailcentre and 

refi ne the top profi le of the form by 

cutting away the chucking spigot with the bowl 

gouge working outwards towards the rim. You 

can then refi ne with the 25mm square-end 

scraper as before

19 Drill a 6mm diameter hole × 4mm deep 

into the top of the lid with a twist drill 

held in a Jacobs chuck in the tailcentre

20 Use a piece of Formica to burn a line by 

pushing it into the base of the groove 

while applying moderate pressure with the 

lathe set to 1,500rpm. Alternatively, if you are 

not comfortable doing this, then you can use a 

fi ne-tip permanent marker. Finish the lid with 

abrasive from 120-400 grit. Remove the lid,

and using 180-240 grit abrasive, gently refi ne 

the outside surface of the spigot fi tting into the 

lid until you have a fi ne fi t

21 Produce a jam chuck to accept the spigot 

of the box base from a section of waste 

wood, jamming the base onto this. Refi ne the 

profi le from the chucking spigot up to the rim 

using the 10mm bowl gouge

22 Refi ne the surface fi nish with a 25mm 

square-end scraper

23 Use a 6mm spindle gouge to refi ne the 

base profi le producing the foot as you 

remove the waste. Concave the foot so the box 

will sit stable in use

24 Use a 6mm point tool to produce a 

groove at the join of the foot and base 

and one 4mm from the shoulder/incurve to the 

join and a second 8mm down from this. Burn 

lines into these using the Formica or a fi ne 

permanent marker as before

HANDY HINTS

1. When working on any turning project, 

always keep your tools sharp. Resharpen 

before taking the fi nal fi nishing cuts; this will 

give the best fi nish from the tool prior to 

using with abrasive

2. When using a scraper on cross grain 

wood – particularly one of lower density as 

demonstrated here with sycamore – produce 

a fi ne burr on the edge of the scraper with 

a diamond hone. Present the edge to the 

wood at a shear angle while taking fi ne cuts 

to reduce the chance of tear-out on the end 

grain sections of the wood. A far better fi nish 

is achieved by taking three or four fi ne cuts 

than a few heavy cuts
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27 28

25 Rough down the bead blank to the 

round, produce a spigot at one end and 

fi t into the chuck. Clean up the front face with 

a 6mm spindle gouge, mark two lines on the 

outside with a pencil and rule, the fi rst denoting 

the height of the bead and the second at the 

centre of the bead. Using a 6mm parting tool, 

part in left of the fi rst line drawn for the height 

of the bead, part in half the diameter of the 

blank giving clearance for shaping the left side 

of the bead with the gouge. Turn the right side

of the bead with the 6mm spindle gouge and 

fi nish with 180-400 grit abrasive

26 Continue profi ling the left side of the 

bead with the spindle gouge, removing 

the waste as you progress deeper. Finish with 

abrasive as before and, with the 6mm parting 

tool and callipers set to 6mm, part the spigot at 

the base of the bead to size. Stop the lathe and 

cut through the spigot with a fi ne-bladed saw 

so the spigot is 4mm long to fi t into the lid of 

the box

27 Apply sanding sealer to the outside of 

the base, lid and bead, allow to dry and 

buff with a buffi ng system and compound, then 

apply several coats of microcrystalline wax by 

hand with a soft cloth and buff

28 Your fi nished box should look something 

like this •

25 26
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Free parking, Showguide and Raffle.
Open Hours: 

10:00am – 4:00pm Both Days.
Entry: 

One day £8 / In advance £6
Two days £12 / In advance £8

Under 16’s Free
Advance tickets on sale from 5th January 2015

(Ticket Hotline closes 23rd March 2015)

Advance tickets can be
purchased by calling the 

ticket hotline: 

01474 536535 
or securely through PayPal at

www.nelton.co.uk

Mark Raby

Jennie Starbuck

Bob Neill Peter Sefton

Andrew Hall

Tony Wilson

Mick Hanbury

Michael Painter

Reg Slack

A great day out full of Demonstrations,
Personalities, Trade Stands, Advice & Fun

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER
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ON FACEBOOK
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Evolution 
of a theme
Neil Scobie tells us how 
he developed his ‘linked 
doughnuts’ sculpture

Neil is a full-time woodworker who makes 
custom-made furniture and woodturned 
and carved art pieces for private clients 
and selected galleries. He also writes for 
a number of woodworking magazines. 
Neil lives in New South Wales, Australia. 

neilscobie@bigpond.com
www.neilandlizscobie.com

NEIL SCOBIE
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EIL SCO
BIEI f you look at the pieces that many of 

the well-known wood artists make, you 
will see a theme or a path that follows 

through many of their art pieces. You 
will see the common elements that depict 
their work. There may be many copies of 
their work out there, but not always of the 
same high standard.  
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Original shape

Evolving the piece

Th e theme I will talk about is the evolution
of my linked doughnuts, having fi rst made
a pair in 2007, which featured in many of
my demonstrations.

Th is is still one of my favourite shapes, 
because they are interactive pieces that people 
love to play with. Th e making process is very 
easy and well in the reach of all woodturners. 
Following the linked doughnuts, I designed 

the lidded doughnut for a demonstration 
project for Turnfest, which is a woodturning 
symposium held at SeaWorld on the Gold 
Coast of Queensland. Again, this is a simple 
turning project, but you do have to work 
accurately. Th is particular piece was made 
back in 2009.

For Turnfest 2014, I designed another 
doughnut project, which I called the ‘Off set 

Doughnut Sculpture’. It still follows the 
doughnut theme and was basically designed 
while driving a four-hour trip back from 
Turnfest in 2013. I had the bulk of the idea 
sorted out in my head, but still had some 
issues with proportions. I thought the best 
idea was to go to the drawing board and
sketch it full-size so I could work out how
far it would need off setting.

Th e question is where to go to now, 
following on with the doughnut theme. 
My thinking was to have the same off set as 
the off set doughnut sculpture, but spread 
the points sideways. My fi rst prototype 
was turning a doughnut from a blank of 
sheoak (Allocasuarina fraseriana) 150mm 
in diameter and 55mm thick. Th e doughnut 
was not off set at all, but it was carved away 
and split at the top – see Fig.1 and photo of 
twisted doughnut. I was reasonably happy 
with the shape, but there was not enough 

sideways movement in the points at the 
top. From here I knew that I would need to 
start with a thicker piece of wood and off set 
turn the blank wider at the top and thinner 
at the bottom. Th e next prototype blank 
was 150mm in diameter and 100mm thick. 
Th e process I used was to turn the outside 
diameter to a gentle curve, then mark out 
off set centres about 12mm either side of 
centres on both sides of the disc. I worked out 
I could off set turn from both sides and drill 
the middle hole. Aft er splitting the top and 

carving, I was more pleased with this shape 
but still wanted more off set at the top points 
– see Fig.2 and off set turned shape photo. 

If you can visualise what you want to end 
up with, you just need to work out how to 
get there. From these two prototypes I have 
learned that I still needed to have a wider 
blank to start with, so I thought it best to 
make a full-size model out of Plasticine.
I rolled out a shape like a sausage about 
50mm thick in the middle and tapering 
towards the ends. I also worked out that it 

Australian blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon) doughnuts

Red cedar (Toona ciliata) doughnut opened

Red cedar (Toona ciliata) lidded doughnut

Offset turned sculpture in silver ash (Flindersia bourjotiana) and blue gum 
(Eucalyptus globulus) burl
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needed to be about 500mm long to give a full diameter of 150mm,
plus some overlap of the points. 

Th e next job was to form the Plasticine into the doughnut shape
and pull the two points apart. When I laid the spread doughnut on 
its side it wanted to fl op down and would not hold its shape, so some 
barbecue skewers acted as supports. Once I had the model made I 
could measure the amount of off set I would need and what size blank
I needed to copy the Plasticine model.  A blank 150mm diameter × 
150mm long was what was needed. To work out how much off set was 
required I drew a full-size front view copy of the Plasticine model – 
see Fig.3. Th e off set worked out to be 29mm either side of centre on 
both sides. 

Offset turned shape before sanding

Rolled out Plasticine Plasticine shaped

The turned version of the Plasticine model

Twisted doughnut

The next step
Th is story is not meant be a ‘how-to-make-it 
step-by-step instructions’, but more of a story 
about the design process. Th e turning process 
is similar to the ‘off set doughnut sculpture’; 
you will be working with a very similar 
process, with the main diff erence that you 
are turning the blank wider at the top rather 
than thinner as in that project. Maybe this 
project could be another story for the future? 
You can turn both sides off set, keeping the top 
at 150mm across and the base about 50mm 
across. You can also turn and drill the hole 
almost right through the blank aft er off setting. 

Th e next process is to carve away all 
the timber that does not look like the 
Plasticine model – a quote borrowed from 
Michelangelo, when asked ‘how do you know 
how to make this’, referring to one of his 
sculptures said: “It is simple, you just take 
away all the parts that do not look like that,” 
meaning the fi nished piece. For the carving I 
used a lot of power tools to remove the waste, 
starting with an electric chainsaw, then an 
Arbortech Mini Grinder, a die grinder and 
a Foredom with a range of burrs. If you are 
using power tools, make sure you are working 
safely and employing the correct techniques. 
I did give a lot of thought to bandsawing the 
initial split, but I would have had to make a 
complex jig to hold the off set turned piece to 

be safe. I thought that the electric chainsaw 
was a safer option if the blank was held 
securely in a vice and I had two hands on the 
saw. A hand saw would have done the job, 
but is a little slow. Lots of sanding was also 
required by power and by hand. It was a real 
bonus to have the Plasticine model sitting 

beside me while carving, so I could visualise 
what to remove.

Now I was happy with what I had made, 
the piece just laying on its side looked good
to me, without a plinth or base to show it off . 
My thoughts were that a base would only 
detract from the off set doughnut. 
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What’s next?

So again, what’s next?

I was invited to make a piece for last year’s 
AAW Symposium entitled ‘Rising’. Aft er lots 
of thought on possibilities, I came up with the 
idea of the off set doughnut with some turned 
seeds set into opening pockets on the side of 
the piece, similar to a bean pod. Th ere was a 
size limit of 200mm in any direction, so I had 
to keep that in mind. Th e artist statement that 
went in the catalogue tells you my thinking: 
‘All life begins, evolves and has its genesis in 
a seed, families, plants and animals and the 
timber I carve. In this work, I explore the 
idea that pods and houses nurture seeds and 
families until they mature, rising up to leave 
their homes and bring new life. Evolution 
refl ects both the asymmetry of nature’s 
creation, a black-bean pod and the symmetry 
of the DNA helix that underlies all life’.

Th e Plasticine model used in the last piece 
could be reshaped, just putting in the split 
opening and the seeds. I just made a few 
seeds to get the idea of what it would look 
like. Th e other change I made with the model 
was to put more of an outward bend on 
the pointed ends. Th e turning process and 
carving was almost identical to the doughnut 
sculpture except for carving the opening. 
Th e seeds were all turned with a stem on the 
bottom so they could be glued into a drilled 
hole. Th e piece was made from a section of 
Western Australian sheoak from a 150mm 
diameter block measuring 150mm high. Th e 
seeds were made from black palm (Borassus 
fl abellifer) from North Queensland.

I decided to make another piece where the 
pod was not turned at all, but carved, mainly 

so I was not restricted by the turning process. 
I started with a piece of Australian red cedar 
(Toona ciliata) about 220 × 150 × 180mm.
Again, I was able to reshape the original 
Plasticine model to what I wanted, so I had 
something to follow during the carving process. 

Th e diff erence in shape was that the curve 
was not symmetrical as in the sheoak piece. 
Also the light coloured silver ash (Flindersia 
spp.) seeds formed a good contrast with the 
rich red of the red cedar.

From these two pieces, which I called 
‘Evolution 1’ and ‘Evolution 2’ I had to
choose which one to send to the ‘Rising’ 
exhibition. Aft er some discussion with
my wife and some of my students, it
was decided that the red cedar piece
had a little more to off er. 

Th e two pieces that I had made where I 
thought there was not enough spread of the 
points, I wanted to revisit these and maybe 
mount them on a plinth. Having established 
that the wider spread apart pieces titled 
‘Evolution’ and ‘Doughnut Sculpture’ did 
not need a plinth because they were visually 
pleasing just sitting on their sides, these 
pieces did not have enough lift  to have their 
own identity.  

Th e next question is what type of plinth and 
what timber species? I saw a number of options:

• A square block taller than it is wide
• A round cylinder
• A turned parabolic shape
• A shaped semicircle with fl at sloped sides

With all these options to think about, the 
doughnut sculpture will need to be pinned
to the plinth with a rod of some sort. Th is is 
another question to ask yourself, should the 
rod be hidden, i.e. inside both pieces and not 
visible or showing by a certain distance. Let’s 
say about 15 or 20mm. With the colour of 

the plinth, I could go for a contrast in colour, 
contrast in texture, or make a simple grain 
pattern, but ebonised black. In any case,
the plinth should not distract from the 
sculpture but simply be a stand to hold it up. 

My choice was to get some scrap wood and 
make one of each just to show the diff erence 
the plinth makes to the overall look of the 
doughnut sculpture; this way you will be
able to see for yourselves.

I asked 20 of my students to off er their 
opinions on which plinth they liked best 
and, as expected, there was a wide range of 
views. Not many liked the cylinder and of the 
three other shapes, opinions were reasonably 
well divided. I drew the conclusion with 
most designs that it comes down to personal 
choice and there is really no right or wrong 
option. If you want to know my choice, it is 
the square shape. I think its square lines set 
off  the curved lines of the doughnut without 
distracting from the overall look. Making the 
plinth black also hides the grain and makes 
the focal point the sculptured shape rather 
than the plinth.

From this article, hopefully you see that 
making bold or small changes to your designs 
will help you develop newer work and get the 
best out of a series of a work. For me, maybe 
there is more in this series. Time will tell. •

‘Evolution 2’ in sheoak and black palm ‘Evolution 1’ in red cedar 

CLOCKWISE, LEFT TO RIGHT:  Square plinth, cylinder 
plinth, parabola plinth and curved plinth
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Sweet chestnut

Dave started 

turning when he was 

about nine years old but didn’t 

start taking it seriously until 

he saw three bark edge bowls 

by Bert Marsh in the early 

’80s. From a background in 

horticulture and then tree felling, he took up 

arable farming in 1979, and in 1987 following the 

Great Storm, set out to acquire a few trees for 

his hobby. Dave, along with his wife Janet and 

their son Pete, runs Stiles & Bates. He is also on 

the Register of Professional turners (RPT).

sales@stilesandbates.co.uk   

www.stilesandbates.co.uk
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C
oppiced sweet chestnut (Castanea 
sativa) is the most widely used fencing 
timber in the UK albeit on a smaller 

scale with the reduction in stock farming in 
recent years.

Th e timber cleaves easily – a method 
of splitting it down the grain into halves, 
quarters or even thinner to make wired spile 
snow fencing and the like – and is durable 
above ground but needs to be treated below 
ground. Boiling the tips in a tar mix is still a 
popular method.

In managed woodlands, 
the underwood is coppiced 

every 15 to 20 years. Th e rootstocks – known 
as stubs or stocks and maybe other names in 
diff erent areas – regrow and such woodlands 
soon become derelict if not renewed by this 
periodic clear felling. 

With the decline in fencing demand, 
coppiced wood is now being used as a 
renewable ‘bio fuel’. Some woodlands with wide 
spaced stubs on good soil can be left  to produce 
larger trees for hop garden poles and larger still 
for beams and to some extent, planking.

Th ese stub grown trees are not ideal for 
planking as each has a dogleg base as they 
grow out and up in competition with others, 
so apart from not being straight, they have 
tension in the timber, which oft en causes it 
to split down the middle soon aft er felling; 
sometimes the moment it hits the ground.

As a young feller, I was once kicked about 
10ft  by a bucking dogleg. A real amateur 
error and one that gave me a day-long dead 
leg that footballers can only dream about. 
I got away lightly, and wiser. In those days, 
there was no safety clothing, no organised 
training or certifi cation, only the aptly 
named ‘University of Hard Knocks’.

Timber uses
Also known as ‘poor man’s oak’, it 
is the single trees which produce 
the most reliable timber for milling. 
Sweet chestnut is lighter in weight 
than oak, soft er, and weaker in terms 
of load bearing strength. Also, it does 

not have the visible medullary rays 
characteristic of oak, which is so prized 

in quartersawn planks.
Th ese singles are very much prone to 

ring shakes as they age. A ring shake is the 
separation of the timber around the growth 
rings, which makes the timber valueless. In 
a worst case, some have ring and star shake 
– shakes radiating out from the pith – and to 
mill these would yield planks which would 
instantly fall apart into so much kindling 
wood.

Some years ago, Woodland Heritage sent a 
round-robin email asking if any of us knew 
how to judge whether a sweet chestnut tree 
had ring shake while it was still standing. 

I didn’t – and still don’t – but I knew a 
forester who did, but he would not tell. I still 
goad him that he does not really know, but 
I know he does really. Valuable knowledge 
when bidding for standing timber but sad if 
a tree of no timber use is felled when it could 
live on to feed and accommodate wildlife.

Sweet chestnut underwood

turning when he was

about nine years old but didn’t
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Sweet chestnut 
(Castanea sativa) 
platter with 
brown stain patch

This month, Dave Bates

tells us all about

sweet chestnut
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A fi ne old parkland sweet chestnut with burr clusters

The timber
Sweet chestnut timber is pale brown with 
prominent darker grain lines. Th e fi gure 
in the base and in crotch forks can be 
spectacular and ripple is not uncommon. 
When fi rst cut, the planks oft en have a 
yellowish tinge, which darkens and blends 
in with age. Dark brown streaks are also 
common and do not devalue the timber. 
Indeed, the best ones are known as tiger 
stripe and like brown oak (Quercus robur), 
are more valuable than standard timber. 
Interestingly, I cannot fi nd what causes
the brown stain. It is almost certainly not
the beefsteak fungus present in brown oak.
I have phoned around, even to my own 
grumpy forester, without result. We agreed 
it is simply the process of senescence, as it 
is usually only present in older trees, and of 
course there are sometimes burrs. 

Th e burrs of this timber are spectacular: 
tight, wild ranges of colours from pale straw 
to browns and blacks and tight knot clusters. 
Th ey are most oft en found clustered around 
the older trees, even those with hollow or 
shake ruined trunks, but they are a real prize 
and make some fantastic pieces. Sadly, I do 
not have a piece for this article, only a photo 
of a tree.

Abrasives
Very dry sweet chestnut sands easily – too 
easily if you are not careful – almost like chalk, 
so on spindle work with fi ne detail, it is better 
to cut the little steps and bird’s beaks or quirks 
aft er main sanding and just before using say, 
320 grit. A 12mm round skew chisel is perfect 
for this job. Easy sanding can be useful for 
refi ning long curves with a fl at block and coarse 
abrasive. Th is may not be correct for the purists 
but the ends justifi es the means if it works!

As with any of the timbers with a high 

Turning characteristics
Apart from burrs, sweet chestnut is not
a timber that hobby turners started to use 
until fairly recently. It is a soft , slightly
fi brous timber to turn. Th is is not a problem 
with spindle work and it will take fi ne detail 
with care but on faceplate/bowl platter
work, fi ne cuts will be needed to eliminate 
end-grain tear. It is tempting to quote the

oft  repeated ‘turns well with sharp tools’
but I have not yet found a timber that
turns well with blunt ones! It is worth
saying, however, that as it is timber that
does not obviously dull the cutting edge 
quickly, a return to the grinder and fi ne 
touch-up for the fi nal refi ning cuts is
well worthwhile.  

This tree looks to have some viable timber but often, the work involved salvaging it outweighs the value of the yield

Sweet chestnut dish with 
brown stripe, 150mm dia.

tannic acid content, the use of wire wool 
runs the risk of it catching in the fi bres of 
the timber and staining it from blue to black. 
On that subject, I have seen an oak bowl 
made by a turner who used a magnetised tool 
rack, ground his gouge, and then burnished 
the ground metal dust that had stuck to the 
magnetised bevel heel into the wood. It took a 
while to fi gure that one out. Cheap abrasives 
that lose their particles easily can also embed 
in the soft er timbers just the same.
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Finishing
I like wood. I like the
exposing and accentuating 
the wonderful variations 
that took place within 
the tree as it grew and 
then bringing it to life 
with oils or high shine 
sealers, and although 
I would say I am not 
really into colouring per 
se, I do enjoy darkening 
timber, even to full black, as 
this has a way of drawing the 
eyes to the shape.

Not to everyone’s taste and probably 
not appropriate on timber with a naturally 
spectacular fi gure or ripple, but on more 
plain timber, it can add something.

Th ere must be a joke about not sitting on 
the fence on this subject but it eludes me. 
Of the more common high tannic timbers 
like sweet chestnut, false acacia (Robinia 
pseudoacacia), walnut (Juglans regia) and
oak, I oft en use the vinegar iron solution 
shown in my previous articles of the latter 
two, to add this eff ect.

Sweet chestnut is also ring porous, and this 
Ebonised vase shape with gold gilt cream
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Bowl in sweet chestnut, turned by Mark Baker

open grain lends itself to the use of patinating 
waxes to accentuate the grain or as with the 
urn shaped vase, blacking with an ebonising 
product and rubbing gilt cream in to pick the 
grain out. 

An alternative treatment is to use the 
vinegar iron solution, then rub in liming wax. 
Th e white lime wax picks the grain and gives 
the timber a bluey-green hue. •

The Mini ‘Revolution’ is a competitively priced compact versatile hollowing tool
designed to the same high Sheffield standard as its larger ‘Revolution’ models.

Ideal for smaller projects or for those wanting to start out in the craft of hollow form
turning without purchasing a larger system.

Articulated modular design gives full flexibility for turning a wide variety of vessels
including bowls, boxes, vases and hollow forms. Accessing those hard to reach
places is easy with the Mini Revolution.

  Includes fully adjustable ‘Super Ring’ cutter for ultra efficient material removal
without clogging.

   Includes  scraping cutter for general hollowing or finishing cuts.

   Compatible with all other cutters from the ‘Revolution’ series.

   Slim-line articulated tip design for unrestricted access to those hard to reach cuts.

   For the turning of end grain and cross grain woods both seasoned and  unseasoned.

   Hand made in Sheffield, England.

SEE THE MINI REVOLUTION IN ACTION- www.marksanger.co.uk

Web. www.crownhandtools.ltd.uk

Email. Info@crownhandtools.ltd.uk

Tel. 0114 261 2300
Fax. 0114 261 2300

TIME FOR A MINI

All items shown hollowed using the Mini Revolution

NOW AVAILABLE FROM ALL CROWN TOOL DEALERS WORLDWIDE
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SUPERSTORES 
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 1000MM VARIABLE 
SPEED WOOD LATHE

 • Large 350mm turning capacity  • Variable speed 
 • Lockable tailstock • High quality cast iron build

CWL1000V

 6" BELT/
9" DISC 
SANDER 

 4" BELT/
6" DISC 
SANDER
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 facility 
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 & locks 0-90° 
• 225mm x 160mm  
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1ph motor
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 3 PCE CHISEL SET
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machines 
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be run

 CONVERT 230V 
1PH TO 400V 3PH

PC60

.00
EX.VAT

£229
.80
INC.VAT

£274

FROM ONLY

 MODEL MAX.  FUSE EX VAT INC VAT
 MOTOR HP   
PC20 2Hp 10amps £229.00 £274.80
PC40 3.5Hp 20amps £269.00 £322.80
PC60 5.5Hp 32amps £319.00 £382.80

  BOLTLESS 
SHELVING BENCHES

CS4-6D
 £84.99

INC.VAT

EX.VAT
 £101.99

 BELT SANDER

 • Two handles 
for increased control 
 • 1200w motor 
 • Belt size: 

100x610mm  
• Belt speed 
480M/min

CBS2

.98
EX.VAT

£69
.98
INC.VAT

£83

 QUICK RELEASE 
ALUMINIUM SASH CRAMPS

.99
EX.VAT

£6
.39
INC.VAT

£8

FROM ONLYLIGHTWEIGHT 
ALUMINIUM

 MODEL SIZE EX. VAT INC. VAT
CHT374 600mm £6.99 £8.39
CHT375 900mm £7.99 £9.59
CHT376 1200mm £9.98 £11.98

MULTI FUNCTION 
TOOL WITH 
ACCESSORY KIT

•  Great for sawing, cutting, sanding, polishing, 
chiselling & much more
• 250w motor
• Variable speed

CMFT250

 RANDOM ORBITAL 
SANDER

 • For sanding 
 & polishing 
• 125mm
 diameter 
 sanding discs 
• 4000-11000 opm  INC 5 DISCS

CROS1
EX.VAT

£33.59
INC.VAT

£27.99

 MODEL WATT M/MIN EX VAT  INC VAT
Clarke BS1 900w 380 £29.98 £35.98
Makita 9911 650w  75-270 £94.99 £113.99

 BELT SANDERS

BS1

.98
EX.VAT

£29
.98
INC.VAT

£35

FROM ONLY

EX.VAT
£137.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£114.99

1" BELT & 5" 
DISC SANDER

• Inc. 2 tilt/lock tables 
and mitre gauge 

• 300w motor

CBS1-5

.98
EX.VAT

£59
.98
INC.VAT

£71

13" MINI 
WOOD LATHE

• Ideal for enthusiasts/
hobbyists with small workshops 
• 325mm distance between centres • 200mm 
max. turning capacity (dia) • 0.2Hp motor

CWL325V

EX.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

£129.98

 BANDSAWS

 MODEL MOUNT MOTOR THROAT EX VAT INC VAT
CL CBS190 ‡ Bench 350w 190mm £109.98 £131.98
CL CBS250 Floor 370w 245mm £179.98 £215.98

CBS250 
 INCLUDES

STAND

 HUGE 
RANGE IN 

CATALOGUE 
& ONLINE

EXC.VAT
£286.80

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £310.80 inc.VAT

£239.00

 ENGINEER’S
DRILL PRESS
• Tables tilt 
0-45° left & right 
• Depth gauge
• Chuck guards

 B=Bench mounted  
F=Floor standing

 MODEL  MAX   TABLE  EXC.  INC. 
  DEPTH CUT SIZE (mm) VAT VAT
 45°  90°  
FURY5* 54mm  73mm 625x444 £159.98 £191.98
RAGE5‡ 55mm  79mm 868x656 £279.00 £334.80 
*FURY power: 1500w (110V available)
‡RAGE power: 1800w/230V (110V available) 
table extensions included

255mm 
MULTI-
PURPOSE 
TABLE 
SAWS

SUPPLED 
WITH 

ROBUST 
STEEL 
STAND

.98
EX.VAT

£139
.98
INC.VAT

£167

FROM ONLY

 12" CONTRACTORS 
SAW

 • 1600w motor 
• 315mm blade 
• 90mm max cut depth at 90°
• Dust extractor

 INDUCTION 
MOTOR

CCS12

.00
EX.VAT

£239
.80
INC.VAT

£286

MODEL MOTOR EXC.VAT  INC.VAT
CPF13 ‡ 400w/230v £44.99 £53.99
KA900E#*  350w/230v £52.99 £63.59

*Black & Decker

EXC.VAT
£238.80

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £262.80 inc.VAT

£199.00

JIGSAWS

 MODEL POWER DEPTH  
 (W) OF CUT  EX INC
  (WOOD/STEEL) VAT VAT
Clarke CJS380* ‡ 420w 55/6mm £12.99 £15.59
Clarke CON750#+ 750w 80/10mm £24.99 £29.99
B & D KS600*   450w 60/5mm £29.98 £35.98
Bosch PST700* 500w 70/4mm £49.98 £59.98

CJS380

 *DIY #Professional

EXC.VAT
£15.59

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £17.99 inc.VAT

£12.99

‡ was £17.99 inc.VAT + was £35.98 inc.VAT
 was £40.79 inc.VAT

 MODEL WATTS/ EXC.VAT INC.VAT
 SPEEDS 
CDP5EB 350/5 ‡ £59.98 £71.98
CDP101B 245/5 £79.98 £95.98
CDP151B 300/5 £106.99 £128.39
CDP10B 370/12 £169.98 £203.98
CDP301B 510/12 £199.98 £239.98
CDP451F 510/16 £239.98 £287.98
CDP501F 980/12 £429.00 £514.80
‡ was £77.99 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£41.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £44.39 inc.VAT

£34.99

‡ was 
£59.98 
inc.VAT 
# £68.39 
inc.VAT 

‡ was £143.98 inc.VAT 

18V PRO 
CORDLESS 
DRILL/DRIVERS
 10mm chuck size 
 2 Speed, Variable 

control - 0-350/0-1250rpm 
 21 torque settings

   EXC. INC.
MODEL BATTERIES VAT VAT
CON18Ni‡  2 x Ni-Cd £64.99 £77.99
CON18Li#  2 x Li-Ion £84.99 £101.99

INCLUDES 12 
PIECE BIT SET

‡ was 
£83.98
inc.VAT 
# £107.98 
inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £83.98 inc.VAT

£64.99

 MODEL MOTOR BLADE EX VAT INC VAT
CTS800B 600w 200mm £69.98 £83.98
CTS11* 1500w 254mm £139.98 £167.98
CTS10D 1500w 254mm £149.98 £179.98

‡ was £215.98 inc.VAT # was £341.99 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£191.98

INC.VAT

FURY 5 ONLY

WAS £215.98 inc.VAT

£159.98

EXC.VAT
£53.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £59.98 inc.VAT

£44.99

 SHEET SANDERS

CON300

 MODEL SHEET SIZE MOTOR EX VAT INC VAT
COS200‡ 190X90mm 150w £12.99 £15.59
C0N300 230X115mm 330w £29.98 £35.98
Makita#  112X102mm 200w £54.99 £65.99
BO455

EXC.VAT
£15.59

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £17.99 inc.VAT

£12.99

‡ was £17.99 inc.VAT 
# was £68.39 inc.VAT 

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £77.99 inc.VAT

£59.98

SAVE 
10%

WHEN YOU BUY 
ANY MIX OF 5 

FROM THIS RANGE
SAVE AT LEAST
£17.99 INC.VAT

 RANDOM 
ORBITAL 
SANDERS

 INC 6 DISCSCROS2

.98
EX.VAT

£49
.98
INC.VAT

£59
 • For fast removal of paint 

or for fi ne swirl free fi nishing 
• 6 x 150mm diameter

sanding discs • 4000-7000 rpm

EXC.VAT
£131.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £143.98 inc.VAT

£109.98

 • Powerful heavy 
duty machine ideal 
for trade 
use 
• Variable 
speed 
control from 
7,400-21, 600 rpm • 2100w motor • 0-60mm 
plunge depth.  CR3 Router with 15 Piece Bit 
Set also available only 
£94.99 £113.99

.98
EX.VAT

£109
.98
INC.VAT

£131

 CR2 ROUTER

INCLUDES 15 
PIECE SET WORTH 

OVER £20

 CORDLESS 
DRILL/
DRIVERS

 MODEL VOLTS BATTS EXC. VAT INC.VAT
CCD180 ‡ 18v 1 £34.99 £41.99
CCD240# 24v 1 £39.98 £47.98
Bosch PSR18 † 18v 1 £49.98 £59.98

PSR18

‡ was £44.39 inc.VAT # was £56.39 inc.VAT 
† was £71.98 inc.VAT 

HUGE CHOICE 
IN-STORE & ONLINE

EXC.VAT
£41.99

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £44.39 inc.VAT

£34.99

 PORTABLE 
THICKNESSER

 • Max thickness 
capacity 130mm
 • Planing depths 
adjustable 
from 0-2.5mm
 • Powerful 
1250w motor
 • 8000rpm 
no-load speed

CPT250

.98
EX.VAT

£179
.98
INC.VAT

£215

 POWER 
PLANERS

.99
EX.VAT

£24
.99
INC.VAT

£29

FROM ONLY

CON1020

 MODEL INPUT DEPTH EX VAT INC VAT
 POWER OF CUT 
Clarke CEP1 650w 2mm £24.99 £29.99
Clarke CON1020 1020w 3mm £36.99 £44.39
Bosch GHO26-82* 710w 2.6mm £129.98 £155.98

• 82mm 
cutting 
width

*110v + 230v in stock

 ROUTERS

 * DIY 

.98
EX.VAT

£39
.98
INC.VAT

£47

FROM ONLY

 MODEL MOTOR PLUNGE EX VAT INC VAT
 (W) (mm)
CR1C* 1200 0-50 £39.98 £47.98
Bosch 1400 0-55 £74.99 £89.99
POF1400ACE NEW

ACCESSORIES
IN STOCK

CR1C

DRILL BIT SHARPENER
 Great for 3mm to 10mm 

HSS drill bits  70W motor
 Drill bit guide 

ensures 
sharpening at the 
correct angle
 Saves cost of 

new drills

EXC.VAT
£26.39

INC.VAT

£21.99

CBS16
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14,000
PRODUCTS

SPECIALIST PRODUCTS

visit machinemart.co.uk GET 
YOUR 
FREE 
COPY
NOW!
• INSTORE
• ONLINE
• PHONE
0844 880 1265

FOR 
OVER

INCLUDING
NEW

Minimum call charges from a BT landline are 5p/min to 0844. Calls from mobiles and other networks may vary.
For security reasons, calls may be monitored. All prices correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to change products and prices at any time. All offers subject to availability, E&OE.

22902RH

CLICK & 
COLLECT

NEW

FREE

PRICE CUTS & 
NEW PRODUCTS

1800
Over

500 
PAGE

CATALOGUE

3 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
IN-STORE
65 SUPERSTORES

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk

MAIL ORDER
0115 956 5555

CLICK & 
COLLECT

 OPEN 7 DAYS

NEW

V

 BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ 01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd. 0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills  0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD 01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB 01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ 0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfi eld St. DE14 3QZ 01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN 029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG 01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH 01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY 01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE 01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT 024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon 020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB 01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ 01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED 01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road  01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET 01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfi eld Terrace  0131 659 5919

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG 01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ 0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ 0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY 01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD 01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG 01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU 0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS 0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN 0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG 01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF 0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684   
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18 020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10 020 8558 8284
LONDON 100 The Highway, Docklands 020 7488 2129
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE 01622 769 572         
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376   
MANCHESTER SALFORD* 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU 0161 241 1851   
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfi eld Rd. South 01623 622160

MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby 01642 677881
NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ 01603 766402
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St. 0115 956 1811
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfi eld 01733 311770
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY 01752 254050
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone 01202 717913
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor 023 9265 4777
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU 01772 703263
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ 0114 258 0831
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd  0208 3042069
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd. 023 8055 7788
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea  01702 483 742
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley 01782 287321
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown 0191 510 8773
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG 01792 792969
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW 01793 491717
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW 020 8892 9117
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.  01925 630 937
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU 01942 323 785  
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfi eld Rd. Bilston 01902 494186
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ 01905 723451

 VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00, 
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00 *NEW STORE

 DUST EXTRACTOR/
CHIP COLLECTORS

   FLOW BAG 
MODEL MOTOR RATE CAP. EX VAT INC VAT
CDE35B‡ 750w 850 M3/h 56Ltrs £119.98 £143.98
CDE7B 750w 850 M3/h 114Ltrs £139.98 £167.98

 • Powerful
750w motor

 • 56 litre bag capacity 
 • Flow rate of 850M3/h

 METABO
ALSO 

AVAILABLE

 MORTISING 
MACHINE
 Accurately creates deep square 

recesses  Table size 150 x 340mm 
 Maximum chisel cap.76mm  Robust 

cast iron base & column ensures 
stability & accuracy  95mm depth 
of cut

 CHISELS AVAILABLE FROM 
£7.99 EX VAT £9.59 INC VAT

CBM1B

 WOODWORKING   
         VICES

.49
EX.VAT

£13
.19
INC.VAT

£16

FROM ONLY

 MODEL MOUNTING JAW 
  (WIDTH/OPENING
  /DEPTH)mm EXC.VAT INC.VAT
Clarke  Bolted 150/152/61  £13.49 £16.19
CHT152 
Stanley  Clamped 72/60/40  £16.99 £20.39
Multi Angle
Record V75B Clamped 75/50/32 £18.99 £22.79
Clarke WV7 Bolted 180/205/78  £24.99 £29.99

WV7

 QUALITY CAST 
IRON STOVES

REGAL II

19 GREAT STYLES 
IN STOCK

BUCKINGHAM

BARREL

 FLUES, COWLS & 
ACCESSORIES IN 

STOCK

DUST
EXTRACTOR

.98
EX.VAT

£99 
.98
INC.VAT

£119

CDE1000

• 50 litre tank capacity
• 183 m3/h fl ow rate
• 1000W 
input 
wattage

OTHER 
MODELS

AVAILABLE

 SCROLL SAWS

 •120w, 230v 
motor • 50mm
max cut thickness 
• 400-1,700rpm variable 
speed • Air-blower removes 
dust from cutting area  

CSS16V

   SPEED EX INC
MODEL MOTOR RPM VAT  VAT
CSS400B 85w 1450 £64.99 £77.99
CSS16V ‡ 120w 400-1700 £79.98 £95.98
CSS400C* 90w 550-1600 £99.98 £119.98
* Includes fl exible drive kit for grinding/polishing/sanding 

EXC.VAT
£173.99

INC.VAT

£144.99

 MITRE 
SAWS

RAGE3

 MODEL BLADE DIA MAX CUT  EX. INC. 
 BORE (mm) DEPTH/CROSS VAT VAT
TH-MS  210/30 55/120mm £54.99 £65.99
2112
Fury 3  210/25.4 60/200mm £119.98 £143.98
Evolution  255/25.4 75/300mm £169.98 £203.98 
Rage 3 
Makita 260/30 95/130mm £199.98 £239.98
LS1040

 • Quality Range of Mitre saws and blades available

EXC.VAT
£65.99 

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£54.99

“It is fast and accurate with a 
good solid feel...Excellent value for 
money, I’m really pleased with it.”
See www.machinemart.co.uk

 WET 
& DRY 
VACUUM 
CLEANERS
 • A range of 
compact, high 
performance 
wet & dry 
vacuum cleaners 
for use around the 
home, workshop, 
garage etc.
   CAPACITY EX.  
 MODEL MOTOR WET/DRY  VAT INC. VAT
CVAC20P 1250W 16/12ltr £47.99 £57.59
CVAC20SS* 1400W 16/12ltr £59.98 £71.98
CVAC25SS* 1400W 19/17ltr £64.99 £77.99
CVAC30SSR* 1400W 24/21ltr £86.99 £104.39

* SS = Stainless Steel

EX.VAT
£57.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£47.99

10" SLIDING 
MITRE SAW

• For fast, accurate 
cross, bevel & 
mitre cutting in 
most hard & soft 
woods
• 1800w 
motor
• Laser guide

CMS10S2

 
 BENCH GRINDERS 
& STANDS 

 • Stands come 
complete with 
bolt mountings 
and feet 
anchor holes

 CBG8W 
features 
8" whetstone & 
6"drystone.
 # With sanding belt
 MODEL DUTY WHEEL 
  DIA.  EX VAT INC VAT
CBG6RP DIY 150mm £27.99 £33.59
CBG6RZ PRO 150mm £37.99 £45.59
CBG6RSC HD 150mm £47.99 £57.59
CBG6SB# PRO 150mm £49.98 £59.98
CBG6RWC HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG8W (wet) HD 150/200mm £55.99 £67.19

 6" & 8" 
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT

 MITRE SAW 
STAND 

• Suitable for most 
sizes/makes of saw 
• Inc. outriggers & rollers

RECIPROCATING 
SAW

•  850w motor
• 24mm stroke length
•  Includes 3 wood & 3 metal blades

CON850

HARDWOOD 
WORKBENCH

 Includes bench dogs and guide holes for 
variable work positioning  2 Heavy Duty Vices 
 Large storage draw  Sunken tool trough 
 LxWxH 1520x620x855mm

EXC.VAT
£155.98 

INC.VAT

£129.98

CHB1500

EXC.VAT
£155.98

INC.VAT

£129.98

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

£64.99

‡was £101.99 inc.VAT

‡was £155.98 inc.VAT

EXC.VAT
£59.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £65.99 inc.VAT

£49.98

EXC.VAT
£113.98

INC.VAT

£94.98

EXC.VAT
£250.80

INC.VAT

£209.00

EXC.VAT
£418.80

INC.VAT

£349.00

EXC.VAT
£298.80

INC.VAT

£249.00

POT BELLY

EX.VAT
£33.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£27.99

 STAND AVAILABLE FROM 
ONLY £41.99 EX.VAT 

£50.39 INC.VAT

11.8kW

6.9kW

6.8kW

LARGE & XL 
MODELS IN 

STOCK

6kW

MUCH MORE
WOODWORKING 

ONLINE

CFMSS1

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £155.98 inc.VAT

£119.98

TABLE SAW WITH 
EXTENSION 
TABLES (250mm)EXC.VAT

£143.98
INC.VAT

£119.98

 Ideal for cross cutting, ripping, 
angle and mitre cutting  Easy 

release / locking mechanism 
for table extensions 

 0-45° 
tilting 
blade 

 Cutting depth: 
72mm at 90° / 

65mm at 45° 
 230V/50Hz, 

Motor: 1800W, No 
load speed: 4700rpm  Optional leg kit in stock 

CTS14

NEW

TURBO AIR 
COMPRESSORS

 • Superb range
ideal for DIY, hobby
& semi-professional
use

 CLARKE 8MM 
AIR HOSE 

FROM ONLY 
£5.99 EX VAT  
£7.19 INC VAT

8/250

 MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK EX VAT INC VAT
Tiger 8/250 ‡ 2Hp 7.5cfm 24ltr £79.98 £95.98
Tiger 7/250* 2 Hp 6 24ltr £89.98 £107.98 
Tiger 8/36 1.5 Hp 6.3 24ltr £109.98 £131.98
Tiger 11/250 2.5Hp 9.5 24ltr £119.98 £143.98
Tiger 8/510# 2Hp 7.5 50ltr £129.98 £155.98
Tiger 11/510  2.5Hp 9.5 50ltr £149.98 £179.98
Tiger 16/510 3 Hp 15.5 50ltr £219.98 £263.98
Tiger 16/1010 3 Hp 14.5 100ltr £269.98 £323.98
AM17EC150* 3Hp 14 150ltr £419.00 £502.80
*Stationary belt driven

*was £119.98 inc. VAT  # was £167.98 inc. VAT
‡ was £107.98 inc. VAT  

EXC.VAT
£95.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT
NOW FROM

WAS £107.98 inc.VAT

£79.98

EXC.VAT
£77.99

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£64.99

DOVETAIL JIG 
• Simple, easy to set up & use for producing 
a variety of joints • Cuts work pieces with a 
thickness of 8-32mm • Includes a 1/2" comb 
template guide & holes for bench mounting

CDTJ12
Router not 

included

EXC.VAT
£71.98

INC.VAT

£59.98

 ROUTER TABLE

 • Converts your router 
into a stationary router 
table • Suitable for most 
routers (up to 155mm dia. Base plate)

 Router not 
included

CRT-1

EX.VAT
£68.39

INC.VAT

£56.99

DISC SANDER 
(305MM)

CDS300B

 Powerful, bench mounted disc sander  900W 
 No load disc speed: 1490rpm  305mm Disc 

Diameter (1 x 60 grit sanding disc included) 
 Dimensions (LWH): 

440x437x386mm
 Weight: 

28kg

EXC.VAT
£143.98

INC.VAT

PRICE CUT

WAS £149.99 inc.VAT

£119.98

 WHETSTONE 
SHARPENER

CWS200

.98
EX.VAT

£109
.98        
INC.VAT

£131

 • Produces accurate 
razor sharp cutting 
edges on chisels, 
scissors, tools etc 
• 120w motor
• Grinding disc 200mm 
• Wet bath • Leather 
honing 
wheel

HUGE RANGE 
OF AIR TOOLS 

IN STOCK

 Kit includes: 
• Height adjustable stand with clamp • Rotary tool  

• 1m fl exible drive  • 40x accessories/consumables

CRT40
EX.VAT

£35.98
INC.VAT

£29.98

 ROTARY TOOL
KIT

      INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRIC 
FAN HEATERS
• Rugged fan heaters 
for small to medium 
sized premises • Tough 
steel cabinets 
• Adjustable heat 
output 
with 
thermostat 

 HEAT  NOW
 MODEL OUTPUT EX VAT INC VAT
Devil 6002 0.7-2kW £37.99 £45.59
Devil 6003 1.5-3kW £59.98 £71.98
Devil 6005 2.5-5kW £74.99 £89.99
Devil 6009‡ 4.5-9kW £129.98 £155.98
Devil 6015# 5-10-15kW £189.98 £227.87

DEVIL 
6003

EXC.VAT
£45.59

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY
£37.99

‡ was 
£167.98 
inc.VAT 
# was 
£239.98 
inc.VAT 

 • For sanding/shaping 
wood, 
plastic 
& 
metal
• Supplied 
with coarse
grinding 
wheel 
& sanding belt

 6" BENCH GRINDER 
WITH SANDING BELT

.98
EX.VAT

£49
.98
INC.VAT

£59
CBG6SB
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GPS
More than just resin!

 

 
 

The GPS Range of Products
For all types of turning by woodturners

All materials are enjoyable to use and turn – creating a breathtaking finish

Used either on their own or incorporated as part of another project

A quality finish which cannot be found in other alternative material
 

You can see our extensive product range

www.gpsagencies.co.uk

Please contact us for your nearest stockist

email: gpsagencies@btconnect.com

Unit 5, Parkers Trade Park, Bedford Road
Petersfield, Hampshire GU32 3QN

Tel: 01730 233366
Fax: 01730 260917
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T
he spindle gouge is a refi ning tool, 
capable of creating fi ne coves, beads, 
curves and facing/cleaning up a cut.

It is designed for spindle work and is to be 
used without much overhang on the toolrest. 

Th e spindle gouge is most commonly used 
with the bevel-rubbing – there are a couple 
of hollowing situations where it is not used 
this way but we will look at those instances 
in a future issue. It is commonly ground to 
a fi ngernail/lady fi nger profi le, which allows 
you to use various parts of the cutting edge 
to achieve the cut, shape and reach required. 
Th e extent to which the wings and cutting 
edge are ground back may vary considerably 
depending upon the thickness of the blade, 
the depth of the fl ute and the amount of 
swing that you introduce into the sharpening 
process. Th e rolling and twisting action as 
the blade is sharpened means the bevel angle 
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Two varieties of spindle gouges
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Starting turning – part 12
Continuing with his series, Mark Baker 

talks about using the spindle gouge

is not a constant from the nose all the way 
round the wings. 

It is worth noting that the very tip of the 
cutting edge is oft en not used when cutting. 
Instead, the cut is usually made just off  to 
one side, depending on which way the fl ute 

is pointing. As with the spindle roughing 
gouge, the fl ute points in the direction of
the cut and the cut occurs on the lower wing 
at all times. By now, you may have started to 
notice similarities in the way that the various 
tools are used.
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Making ‘V’ cuts

Cutting a cove

TURNER’S VIEWPOINT

Cutting a ‘V’ cut with a spindle gouge is 
similar to cutting one with a skew chisel
or beading & parting tool – the toolrest 
should be positioned on or just below centre 
so that the cut occurs just above centre.
Th e fl ute of the gouge should be pointing to 
either the 9 or 3 o’clock position, depending 
upon whether you are cutting from the right 

or the left  of the ‘V’ to be cut. Th e handle
is kept low and close to the body – the blade 
is on the toolrest and the bevel is lined up 
with the entry of cut required – you can make
a centreline cut but it is not necessary –
and then the handle is raised so the cutting
edge is gently arced into the wood. As with 
the skew chisel, you make successive light 

cuts from either side to create the ‘V’ cut
of the depth required. Please note that to
get to the bottom of the ‘V’ – especially
tight and deep ones – you might have to 
grind the wings back quite a way so you
can reach the lower section of the ‘V’
without touching the opposite side wall
with the lower wing.

Cutting a cove with a spindle gouge is similar 
to making a ‘V’ cut but you introduce a 
scooping action in the cut. Mark the width 
of the cove, set the rest to just below the 
centreline of the spindle and have the fl ute 
pointing in the direction of travel – so if you 
are cutting from the right side of the cove,
the fl ute will point to the 9 o’clock position. 

Enter the wood in line with the bevel.
Th e cut should be made about 3-6mm from 
the tip on the lower wing. Roll and rotate 
the blade as you progress through the cut to 
the deepest part of the cove – assuming you 
start cutting from the right side of the cove, 
the fl ute position changes from the 9 o’clock 
position at the beginning of the cut to 10 

o’clock partway down the side and nearer the 
11 o’clock position at the bottom of the cut.

When this cut is complete, repeat the 
cutting sequence for the left  side. Th is time, 
the fl ute starts at 3 o’clock and is rotated 
during the cut, moving through the 2 o’clock 
position in a controlled manner until it is 
close to the 1 o’clock position at the bottom. 
Extend the depth and width of the cove with 
alternating left  and right cuts until you reach 
the depth and width required. A little trick 
for cutting coves is to make a thin parting 
cut to the depth required in the centre of the 
cove with a parting tool and then use this 
as a guide. Th is saves a lot of measuring and 
remeasuring as you go.

A side view shows the cut starting on the 
left  side of the cove. Note that the cut occurs 
about 3-6mm down from the tip of the tool. 
Th e fl ute position is about 3 o’clock. You can 
see the rotation of the blade, which causes the 
cutting edge to follow a continuous curving/
rolling path to the 2 o’clock position. Th is 
in turn causes the cutting edge to follow a 
continuous, curving path until you reach 
the bottom of the cove, at which point the 
fl ute points at about the 1 o’clock position. 
Once this side is cut, the sequence is repeated 
on the other side with the fl ute pointing in 
the other direction until the cut reaches the 
bottom and then repeat from either side until 
you have the shape and depth required.

VIEW FROM THE BACK

Cutting sequence from the turner’s point of view showing how a ‘V’ cut is made 

Cutting sequence  from the back showing how a cove is cut 
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TURNER’S VIEWPOINT

VIEW FROM THE BACK

Cutting beads
Set the rest just below the centreline of the 
work. Part down either side of the bead to 
be cut to give you clearance, or create a ‘V’ 
cut with a skew chisel, parting tool or with 
the spindle gouge. You can, if you choose, 
mark the centreline of the bead to be cut. 
Once done, place the spindle gouge on the 
rest, positioned so the cutting edge is about 
6mm from the edge of what will be the bead 
and the fl ute is pointing straight up in the 12 
o’clock position.
   Keep the handle low, touch the wood with 
the heel of the bevel and raise the handle to 

get the bevel rubbing. Rotate the tool either 
left  or right as required, so the cutting edge 
– about 3-6mm down from the tip – touches 
the wood, then roll the tool over so the edge 
slices the wood as it arcs over the corner of 
the work. Repeat this shaping cut. You will 
fi nd that you need to rotate the blade further 
as you near the fi nal shaping cut, so that the 
fl ute will lie almost horizontal over to one 
side – almost in the 9 o’clock or 3 o’clock 
position, depending on which side of the 
bead you have cut.

When you’ve cut one side of the bead, 

repeat the sequence on the other side, 
working from the centreline of the bead. You 
will need to rotate the blade and, depending 
on the width of the bead, you may need to 
slide the tool along the rest as you do so to 
form the bead shape properly. Continue 
cutting until you are happy with the shape of 
the bead. If working on small beads, try using 
a smaller spindle gouge, conversely larger 
beads use a large gouge. You will fi nd that a 
10mm gouge is a very good size to learn with 
as it gives you a lot of fl exibility with the size 
of work you are likely to learn turning. 

Cutting sequence from the turner’s point of view showing how a cove is cut

Cutting sequence showing how a bead is cut from the back
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TURNER’S VIEWPOINT

Sweeping curves
To create sweeping curves, present and support the tool on the rest 
as already described for cutting coves and beads. Have the fl ute 
pointing in the direction of the cut and manipulate the cutting edge 

by adjusting the handle and fl ute position as you guide the tool along 
the work. Remember to cut downhill, never uphill, and always make 
the cut on the lower wing of the cutting edge.

Cutting sequence from the turner’s point of view showing how a bead is cut
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Cutting across end grain
A square, straight across or tapered cut 
requires multiple light cuts to be made in-line 
with the angle required. If you wish to create 
a curving cut, to create a dome – like a part 
of a bead – you will need to not only arc the 
blade into the cut, but you will also have to 
swing the handle accordingly to get the curve 
required. Cutting curves in this way will 

require you to alter the handle height and 
fl ute position, depending on the depth and 
position of the cut.

To create a cut across the face of the end 
of the spindle, position the rest just below 
centre height. Have the fl ute pointing in 
the direction of travel and the bevel in-line 
with the entry point and the direction you 

wish to travel. Keep the handle low so that 
the cut takes place on the lower wing of the 
tool – about 3mm from the tip. Step back a 
little from the edge of the work, enter the 
wood in-line with the bevel and arc the blade 
across the face until you cut down onto the 
very centre. Th ere is no need to alter the fl ute 
position as you arc across the face. 

VIEW FROM THE SIDE

Cutting sequence from the turner’s point of view showing how a sweeping curves are cut

Cutting sequence  from the side showing how you cut across end grain 
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VIEW FROM THE BACK

In the next issue, I will look at using the bowl gouge and scrapers  

Cutting sequence from the back showing how you cut across end grain 
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Torn grain 
and tear-out 

In the second part of his new series, Richard Findley 

continues to look at common problems experienced by 

turners. This month, he focuses on torn grain

Richard is a registered UK 

professional woodturner living 

and working in Leicestershire.

He discovered woodturning 

while working for his father 

as a joiner. Richard makes all 

kinds of work to commission, 

from replacement antique components, 

walking canes and stair spindles, to decorative 

bowls. It is the variety of work that he loves. 

He also offers demonstrations and a range of 

woodturning supplies.

richard@turnersworkshop.co.uk

www.turnersworkshop.co.uk

RICHARD FINDLEY
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T
orn grain and tear-out are the bane of a 
turner’s life. One of the biggest problems 
is that you oft en have no idea it’s there 

until you stop the lathe to inspect the work, 
but once you have it, it can run incredibly 
deep into the timber and so can take a lot 
of work to remove. As with so many of the 
problems that turners face, it is better not to 
put it there in the fi rst place. In this article I 
will look at:

•  What causes torn grain
•  How to try to avoid it
•  How to remove it once you experience it

The problem
Tear-out is most common on faceplate work, 
in particular on bowls. Sometimes it feels 
like no matter what you do with the gouge, 
or how many times you sharpen it, there are 
always patches of tear-out on the timber.

What causes torn grain?

There are a number of causes of torn grain:
•  Working against the grain
•  Soft , ‘punky’ areas on the timber that are 

‘past their best’, oft en in timber showing 
signs of spalting or decay

•  Timber choice
•  Shape of the bowl
•  Tool presentation
•  Blunt tools

Working with the grain
Th e fi rst and most common cause is simply 
the fact that as turners, we are always 
working, at some point, against the natural 
direction of the grain. You should be able
to see from the photo above  how the grain 
runs on a bowl blank. Simply by running a 
normal bevel-edge chisel around the edge
of a stationary bowl blank, you will be able
to see where the cut is working with and 
against the grain. Th ere are always two 
patches, just aft er the very end grain of

the blank, where you will be cutting against 
the grain. Th ese are the two patches which 
will always cut less well than the rest, to a 
greater or lesser degree. 

Here you can see the grain direction and the diffi cult-
to-fi nish areas either side of the centreline

Having used a bevel-edge chisel with the lathe 
stationary, simply to pare around the edge of the 
blank, you can see which areas cut well with the
grain and tear into the wood when working against 
the grain
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Sharpening my bowl gouge – how you do it doesn’t 
matter as long as you do it!

The pull or draw cut in action. It removes timber very 
effi ciently but doesn’t always leave a good surface

The bowl surface after pull cutting and a little refi ning 
to achieve a good fl owing curve; this shows a surface 
that needs improvement before sanding

The straight cut across the grain will show up any 
diffi cult areas immediately

Timber choice
Diff erent timbers will react diff erently to 
being cut in the wrong direction. For this 
article, I will be turning a piece of redwood 
(Pinus sylvestris), commonly known as pine,
a timber that most turners would not 
dream of turning in to a bowl because of its 
reputation as being too soft  for bowl work, 
and a prime candidate for tear-out. Pine is 
not the only timber that suff ers from tear-out, 
however. I recently turned a bowl from horse 
chestnut (Castanea sativa) – conker, if you 
like – which suff ered terribly from tear-out.
Spalted timber can look stunning, but 
because spalting is the early onset of decay, 
some timber showing signs of heavy spalt 
can be past its best, having become soft  and 
‘punky’. While these timbers can sometimes 
be saved, and indeed make beautiful pieces
of work, it is up to you whether or not they 
are actually worth the eff ort.

Timbers with a closer grain structure
will tend to suff er much less from torn
grain – sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)
for example, is oft en used by demonstrators 
for bowl work, purely because it works easily 
and the chances of tear-out are minimal, 
compared to many other species. 

Shape of the bowl
Th e shape that you use for your bowls will 
have an eff ect on the amount of tear-out you 
experience. A bowl with straight sides will 
always suff er more than one with a more 
curved profi le, as a cut straight across the 
grain is far more severe than one that cuts 
across the grain at an angle, so by making 
your bowls with a more curved profi le, they 
will not only look more elegant, but will 
fi nish more easily too – a win-win situation
if ever there was one!

Keep those tools sharp!
Here we are again: sharp tools. As I 
explained last month, in a future article I 
will be discussing the common issues with 
sharpening, but for now, it is enough to say 
that a sharp tool will always leave a smoother, 
less disturbed surface behind it than a blunt 
tool, which will have been forced through the 

timber and will pull and rip at it, rather than 
slice it. Diffi  cult timbers will nearly always 
wear the tool’s edge more than those easy 
to turn timbers, so if you are suff ering from 
tear-out, be prepared to make lots of trips
to the grinder!

Lathe speed 
Lathe speed is an important factor in 
achieving a good fi nish. It is a fact that, up 
to a point, the higher the speed, the easier 
it is to achieve a good fi nish. Beginners 
will oft en turn much slower than a more 
experienced turner would as it feels ‘safer’, 
but oft en this won’t be helping with the poor 
surface that is being achieved. Th ere are of 
course a few variables that will decide what 
the best speed is, such as the stability and 
weight of your lathe, whether it is on a stable 
and heavy bench or a fl imsy metal stand. 
Lightweight lathes tend to suff er more from 
vibration problems and have a tendency to 
want to wander around the workshop. I am 
fortunate that my Wadkin is around half a 
ton in weight, so doesn’t suff er from vibration 
problems oft en. Th at said, if the speed is too 
high, then it can cause vibration issues in 
the timber, depending on how thick you are 
turning the bowl. 

High speeds also make potential accidents 
that much more extreme. A bowl leaving the 
lathe at 750rpm is less likely to cause as much 
damage as one leaving at 2,000rpm. Th e 
small pine bowl I made for this article was 
turned almost entirely at 960rpm, with some 
fi nishing cuts at 1,440rpm. I have never seen 
an advantage in turning bowls much faster 
than this.  

Solutions
So we know the causes, now we need to try 
and fi nd some solutions. Straight away, we 
can make life easier if we use a good quality, 
close-grained timber and make the bowl 
with a lovely gradual curve, with razor-sharp 
tools – although that does rather limit your 
timber choice and design possibilities! It is 
a good idea to start with something more 
reliable like this, though, and work up to 
more challenging timbers and designs as your 
skills improve.

The challenge
So I have a piece of good quality redwood,
which is a notoriously tricky timber for
bowl work. I plan to stick to a simple
curving design and see what happens.
I will be using a bowl gouge throughout 
the exercise; while I have nothing against 
scrapers, I tend not to use them for bowl 
work. In my experience, they work best on 
more dense timbers so are best avoided for 
this piece of soft wood.

MYTH BUSTERS:

Myth – ‘you need sharp tools to work 
pine!’

In itself, this isn’t a myth – you do indeed 

need sharp tools to work pine; however, you 

need sharp tools to work any wood – if you 

want to achieve any level of success anyway 

– so pine doesn’t need tools to be any more 

or less sharp than any other timber. Just 

remember to keep those tools sharp!

The outside 
As always, I turned the outside fi rst. My fi rst 
cut was to true up the edge so I know exactly 
how much timber I have to work with. You can 
see from this straight cut how much it tears at 
those diffi  cult areas. I begin to shape the bowl 
using a pull or draw cut – the initial shaping 
cuts are purely to remove timber and develop 
the shape, so the actual surface fi nish is less 
important at this stage. Only once I feel that 
I’m getting closer to the fi nal shape do I begin 
to focus more on taking a more careful cut.
At this point, stop the lathe and take a look
at what you are dealing with. As I said earlier, 
you oft en don’t really know the condition 
of the timber until you do this, so it is an 
important stage that you shouldn’t skip. If 
the surface is really bad, before trying your 
fi nishing cuts, head back to the grinder. For 
your fi nishing cuts, there are two options 
available to you: a push cut or a shear cut.
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Push cut
Th is is the most traditional of the fi nishing 
cuts but also takes the most practice to 
perfect. Th e bevel glides behind the cut 
and the handle needs to swing smoothly, 
starting out over the lathe bed and moving 
toward the headstock. To achieve the best 
possible fi nish from the push cut, you need 
to fi nd the best presentation to get a slicing 
cut. By keeping the handle as low as you can 
and positioning the fl ute so it faces around 
10 o’clock – pretending the bowl blank is a 
clock face – should help you achieve this. 
Experiment a little with the presentation 
to suit your turning style and gouge grind, 
slightly opening or closing the fl ute or lift ing 
or dropping the handle. Make a cut and check 
the fi nish: if it’s no good, then make a tiny 
adjustment and try again. I would suggest 
that if the cut feels good, is smooth and a fi ne 
shaving eff ortlessly whistles from the edge, 
then the chances are that the fi nish will be 
good. If the cut feels or sounds lumpy, or 
coarse in any way, then the fi nish will match. 

Shear cut
Whether this is a cut or a scrape is a grey area but 
it really doesn’t matter. Th e fact of the matter is, 
this cut, when done properly, is really eff ective.

Initially this cut feels very alien as it seems 
to go against everything we learn about tool 
control. Th ere is no bevel contact and the fl ute 
faces almost totally the wrong way. Th e handle 
should be low but by your side and the tool 
is rotated so the fl ute almost totally faces the 
timber. Use the lower wing, making sure the 
upper wing doesn’t come into contact with the 
wood. Th e edge should be presented at about 
a 45° angle to the wood, so like a razor blade, 
the sharp edge takes a very fi ne shaving from 
the surface of the blank. Th e shaving, if done 
correctly, should be light and fi ne, leaving a 
lovely smooth surface in its wake.  

Whichever cut you choose, remember 
that fi nishing cuts should be light skimming 
cuts rather than heavy wood removal cuts. 
Th e lighter the cut, the less it will disturb the 
timber beneath the tool and so the better the 
surface will be. 

The inside
With the outside turned and sanded, 
attention turns to the inside of the bowl. In 
my experience, the inside is more diffi  cult to 
achieve a good fi nish on and because access 
is more restricted, you only have the push cut 
to rely on and there is less room for error. On 
the outside you can just keep going until the 
fi nish is good, whereas on the inside, there is 
only so much timber before
all you have left  is thin air!
Th ere are two common approaches to 
hollowing a bowl: traditionally the cut 
begins in the centre, making a small bowl 

After cutting some of the surface with a fi nishing push cut you can see a marked improvement

The surface after shear cutting shows a small amount of disturbed grain near the rim of the bowl, but this 
should be good enough to achieve a good fi nish through sanding

A push cut in action

A shear cut in action – you can see the 
incredibly fi ne shavings produced by this cut

shaped cut; this is then repeated, gradually 
making the bowl wider and deeper, until the 
fi nal cut goes from rim to the base and the 
bowl is complete. Th is is fi ne unless you are 
making a large bowl, a thin walled bowl or 
using timber that is in any way unstable or 
anything less than fully dry. If your blank is 
any of the above, then you will probably fi nd 
that it moves during the turning process and 
it is incredibly diffi  cult to make that fi nal 
fi nishing cut because the surface is either 
uneven or simply won’t stay still to be cut. 
My preferred approach is to work from the

rim down in stages, cutting a series of steps
and leaving a core in the centre of the bowl.
Th is keeps the timber as strong and stable as 
possible, for as long as possible. By working 
down in stages, you can focus your attention 
on a small area of the bowl at a time, enabling 
a smooth cut and an even wall thickness. 
Once the fi rst part is complete, there is no 
need to return to this, so if it moves or warps 
in any way, it isn’t a problem, as all there is 
left  to do is sand it and sanding can be done 
on an uneven surface, but trying to cut it is 
virtually impossible.
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Apply some fi nish
If your main problem seems to be in those 
usual areas, then try applying a liberal coat of 
whatever fi nish you intend to use. Whether it 
be oil, lacquer, sealer or wax, slap it on, leave 
it for a few minutes while you sharpen your 
gouge – again! – and make another cut. Th is 
will almost certainly reduce, if not completely 
eliminate, the tear-out.

Removing the centre of the bowl by cutting a series of steps and leaving a core in the bowl for as long as possible

Applying a liberal coat of sanding sealer to the coarse area on the inside of the bowl. Sanding sealer is a good all-
round option as there are rarely compatibility issues with other fi nishes

The advantage of this technique is that it allows you to 
work in small sections at a time; this helps you to keep 
track of the surface fi nish and wall thickness with ease

As the cut proceeds, as before, practise with 
presentation. Keep the handle as low as possible 
and the fl ute to around 2 o’clock this time, gently 
making a cut. Once again, experiment by opening 
or closing the fl ute slightly, or dropping or lift ing 
the handle slightly diff erently at each pass and see 
what works best for you. Once again, be aware of 
how the cut feels and sounds.

Keep checking the surface of the timber to see 
how well you are progressing. If the timber looks 
torn, then sharpen up and try again. You can see 
from the photos here that I just had the two areas, 
in the usual position, that were a little coarse.
For this there is another solution...

MYTH BUSTERS:

Myth – ‘if you can’t cut out the torn 
areas, then just sand them away
with 80 grit!’   

I am not shy of using some coarse abrasive 

when the situation calls for it, but overuse 

of abrasive in an attempt to remove torn 

grain will only misshape your bowl, burn 

your fi ngers and generally make the whole 

experience rather unpleasant.

Torn grain runs surprisingly deep into 

the wood, but sanding only removes a tiny 

amount from the surface of  the timber. 

If the surface is pitted from tear-out, the 

chances are that it goes three or four 

millimetres into the wood – maybe even 

more. It will take a long time to sand away 

this much wood and it will be removed in

an uneven fashion, which will misshape

the bowl. You can improve the surface

with sanding – that is after all the aim of 

it – but sanding has limitations and if the 

tear-out is still there after the surface has 

been sanded, then you are going to need 

to go back to the gouge and improve the 

surface further 

Th e reason the tear-out occurs is that the wood 
fi bres are sticking up and because you are 
trying to work them in the wrong direction, 
they tend to just bend away from the cutting 
edge and spring back up once the tool has 
passed, leaving that rough area. If you have 
ever spilt any kind of fi nish on your hands,
you will know that it is sticky and can be hard 
to remove. By applying a liberal coat of fi nish 
to those troublesome areas, the fi nish gets into 

the pores of the wood, in between those fi bres 
and goes all sticky, eventually drying on the 
wood, causing the awkward fi bres to stiff en 
and stopping them from bending. Th is time 
they can’t bend out of the way and so your 
newly sharpened gouge should be able to slice 
through them, leaving a smooth surface. Th is 
method can also be repeated during sanding 
to remove any remaining small areas of 
imperfect surface.
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HANDY HINTS

1. Between each grit, clear out all of the

dust and debris that is inside the bowl, 

before moving on to the next grit. Often,

in that debris are small particles of grit that 

have come away from your abrasive. If you 

pick one of these up later in the sanding 

process, then it will leave a scratch or a 

series of scratches across the inside of the 

bowl. I guarantee that cleaning away this 

debris between each grit will improve your 

surface fi nish

Sanding
Once the bowl is turned and the surface is 
smooth and free of tear-out, then you can 
sand it. You get to know what marks will or 
won’t be removed by sanding, but this is a 
learning curve. Sand the surface with the fi rst 
grit – whichever you choose, here I started 
at 120 grit – then check the surface; this will 
usually reveal if any areas are not going to 
sand and need reworking with the gouge, or 
if further sanding will sort them out. Small 
areas that feel a little coarse can usually be 
sanded with a combination of coarse abrasive 
and some fi nish applied to those areas, but 
tear-out that leaves a pitted surface really 
needs turning away.

Spot sanding is a legitimate technique for 
small areas that need a little more work. 
Simply stop the lathe and rub the troublesome 
area – sometimes even across the grain can 
help, with the abrasive – then turn the lathe 
back on and continue to sand normally.

Power sanding is an invaluable technique 
to the turner, making sanding a much 
quicker and more effi  cient process. I always 
recommend it with caution, though, purely 
because I know from fi rst-hand experience 
how it can quickly misshape your bowl,
can quickly misshape your bowl if you do
it even slightly wrong. Th ese days I normally 
use a combination of power and hand 
sanding to achieve the best results. I will
be discussing sanding and fi nishing in more 
detail next month.

For all of your sanding, whichever way 
you like to do it, I would always recommend 
using a good quality abrasive. Th e diff erence 
this can make to your fi nish is unbelievable – 
it needs to be seen to be believed.  •

MYTH BUSTERS:

Myth – ‘sand it as well as you can;
the fi nish will hide the bad bits!’

I’m afraid not. While you can use your fi nish 

to help you to achieve a good surface – see 

above – applying a fi nish of any sort will 

almost certainly highlight fl aws in your 

tooling or sanding, rather than hide them. 

Sometimes this is a good thing as it allows 

you to spot the faults and put them right, 

but usually it is just annoying. Either way, 

you need to rework the surface and improve 

it, before reapplying the fi nal fi nish

Here you can see a slight amount of disturbed grain in 
the usual areas after cutting with the gouge. This was 
removed through sanding with more sealer applied 
during sanding

Power sanding the inside of the bowl

The completed pine bowl measures approximately 
175mm diameter × 60mm high. There is no fi nish 
applied and the shape is a simple curved bowl with 
a foot

Hand sanding the bowl. I normally use a combination 
of power and hand sanding to achieve the best results

Spot sanding a troublesome area

“These days I normally 
use a combination
of power and hand 
sanding to achieve

the best results”
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Fruit bowl

John Swinkels tells us how he turned the remnant of a meranti stair post into a fruit bowl

O
ccasionally I receive off cuts from a 
staircase manufacturer. Recently
I was given a section of a meranti 

(Shorea spp.) stair post and decided to turn 
this into a fruit bowl.

In the Hunter Valley in the city of 
Newcastle, which is located north of 
Sydney, we have a woodturning club called 
Woodturners of the Hunter. It has about 140 
members. On Wednesdays, a small group 
come together to create mainly segmented 
work. Australia is blessed with many 
colourful timbers and some of the members 
turn many small pieces into works of art. 
I am not one of those but make mainly 
utilitarian things such as dishes, containers 
and bowls. Th e fancier timbers such as 
rosewood (Dalbergia retusa) and Cypress 
pine (Pinus radiata) is usually not obtainable 
in large sizes but I can get hold of radiata 
pine and meranti – which is Asian, not 
Australian – in good-sized sections so I toyed 
with the idea of turning an off cut into a bowl 
by segmenting it and then reassembling the 
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After 11 years of turning, 

John still considers himself 

an advanced beginner, as 

he continues to learn and 

experiment with various 

techniques. He has combined 

turning with leather and 

incorporated pewter as 

a decorative element. John says that the 

possibilities are unlimited and the enjoyment 

of the practice is still there, especially because 

much of it is done in the company of other more 

talented turners.

swinkels38@yahoo.com.au

JOHN SWINKELS

EQUIPMENT USED
Electric frying pan

Hot metal glue stick

Leather glove

Awl

PVA glue

Sliding cut-off saw

Bandsaw

Jointer thicknesser

Triton Superjaws

Homemade aluminium faceplates

Drill press – used as a clamp

Rope – tourniquet – clamps

12mm deep-fl uted bowl gouge

Round scraper 

3mm parting tool

Hook-and-loop backed abrasive discs:

80, 120, 180, 240 and 400 grit

TIMBER REQUIREMENTS
Meranti (Shorea spp.)

post 800 × 90 × 90mm

sections into a bowl shape. Th e following is 
an example. As I gave one such bowl made 
from pine to the manager of a staircase 
manufacturer, I got permission to go through 
his scrap bins of off cuts. It is a shame that 
much good stuff  gets thrown away.
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PLANS

1 The post section measured 800 × 90 × 

90mm. A 900mm section would have

been even better, or two short pieces

2 The next step was to cut it into two boards 

on the tablesaw at our woodturners’ 

clubhouse – Woodturners of the Hunter 

3 Next I employed two Triton Superjaws as 

clamps. I taped the boards together before 

spreading PVA along the long edges that were to 

be joined. A clamp on each end held the boards 

aligned as the vice jaws were closed. Superjaws 

provide great pressure and brought the edges 

tightly together. The clamps in the middle were 

probably not even necessary

2

1

3

HANDY HINTS

1. If you wish to make your own aluminium 

faceplates, you can possibly obtain an 

offcut from an aluminium dealer as some 

have bars of 60 or more mm in diameter.  

Another possiblity is locating – via the 

internet – someone with a backyard 

foundry who can cast some for you

2. The rope and hardwood dowel tourniquet 

works best with a synthetic and very 

fl exible rope as the glue does not adhere 

well to it. Don’t use a natural fi bre rope

100mm (4in)

Segment
Layer 1

Segment
Layer 2

Segment
Layer 3

Segment
Layer 4

38mm
(11/2in)

15mm
(19/32in)

265mm (107/16in)

158mm 
(61/4in)
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4

65

7

8

4 Using the club’s jointer/thicknesser I 

dressed the wide board fl at and smooth 

on both sides. That reduced the thickness to 

approximately 42mm

5 I used my own bandsaw to cut out the 

12 triangles shown here. As the wood

was about 42mm thick and the blade not in

the best condition, I needed to do a fair amount 

of sanding to make sure each acute angle was 

30°. These triangles will become the disc that 

will form the body of the bowl

6 I used my sliding mitre saw to cut the 12 

components for the base of the bowl. These 

were more accurate and needed only a little 

sanding before I glued and clamped them into a 

disc, the bottom part of the bowl. For a clamp, 

I used my own way of pulling the glued parts 

together, a combination of a strong fl exible rope 

and a 120 × 22mm hardwood dowel

7 Here are the rope and the dowel with two 

8mm holes drilled about 25mm apart. In 

the middle one a loop has been formed and a 

slipknot prevents the rope from slipping back 

through the second hole. When not in use the 

clamp is stored, as shown on the right 

8 The loop went around the 12 glued 

segments and was then twisted to draw 

them tightly together 

3. To pull 12 segments together at the 

one time only works if at a dry run they 

fi t closely. A better option is to glue three 

segments together into a quadrant. Next, 

cut or sand the four quadrants to perfect a 

90° and only then pull the four components 

into the disc

4. It is almost impossible to get the 

segments coming to an undamaged point 

when you are cutting them – invariably a 

small hole occurs in the centre as you pull 

the segments together, the result of broken 

tips. I rubbed a sawdust and glue mixture 

into the hole on mine. On other bowls, I 

have drilled a larger hole in the centre and 

glued in a dowel turned from the same 

material

HANDY HINTS

“For a clamp, I used my 
own way of pulling the 
glued parts together, a 

combination of a strong 
flexible rope and a 120 × 
22mm hardwood dowel”
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9 10

11

12 13

14

9 I make my own aluminium plates for use for 

hot-melt gluing to blanks. You can buy them 

too or heat up steel faceplates to get the same 

effect. I heat mine in an old electric frying pan 

until a hot metal glue stick melts on the surface. 

Using a leather glove and tongs, I turn it and slip 

an awl into the small hole that has been drilled 

in the centre. I had previously marked a dimple 

in the centre of the wooden blank so now it 

was transferred to the wooden disc. After it had 

cooled and the glue set, it’s back to the lathe

10 This close-up of the chuck shows that the 

part that is clamped by the jaws of the 

scroll chuck is tapered so the job is held safely

11 The larger segments were clamped in the 

same way as the base. There was a tiny gap 

between two segments and after sanding they also 

were slightly uneven so I used some small wedges 

and drove them under the tight rope to force them 

towards the centre. It did not do a perfect job

12 When the glue had dried, I glued on 

another aluminium faceplate with hot 

metal glue. This photo shows how a recess for 

the scroll chuck jaws has been formed while the 

aluminium faceplate holds the disc on the lathe. 

It was now ready to have the fi rst of two rings 

cut off

13 The outer ring had already been removed 

and here I am cutting the second ring. 

Note that the aluminium faceplate I am using 

here also has four screws in it. They are not 

necessary for this job but I used them. The 

screw holes disappeared when the wood was 

removed from that section during the shaping 

of the inside of the bowl. All wood removal was 

done with a 12mm bowl gouge and a sharpened 

round-nose scraper. Of course, that came later

14 To do that I used a specialised heavy-duty 

3-4mm-thick and extra deep parting tool 

held in a slot in a steel bar. Alternatively, you can 

use a straight coring blade from the McNaughton 

system. The disc was turned around so that the 

chuck jaws go in the recess. I cut in at an angle 

of 45°, about 15mm in from the edge. I could 

not use my supporting bar with the slot at the 

woodturners’ clubhouse, as the Vicmarc lathe 

that I use there needs a fatter post in the banjo. 

I used a hardwood one. The Merbau post was 

just as immovable as the steel one I used at 

home. The hole for the tool was positioned so 

the action of cutting in to the disc was at the 

centre level of the spinning disc. As you push 

into the wood, you will get friction unless you 

create a very slight clearance cut. The wood 

was now about 40mm thick, at which thickness 

costly commercial ring cutters cannot do their 

job, as they are limited to material that is 25mm 

or less in thickness. I turned the job at about 

500rpm but slowed down when the ring was 

about to come off. A change in the sound told 

me when that would occur
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15

17

20

16

18

15 I dressed off the ring of wood that was 

left around the recess and made sure it 

was perfectly fl at. Next, the base of the bowl-

to-be went back on the lathe and the central 

portion of the disc was glued to it while it was 

held between the scroll chuck and a tailcentre. 

The hole in the faceplate made it easy to line

up the two parts

16 The aluminium faceplate was removed 

and the two rings were glued as shown. 

Next I added the combined central section of 

the disc and the base and glued that also on the 

middle ring. I used the drill press as a clamp. The 

plywood box has another job but it served well 

for this task

17 Back at the clubhouse, the assembly was 

on the lathe. For safety I supported it with 

the tailstock. A wooden cylinder that fi ts over 

the tailcentre and has a tennis ball glued to the 

end of it was fi rmly pressed against the bowl. 

First I shaped the outside with the bowl gouge 

before I did the same to the inside. A similar 

bowl shaped with much thinner rings than you 

get from using a commercial ring cutter cannot 

be given the profi le that I can get out of this 

much thicker wall of wood. Such bowls end up 

more conical in shape

18 The slightly concave slope of the upper 

part of the base fl ows gently into the 

convex curve of the bowl. I reduced the wall 

thickness to approximately 10mm as the bowl 

is meant to become a useful addition to the 

kitchen or a dining table, not to be a lighter bowl 

for display

19 Back at home, after sanding the job to a 

smooth fi nish and then removing the dust 

I applied the fi rst coat of varnish. The sanding 

– as well as the cutting – was very easy as it 

was all done along the grain. As the bowl was 

spinning slowly on the lathe I wiped most of the 

varnish off with a paper towel. This avoided any 

runs and ensured that the fi rst coat would dry 

fairly quickly. The next two coats were applied 

in the same manner – light sanding, removing 

the dust, brushing on a layer of varnish and 

wiping off the excess

20 Here is the fi nished bowl on an outdoors 

picnic table ready for some apples, 

oranges and so on. It is 150mm high and 

measures 265mm across the rim. I also made 

a similar one from radiata pine (Pinus radiata) 

for the staircase factory manager and he was 

pleased with the result and surprised to see 

what can be made from their leftovers •

19

“The hole in the faceplate 
made it easy to line
up the two parts”
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Jan Hovens in profile
We find out more about the 
work of Dutch turner Jan Hovens

J an Hovens comes from a horticultural 
background, rather than a woodworking 
one. His father, grandfather and great-

grandfather were vegetable growers and his 
own education was ‘pure horticulture’. His 
‘lower horticulture education’ began when he 
was 12 and at age 24 he completed his degree 
in horticulture. After graduating, he worked 
for a short while at a botanical garden, did a 
short spell of teaching and then, along with 
his father, he opened a new nursery, growing 
cucumbers in greenhouses. After five years, 
he took over his father’s half of the nursery, 
then in 2007 he sold the greenhouses to a 
housing developer.

Wood and metal work
At the Lower Horticulture School, Jan was 
taught the basics of working with wood and 
metal: “The teachers said: ‘You will probably 
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end up working in a nursery or on a farm after 
school rather than at a blacksmiths, garage or 
carpenters. Greenhouses are built from wood, 
which needs repair every time something gets 
broken – so you have to learn how to make 
or repair things yourself.’ So at age 14 I could 
sharpen drill bits freehand, could sharpen 
ripsaws and crosscut saws, etc. I learned how 
to weld and much more. This education must 
have triggered something in me because from 
then on I was always making things in wood or 
metal. No woodturning at this time though.”  

Jan really got in to woodworking in his spare 
time when he got married: “Short on money, 
I made a lot of things in and around the house, 
such as little pieces of furniture. But I also 
worked on constructional pieces such as the 
stairs to the attic and hanging new doors,” he 
explains. However, when he bought the nursery 
with his father in 1987, his woodworking went 

‘on the backburner’ for a while. “Starting a 
new nursery and developing it takes up a lot 
of time. My woodworking turned more to 
metalworking, making and repairing machines 
and tools for the nursery.”

Six years later, the nursery business was 
going well, so Jan decided to build a family 
home at the nursery, up until then he and 
his family had lived in a rented house in 
another part of town. This decision brought 
woodworking back into his life as he and his 
wife chose a Scandinavian loghouse. “The 
loghouse itself was put together by the builder, 
but my wife and I did all the work inside 
ourselves – from hanging doors to making 
ceilings to building and installing the stairs.”

Starting woodturning 
After the move, Jan began making furniture: 
“We had a lot of cheap furniture – laminated 
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chipboard – that we disliked but had no money 
to replace. So in the next winter – a slow time 
in a nursery – I started to build new furniture 
to replace the old stuff .” Th is led to Jan’s fi rst 
experiments with woodturning. “I bought one 
of those turning attachments for a drill. With 
the set came three tools – gouge, skew and 
parting tool. However, I did not know how to 
use them. I could not fi nd any books on the 
subject in the library and booksellers in town 
could not help me. So for a few years I happily 
scratched and scraped pieces of wood to the 
round. I mainly turned pieces for the furniture 
I made, like knobs and legs. Aft er a while I got 
sick and tired of the noise and the wind the 
drill produced and I made myself a lathe from 
scrap iron and a washing machine motor, but
I still did not know how to turn wood as you
should turn wood!”.
   Th ings changed when Jan’s wife took him to 

a local exhibition of amateur artists. “At this 
exhibition was a woodturner – Ger Vervoort – 
from my home town showing his marvellous 
turned pieces. He told me about magazines 
like Woodturning and the association of 
woodturners in the Netherlands. Now that
was an eye opener!”, he says. Jan went with 
Ger to the biannual meetings of RADIUS, the 
Dutch association of woodturners. “At these 
demo days you could, and still can, learn a lot 
by watching the demonstrators at work,” Jan 
tells us. “So I got a subscription to Woodturning 
and became a member of RADIUS. Th e 
learning curve got quite steep; quite soon 
because I tried out everything I saw at those 
meetings and read about in Woodturning.
I dived into the world of woodturning fast
and deep! Almost the fi rst thing I did was
build a new lathe that was capable of turning 
bigger pieces of wood.”

Writing and demonstrating
Aft er spending two or three years doing a 
lot of turning in his spare time, Jan started 
submitting short articles to the Dutch journal 
AktieRadius. Th e next step in his turning 
career was to begin demonstrating. “I got
into a discussion with a club member on
how to drill holes safely on the lathe – me and 
my big mouth! Th e organisers of the demo days 
then said to me: ‘If you know so well how to do 
it, then you better demonstrate it next time we 
have one of our demo days.’ I must have done 
it well enough because they kept inviting me 
back for doing demos on a variety of subjects. 
Most of them I did with a turner friend, 
Christiaan Jörg, in a kind of tandem way. For 
instance, we once did a parallel demo on bowl 
turning. He did a cross grain bowl and I did an 
end grain one. We kept alternating our turning 
and comments so the public watching saw the 

A selection of Jan’s 
turned boxes
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diff erences in tool holding and so on.”
At one of his early demos for the Dutch 

association, a German supplier of turning 
tools – Hans Schulte of Drechselbedarf 
Schulte – saw Jan and invited him over to 
demo at his annual ‘Open Door Days’. Over 
the years Jan has been involved with many 
demos for Drechselbedarf Schulte and has 
also taught several turning courses to their 
customers. He has even made a DVD for 
them. “A few years ago Hans Schulte and I 
agreed aft er a few beers that: ‘we should make 
an instructional DVD on thread chasing’. 
Well we did, aft er thinking about it. Th e 
DVD and word of mouth got me into more 
demonstrating. So far I have demonstrated in 
the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Austria 
and the UK.”

Turning style
When asked to describe his style, Jan was 
unsure how to sum it up, but he says that 
‘traditional’ is probably the best word to use. 
He is infl uenced by classical forms, and also 
by Japanese and Chinese design. His pieces 
are unembellished and are designed for 
practical use: “I do not like colouring pieces 
and almost never carve or enhance in any 
other way. I like to think of my boxes as ‘user’ 
boxes. People should not just display them 
but use them. I think that, over the years, 
wooden boxes, bowls and other things made 

of wood get more and more beautiful through 
use. Look at the old antique pieces of treen in 
museums and with collectors.”

As he does not like to embellish his pieces, 
he tends to work quite fast. “My pieces,
when they leave the lathe, are ready. A good, 
bog-standard box usually takes me an hour 
on average. With things like acorn boxes,
I can make three in an hour, fi nished. A more 
refi ned box with extreme fi ne fi nials, a super 
surface and so on can take up to two hours.”

Design process
Jan takes a spontaneous approach to 
designing and making his boxes. “I do not 
think about or plan my boxes. Th ey kind of 
evolve when I am in my workshop fi ddling 
with pieces of wood. Everything I see, read 
in books, watch on the TV, infl uences me 
somehow. I never plan a specifi c design. 
Every time I tried to plan, nothing usable 
came from it, so I play in my workshop and 
see what comes from it.”

Turned work
As well as boxes, Jan also turns chesspieces, 
a subject he got interested in early on in 
his woodturning career through Bill Jones’ 
articles for Woodturning. “Of course, I 
bought both the books and taught myself 
the necessary techniques. Learning how to 
hand-chase screw threads though, took a 

long time. Th e fi rst chess set I made was in 
the style of Bill. I did not use ivory, but made 
all the pieces in wood, all screwed together 
with hand-chased threads. Over the years 
I have specialised in hand thread chasing. 
Nowadays I have a little business in repairing 
and restoring antique chesspieces.”

Jan’s favourite things to turn are little 
boxes with threaded lids, although he 
explains that he also turns other objects to 
keep in practice and help with his teaching 
and demonstrating. “I teach a lot to both 
beginners and advanced turners who want to 
learn specifi c techniques like turning hollow 
forms, natural-edge bowls and more.”

Jan believes that his skills have improved 
over the years: “My boxes are more refi ned, 
meaning the walls are thinner, the threads 
run up to the shoulder and they are better 
balanced. Th e best comment I heard on my 
boxes came from a lady who looked at a 
group of three of my multicentre boxes and 
said: ‘Th ey are funny, they have a character’.” 

Inspiration
Jan gets a lot of inspiration from nature and 
he uses his excellent observational skills to 
absorb information that can be used in his 
work: “I used to do a lot of photography and 
through this I learned how to look. Th is 
helps me to see things a quick passerby does 
not see.” His greatest infl uence aft er nature 

Box from an elderberry (Sambucus nigra) branch with 
bottom and lid in spalted apple (Malus sylvestris), 100mm 
high × 70mm wide

Box in sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) with lid
in yew (Taxus baccata), 85mm high × 60mm wide

Box in spalted walnut 
(Juglans regia) with holly 
(Ilex spp.) fi nial, 85mm 
high × 50mm wide
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is the writings of Bill Jones. “Not only his 
techniques but also his way of thinking about 
himself and his turnings – with both feet 
fi rmly on the ground! Bill would have been
a great writer if he had not been a turner.
I also like very much and admire the work
of French turners Jean-François Escoulen
and Alain Mailland. Both do diff erent work, 
but both are a great inspiration for me.”

Workshop 
Jan is a self-confessed tool junkie and now 
has more space for his collection. When he 
still ran the nursery, his workshop was just
an edge in the boiler room where his lathe 
stood. Th e tools were in several boxes spread 
out wherever there was room. When he
sold the nursery, he kept the packaging shed 
and the boiler room. Th e former packaging 
shed – a 250m² space – is now his workshop, 
and the boiler room – a 200m² space – is 
now a storage room for several of his ‘toys’ 
and a lot of wood. Th e extra space in his 
workshop has allowed Jan to build bigger 
work. For example, he made a 4 × 4m display 
cabinet with 3m high turned pilasters for a 
fl ower shop. 

He enjoys collecting and restoring
old tools. “Over the years the workshop
has fi lled up with mainly old machines.
My cast iron beasts, as I call them. I still 
have, and oft en use, my home-built lathe 

from when I started to turn seriously. But 
I have also now several more lathes, small 
and large. All are more than 50 years old. 
All have been converted to an M33 spindle 
nose and all have frequency converters. I use 
these for my classes and also they get used at 
the turners’ meetings I organise in my shop. 
As I am a collector and a fi rm believer that 
man is of the species ‘hunter/gatherer’, the 
workshop has fi lled up with a lot of tools. 
My most recent lathe is a treadle lathe from 
1776, which I am currently restoring.” Th e 
shop also contains a big cast iron bandsaw, 
tablesaw, planers and more. It has lots 
of windowpanes on all four walls and is 
therefore very light. As soon as temperature 
permits – 10°C or more – he opens the big 

sliding doors to let in the outside world. 
A few years ago Jan described his shop 

and showed some photos on the German 
turning forum – www.drechselstube.

de. Th is had an unexpected result: “A few 
forum members were intrigued and asked 
if they could come and visit me. So I invited 
them over and... 35 came! Th is grew and 
now, three times a year, we have a meeting 
of turners from Germany, Belgium and the 
Netherlands. We are not an offi  cial group 
or chapter with a chairman, fi nancial 
offi  cer, rules and regulations and all that 
stuff . We are just a loose group of turning 

friends and we like to keep it that way.”

Essential tools
When asked to list his essential tools, he 
says this is both easy and diffi  cult to answer. 
“Obviously I cannot turn without a lathe 
and my basic toolset like gouges, skews and 
parting tools, not to forget my thread chasers. 
But... I have made a lot of tools myself and 
still do, meaning I always fi nd a solution to 
a problem if I do not have the ‘offi  cial’ tool. 
As to the most important tool I cannot do 
without, that would be the workshop itself. 
I need this room, my man cave. I feel very 
much at home inside it. You cannot create 
beautiful things – if you can call my work 
beautiful – if you do not feel relaxed. So 
the environment is most important. Hence 
my workshop is the one thing I cannot do 
without. Let me state that I do not have a 
studio. I have a large shed or workshop!
I am not an artist, I am a woodturner.”

A typical day
Jan still has a paid job for 22 hours a week 
being a mechanic/welder/machinist/
repairman in a little workshop specialising in 
drive technology, such as motors, gearboxes, 
ball bearings and hydraulics. He does this 
work in the mornings and in the aft ernoons 
he goes back to his own workshop and deals 
with the orders that have come in. Th ese 
orders are either for the specialised turning 
tools he makes or repairs on chess sets or 
other turned items. At weekends he teaches 
classes either at his own shop or at the 
teaching facility of a German woodturning 
supplier. He also gives most of his demos 
at the weekends. “My own ‘free’ turning is 
mostly done in the evenings. Alone in the 
workshop with a little music, I work at the 
lathe and try making new designs of boxes.” 
He likes to read a lot and is interested in the 
history of turning, so in the evenings he also 
reads or researches turning on the internet. 

Highs and lows of turning
When looking back over his turning career, 
Jan says he has enjoyed every step of the 
way and cannot think of a real low point: 
“Sometimes things do not go as fast as 
you want them to go. Learning to chase 
threads by myself took a long time and was 
sometimes quite frustrating, but the results 
came in the end,” he says. He has always 
enjoyed the social side of turning: “Th e 
highs so far are meeting and turning with 
international turners. Th e ever-increasing 
circle of turning mates – the friendships that 
have developed are just great!”

He says that the best thing about turning 
is the ‘technical part’ of standing behind the 
lathe and going through the turning process. 
“Of course I am very much ‘interested’ in 
the results I achieve but I like the actual 
turning the best. Th e lathe running, the 
chips fl ying and slowly seeing the forms you 
like ‘appearing’. Th e best time is the spring/

Box in false acacia 
(Robinia pseudoacacia) 
gassed with ammonia
to darken it. The body
is a ‘sputnik’ sea urchin, 
170mm high × 65mm wide
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HANDY HINTS

1.  Do more wet sanding. It decreases the 

dust levels in the workshop and you get 

a fast and smooth surface very easily. To 

me, wet sanding is underrated. It should 

be done more

2.  To get inspiration, do not study 

woodturning books but instead look for 

other information. Read books on pottery 

or go to an art exhibition that has no 

woodturning. Study other cultures. Put all 

these infl uences in your woodturning and 

your work will be more original

3.  Absolutely do not take yourself too 

seriously; you will probably make better 

work this way

LIKES
•  Teaching, defi nitely! It is very rewarding 

when you are able to teach people turning 

and when they pick it up and get hooked

•  The meetings at my workshop, which 

happen around three times a year.

We have lots of fun doing some turning, 

exchanging news and nonsense, swapping 

wood, eating and drinking together and 

having a good time

•  The rare moments when somebody really, 

really likes your work – you can see it 

in their eyes. This goes beyond people 

saying “nice work,” “beautiful box,” or 

“nice wood,” which is fi ne and good to 

hear, but not as rewarding as that not so 

outspoken but more meaningful lighting 

up in the eyes. Your work has touched 

somebody

DISLIKES
•  Doing the paperwork for my business!

•  Seeing some bad turning techniques on 

the myriad of turning videos on YouTube 

•  Sanding

summer/early autumm evenings aft er dinner 
when there is still light, it is very quiet outside 
and nobody is bothering you.”

Self-promotion
Like many turners, Jan does not really
enjoy promoting his work. He has a
simple website but tells us that there are not 
many opportunities for presenting his work 
in the Netherlands. “Th ere are only one or 
two wood-related shows and they do not take 
everybody. Th ere are no other outlets, like 
galleries, that would take wooden items.
Th e Netherlands are more a country of 
pottery, sculpture and paintings. For two 
years I sold my turned acorn boxes to a 
craft  shop in the south of the UK but they 
stopped ordering when the economic crisis 
came along.” Most of his orders for turnings, 
repairs, tools, classes and demos come 
through word of mouth.

Future plans
Jan explains that his career was not planned, 
he just ‘drift ed’ from one thing to another, 
like many of us do. His turnings also 
developed in an unplanned way, and this is 
the way he wants to continue. “I never had 
goals that I wanted to reach within a couple 
of years. I liked and still like it this way. So 
I have no real plans for the future, but I see 
my turnings getting more and more refi ned. 
I have some vague ideas I want to develop but 
no plan as when to do them. It will happen 
when it happens. I kind of like this way of 
drift ing forwards. Well, so far it has worked 
for me anyhow,” he fi nishes.
   We’re sure this method will continue to 
work well for Jan and we wish him all the
best for the the future! •

Email: jhovens@home.nl

Web: www.janhovens.com

Four acorn boxes with lids which are natural caps found in the woods, in pink ivory (Berchemia zeyheri), 
holly (Ilex spp.), African blackwood (Dalbergia melanoxylon) and boxwood (Buxus sempervirens), lying in 
an oak (Quercus robur) ‘bowl’. This piece was given to Jan by Andrew Hall and came from the 12th century 
bell tower of Durham Cathedral Box turned on two axes, 60mm high × 55mm wide

eeriri))Berchemia zeyhe , , 
mpervirens) yinng ig inn, ly)
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BearToothWoods.com
Easy is ordering from: 

From Left:
7mm Euro Chrome Pen Blank w/ Glacial Pearl Acrylic Pen Blank
New Series Chrome Fountain Pen Kit w/ Royal Rouge Lava Acrylic Pen Blank
Sierra Elegant Beauty Black Titanium/Platinum Pen Kit w/ Polymer Clay Blank

Triton Gold/Chrome 
Rollerball Pen Kit w/ 
Amalgam-Mutt Wood/
Acrylic Pen Blank

Featuring:
• Quality Berea Pen Kits
• 200+ types of kits
• Original Plating Styles
• Over 900 different pen blanks
• Quick Shipping
• Mix & Match Pricing
• Excellent Customer Service
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Unit 7 Hawksworth, Southmead Industrial Park, Didcot, Oxon. OX11 7HR 
 01235 511101  www.toolpost.co.uk

sharing expertise

The ToolPost

VAT inclusive prices, correct at time of going to press

It takes a lot to make 
lathes that the Teutons 

call “Professional”

The genius of British 
design, the precision of 
German engineeering.  

What a partnership!
What a lathe!

Bears more than a 
passing resemblance 

to a lumberjack
- in a good way!

As satisfying as 
Belgian beer and 

chocolates - but even 
better to own

Given 
the choice 

between the good 
and the great, why 

settle for just 
“OK”?

VB36 Master Bowlturner 
lathe from £5690

Steinert lathes from £2250
Model shown from £5540

WivaMac lathes from £2090
DB6000, below, from £4010

Oneway lathes from £2105
2436, below, from £4920

The ToolPost

W
here the best things, 

like the best lathes, 

com
e from

Maybe you’re not quite in the market yet, but have a project you’d like to turn on a superlathe like 
these? Why not give us a call to discuss lathe rental by the hour, day or week and come 

and take one - or more - for a spin.
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What you 
need to know 
about buffing
Kurt Hertzog explains everything you need to know about buffing your work

Many woodturners spend their entire 
career without ever having buffed one 
of their turnings. Others wouldn’t 

ever consider showing or selling a piece 
without having buffed it. In this issue, we’ll 
delve into the topic of buffing from the 
very practical point of view. We’ll cover the 
mechanics of doing buffing, where to get 
the needed supplies, what to do and not to 
do, safety and more. The terms buffing and 
polishing are often used interchangeably. 
They really are different both in the 
mechanics and often the aggressiveness. 
Buffing is defined as done with the abrasive PH
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loosely applied to the work wheel. The buffing 
process allows you to select and charge 
the wheel as desired. While only sometimes 
done, it allows the user the freedom to 
charge the same buff with different 
compounds as needed. Regardless of the 
technical distinctions, let’s focus on buffing 
because I believe it is far more common 
to woodturning. We’ll focus on the 
materials that are most commonly used 
by woodturners, but be aware that this is 
only the tip of the iceberg. You can open 
a huge new world of buffing products by 
visiting an industrial supplier, whether 
local or via the internet.

Safety
For the most part, buffing is done with a 
buffing wheel rotating at a reasonably high 
rotational speed. There are buffing systems 
that the operator holds and presents the buff 
to the work. Much like a car buff, that 
method is usually reserved for very large 
work. More often, the work itself is presented 
to the buff while the buff is rotating. As such, 
not only is there the potential for flying 
debris but also loss of control of the piece 
being worked on. Both buffing methods have 

the potential of inhaling particles of buffing 
compounds and other debris. With any 
rotating machinery, there are the obvious 
dangers of being pulled into the machinery if 
long, loose hair or dangling cuffs are caught. 
When buffing, take all of the precautions you 
do at the lathe when turning or sanding. Eye 
protection, dust protection and keeping hair 
and cuffs short or safely secured are the 
minimum. Face protection may be needed 
because of the chance of turnings being 
caught and thrown.

Kurt is a professional 
woodturner, demonstrator 
and teacher and writes for 
various woodturning and 
woodworking publications 
in the United States as well 
as writing for Woodturning 

magazine. He is on the Pen Makers’ Guild 
Council and is currently president of the 
American Association of Woodturners (AAW). 

kurt@kurthertzog.com   www.kurthertzog.com

KURT HERTZOG

KEY POINTS ON SAFETY

1.  Always wear proper eye, face and 
dust protection

2.  Wear short sleeves or tight cuffs 
3.  Jewellery to be removed and long hair 

tied back safely
4.  Use caution with work in contact with 

buff to prevent ‘grabbing’
5.  Buffed items can get hot. Be careful to 

keep things cool
6.  Always maintain a secure grip on the item 

being buffed
7.  The buffing wheel always runs off the 

edge of the work, never into the edge
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Buffi ng basics

Buffi  ng, other than the application of wax, 
is a sanding process. Usually a very fi ne 
sanding process but sanding nonetheless. 
Th e buff , usually a multi-layer assembly of 
soft  material, becomes the carrier for the 
abrasive. You charge the buff  with your 
buffi  ng compound. Th at compound is 
really an abrasive turning the buffi  ng wheel 
into a rotary piece of sandpaper. Th ere are 
several items that are considered when 
setting up your buffi  ng system. We’ll skip 
the hand-held buffi  ng systems to focus on 

Th ere are four independent control knobs 
to your buffi  ng. Th e fi rst and oft en the most 
misused is the buff  rpm. In reality, it is 
surface feet per minute of the buff  past your 
work that matters but for now we’ll speak to 
the rpm portion of the equation. For the fi xed 
motor, you’ll oft en be stuck with the motor 
rpm but do have buff  diameter to have some 
impact. With a lathe-mounted system, you’ll 
have either the fi xed pulley speeds or the 
variable speed controls of the lathe to set rpm. 
Th ere are two impacts of rpm. Th e fi rst is the 
stiff ness of the buff . Th e higher the rpm, the 
stiff er the buff . How stiff  you make the buff  

Four control knobs

the more commonly used buff  mounted 
types with work presented set-ups. All of 
the fundamentals of buffi  ng do apply to the 
hand-held buff ers as well.

You’ll fi rst determine whether you will be 
using a dedicated buffi  ng machine. Th ese 
are usually fl oor- or bench-mounted systems 
with their own motor. Th e motor can drive a 
combination of a buff er on one side and some 
other operation on the other or have both 
sides of the motor shaft  arranged to receive 
a buffi  ng wheel. Th ese systems oft en are 
reserved for those who have the fl oor space 
and funds to dedicate to a buffi  ng system.

will impact the way it buff s. Faster makes it 
less defl ective and more aggressive from the 
cutting standpoint. Th e other impact rpm has 
is the actual rate at which the buff  material 
is presented. It is all about surface feet per 
minute. A 200mm buff  on a 3,500rpm motor 
will not only be very stiff  but will also present 
a huge amount of wheel length to the turning 
per unit time. A 100mm buff  on a 1,725rpm 
motor will provide a far less stiff  buff  but also 
much less distance of wheel to the turning 
per unit time. Oft en, fi xed speed motors will 
drive a pulley system that alters the rpm to 
buff s mounted to a separate shaft . You see 

Th e more common system among hobbyists 
is buffi  ng wheels that use the lathe for
their drive system. Depending on their
shape, size and purpose, there are several 
diff erent mounting methods. Th ey rely on 
their fastening to the headstock for drive
and sometimes use the tailstock for 
containment or shaft  support. With either 
system, the selection of the buffi  ng wheel 
material and design, buffi  ng compounds
to be used, actual rpm/buffi  ng wheel 
diameter, and presentation gives the
user a huge amount of control over
the process. 

where a lathe-mounted buffi  ng system can 
off er not only space savings but also more 
speed fl exibility. With either system, you 
have the opportunity to select the diameter 
of the wheels and by controlling the speed 
of that wheel, you have a control over the 
aggressiveness of the buffi  ng process. 

Selecting the buffi  ng wheel material and 
design gives the end user another method of 
controlling the buffi  ng process. Linen, muslin 
and cotton wheels are most common in the 
woodturning retailers. Th ere are many other 
materials available but these will usually 
fulfi l the woodturner’s needs. With the 

KEY POINTS ON BUFFING 

SYSTEM BASICS

1.  Lathe-mounted systems take no 

dedicated fl oor space

2.  Buffi ng, regardless of fi neness of 

compound, is a sanding process

3.  Lathe-mounted buffi ng systems

may have access limitations

4.  Like sanding, fast buffi ng isn’t

necessarily better

5.  Too aggressive buffi ng can cut through

a fi nish
There are buffi ng systems with interchangeable 
buffs available for the single and double-end shafted 
fractional horsepower motors

It is far too easy to run the buff too fast. The buff 
should still be fl uffy and fl oppy when running at 
speed. If it narrows in width appreciably, it is too fast

I favour the version that mounts in my lathe. The 
adaptor fi ts into the taper and provides the proper 
threading to receive the various buffs

Whether stitched or not, the typical buff is 
constructed of many thin plies of cloth. There is
an assortment of materials available

Buffs are available in different materials, diameters 
and rigidities. By stitching the buff, the pattern and 
nearness to edge controls the stiffness
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KEY POINTS ON

CONTROLLING THE PROCESS

1.  Surface feet per minute of the buff over 

the work causes the results

2.  Slower is far better than faster. Let the 

buffi ng compounds do the work

3.  Like sanding, since it is, work through the 

‘grits’. Let each one work for you

4.  Too much of anything, SFPM, applied 

force, time in place or amount of 

compound, is detrimental.

5.  Charge the wheel with compound lightly 

and frequently. Too much is far worse 

than too little

material chosen for the desired size, the shape 
and construction of the wheel should be 
considered. Some are simply a plain buffi  ng 
wheel of many plies of material. Some are 
the many plies that have stitching to reduce 
the ‘soft ness’ of the wheel, really meaning 
it is somewhat stiff er at lower rpm because 
the stitching for part of the radius of the 
wheel changes the wheel’s performance. Th e 
design, along with the amount and placement 
of the stitching, has a varying eff ect. Th ere 
are diff erent shapes available to be able to 
buff  diff erent types and sizes of turnings. 
Bowl and goblet buff s are the most common 
deviations from the standard buffi  ng wheel. 
Th e bowl and goblet buff s come in diff erent 
sizes to address variations in the size of these 
turnings. Remember that the buff  diameter 
and the buff  rpm really create buffi  ng eff ect. 
In reality, the only thing that really means 
much is surface feet per minute. Simply the 
circumference of the buff  times the rpm of 
it. Obviously, changes in diameter will have 
more than three times the impact of changes 
in rpm – pi × diameter. 

Another of the variables that the turner 
has in their buffi  ng process is the compound 
used. Many of the popular buffi  ng systems 
consist of three buffi  ng compounds along 
with three separate buff s. Th is allows each 
buff  to be dedicated to its own compound. 
Th is is the only good way to buff  with 
multiple compounds. Using the same buff  
with multiple compounds is a recipe for 
poor buffi  ng results. Th e three commonly 

provided buffi  ng compounds are called 
tripoli, white diamond or white rouge and 
wax. Technically, the wax really isn’t a cutting 
compound but the buff  is used to apply the 
hard wax, oft en carnauba, to the turning. 
Th ese are the three provided with the 
popular Beall Buffi  ng System off ered by many 
retailers. Th ere are other manufacturers 
off ering similar systems. With the two-step 
buffi  ng and a wax overcoating, most turnings 
can be brought to a fi ne ‘sanding’ with a high 
gloss provided they were properly prepared 
before the fi nish application. In addition to 
these, many turners buffi  ng plastics skip the 
wax and continue using various jeweller’s 
rouges to bring up the high gloss. One 
commonly seen moving fi ner is a blue rouge. 
Th ese have very little if any cutting action 
and act more as a polish. 

Th e last control that the user has to use 
for buffi  ng is the presentation of the work. 
Th is includes both the time spent in any 
one location as well as the pressure applied. 
Because the stiff ness of the wheel is impacted 
by the rpm of the wheel, buffi  ng can cause 
considerable damage to a turning’s fi nish if 
improperly done. Too much force used in 
presenting the work to the buff  or too high 
of a buff  rpm creating too stiff  of a buff  will 
not improve things. To the contrary, you can 
easily degrade the fi nish rather than improve 
it. Technique is something that is learned but 
the good basics are to use no more than two 
pounds of force when applying your turning 
to the wheel. Th at force is about the amount 

of force you would use to easily close a bureau 
drawer. Th at presentation of the turning to the 
wheel with a buff  that slightly defl ects in use is 
a good starting point. Th e key to success is to 
let the compound do the cutting. Force holds 
the work against the wheel and the reasonable 
surface feet per minute of the buffi  ng wheel 
charged with a small amount of compound 
will get the work done. Th e amount of time 
spent in one area is minimal since continuous 
movement of the buff  over the surface will 
prevent too much material being removed 
from any one spot. Since the fi nal result is 
visual, inspecting the work to be certain that
it is uniformly processed will also indicate 
when your results are pleasing and it is time to 
stop. Th at or move to the next fi ner compound. 

Not only are there buffi ng wheels but there are also 
different shapes to accommodate different areas and 
types of turnings. These are goblet buffs

There is a huge assortment of compounds available from industrial sources.
Don’t be afraid to experiment with non-traditional items

For most woodturners, the three-buff system with 
tripoli, white diamond and carnauba wax will take 
care of nearly all buffi ng needs

The key to good buffi ng is to use a mild pressure and let the compound do the 
work. When buffi ng, always keep the work moving to avoid burn through

For best results, dedicate a buff to each of the 
compounds you use. Often you can keep them straight 
by the colouring but marking them is a wise idea
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KEY POINTS ON WHAT AND 

WHEN TO BUFF

1.  Unfi nished woods and plastics can be 

buffed at any time after suffi cient sanding 

2.  Unfi nished woods that are hard and fi ne-

grained buff better than others

3.  Open grain woods will collect buff fuzz 

and buffi ng compound

4.  Hard fi nishes buff far better than softer 

fi nishes for buffi ng

5.  Finishes need to be fully cured prior

to buffi ng

For materials such as very hard, dense woods and virtually all plastics, moving
to the blue rouge and other jewellery compounds adds value

Bare wood can be buffed as can plastic. The lower portion of the Blackwood barrel is buffed only, no wax. The difference is apparent

Even older work can be refreshed with buffi ng. This segmented bowl made back
in 2006 gets a buffi ng that brings it back to life

When dealing with plastics, buffi ng will really make them pop. This Corian – really a fi lled plastic – with only a quick buffi ng takes on a great look

What and when to buff

Buffi  ng can be done to bare wood. Since 
it is a cutting process, although very fi ne, 
it can help bring a glossy fi nish to denser 
woods. You would buff  your unfi nished 
wood at the completion of turning and 
sanding. Th e buffi  ng is simply an extended 
sanding routine. You can also buff  your 
plastic turnings to improve their appearance. 
Plastics usually don’t start with the coarser 
tripoli and white diamond but will use 
more of the blue rouges and other jewellery 
compounds. Th at really depends on how far 
you’ve taken your sanding and MicroMesh 
routines. If you have applied fi nish to your 
turning, you must wait until the fi nish has 
cured hard. I mean really hard. You will mess 
your fi nish up if you begin buffi  ng it before 
the fi nish has cured. You can end up with 
either a gummy kind of mess or hazing
the fi nish. If you have any doubts as to 
whether you’ve waited long enough, wait 
longer. If you need to hurry because of an 
impending show or sale, I recommend you 

skip the buffi  ng. Buffi  ng too soon will be 
far worse than not buffi  ng. An example I’ll 
off er is the refi nishers I know who fi nish 
or refi nish pianos. Th ey most oft en shoot a 
multi-coat lacquer fi nish. Th ey won’t even 
consider working on their fi nish for nearly
a month depending on conditions. Th ey 
know that they will end up with a gummy 
mess rather than the results they want. While 
we aren’t putting concert grade lacquer 
fi nishes on Baby Grand pianos, we can learn 
from them. Wait until it is hardened and will 
benefi t from buffi  ng. Rushing things doesn’t 
help. Th ink about the time you’ll need to cut 
back the entire fi nish and redo it. How long 
do you wait? I certainly am not suggesting 
you wait a month. Depending on your fi nish, 
ambient conditions, how thick, etc., you may 
be ready in minutes to days. Know your fi nish 
and there is no shame in having practice 
blocks to learn on or test. Th e value of your 
turning and the end customer will dictate not 
only the level of fi nish you need but also the 

level of fi nish they will demand. Personally, 
I don’t buff  until I have to. I am more than 
content to take the turning to completion 
short of buffi  ng and set it aside. When it 
needs to be taken to a customer ready, then
it gets buff ed if I plan on that. Until then,
I am content to let it sit for days or months. 
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You’ve got your buffi  ng system sorted out 
and have something in need of buffi  ng. 
How do you go about it for best results? Be 
certain that you have the correct buff  and 
compound for the fi rst buffi  ng. Most oft en, 
the woodturner will be using tripoli. It is
the brown compound. Th e buff  should
always be rotating towards you. For lathe-
mounted units, be certain that you always 
follow this. Charge the buff  with your 
compound. Done below centre while the
buff  is running, a light contact of the 
compound to the buff  moving side to side is 
all that is needed. Remember, less is better 
than more. You can recharge the wheel with 
compound as needed. Hold your turning 
fi rmly and present a surface away from 
any edges to the buffi  ng wheel below the 
centreline of rotation. Th e work surface 
should be slightly tipped downwards as it is 
brought into contact. Th e amount of force 
used to present the work is a light amount. 
It is recommended as the same as closing 

Good buffi ng techniques

an easily closed drawer. I fi nd that at proper 
buff  speed, the force of presentation should 
slightly mushroom the face of the buff . Let 
the compound do the work. Always keep
the work in motion as you buff . Pausing in 
any area may cause burning through of the 
fi nish. As you present the work and orientate
it so you cover all of the areas, use caution
so you never present an upper edge to the 
buff . Th is raises the likelihood of a catch.
To cover these areas, always buff  with the 
wheel coming off  the work with any corner 
coverage being faced downwards as you 
proceed off  that edge. Recharge the buff 
as needed. When complete with that 
compound, move to the next buff  and its fi ner 
compound. With multiple wheels, you simply 
move to the next wheel. With a single wheel 
setup, in a lathe for example, change to the 
next buff  with its fi ner compound and repeat. 
Once you’ve progressed through the ‘grits’ 
and have arrived at your desired endpoint, 
the norm is to apply wax. It has its own buff  

and is used exactly as you would buffi  ng 
compound. Charge the wheel, follow good 
safe buffi  ng practices and apply the wax. 

Charging and recharging the wheel with buffi ng 
compound is a simple task. Done below centre with
an easy touch, the wheel is lightly loaded for use

When a buff needs initial preparation or a cleanup of 
stray strings, the manufacturer recommends 100 grit 
sandpaper wrapped around a block

Keys to good buffi ng are: let the compound do
the work, always work off the edges and keep the 
work moving

1.  The wheel always rotates towards you

2.  The work is presented and worked below 

the centreline tipped away

3.  The compound does the work, not the 

force. Firm yet light force is best

4.  If possible, dedicate a buffi ng wheel to 

each compound for best results. Mark 

each clearly

5.  Work through the compounds like you

do with sanding – coarser to fi ner

6.  The work is always kept in motion to 

prevent overcutting in any area

7.  Not technically cutting, application of

wax follows good buffi ng procedures

KEY POINTS ON

CONTROLLING THE PROCESS

A walnut (Juglans regia) bowl made in 2001, painted bowl made in 2008 and a stick pen made in 
2013 all have a fresh and vibrant look after a quick buffi ng only

Conclusions
If you aren’t familiar with buffi  ng, you probably should 
explore it. It can add that little extra to your turnings 
that may catch the potential customer’s eye. It is a simple 
process that is relatively low cost with few rules. I fi nd 
that any of the hard, dense, fi ne-grained woods will take 
on a look as if they had a fi nish applied. Th e gloss that 
can be created does set them apart. Every plastic that I 
have buff ed with the appropriate rouge has had a clearly 
noticeable improvement. Th e turnings that have a fi nish 
applied are also markedly improved in appearance with 
proper buffi  ng. Th e time required is minimal for the 
benefi t provided. If you are new to buffi  ng, do take the 
time to create a few practice pieces with your woods of 
choice and typical fi nish rather than learn buffi  ng on 
one of your masterpieces. Th e time invested in making 
them and then buffi  ng them to your satisfaction will 
certainly be a wise investment. Once you’ve got a taste 
of buffi  ng, I’m quite certain you will be buffi  ng most if 
not all of your work. • 
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Like the secret compartment kit, this keychain kit  
combines convenient storage inside the secret  
compartment with a mesh-tip pocket stylus as well. 
PKSECRST-G: 24kt Gold  
PKSECRST-CH: Chrome

thhhih s keychain kit 
dde the se

ych

MESH
STYLUS

TIP

 Quantity 1-9 10-49 50-99 100+   
 Price $3.45 $3.25 $2.95 $2.65

Secret Compartment 
Stylus Keychain

       Use the  
           secret compartment  
     to hide away  
money, toothpicks,  
          reminder notes,  
      or pills.
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Cupcake stand
Philip Greenwood shows 

you how to make this multi-

functional cupcake stand 

using pieces of sycamore

I made this stand for cupcakes aft er watching 
a programme on wedding cakes. I see a few 
people are now going for cupcakes instead 

of the traditional cake for weddings, which 
gave me the idea to make this stand. It’s 
funny how items go out-of-date then come 
back into fashion years later – I remember 
my grandparents having cake stands for 
family get-togethers. Th is stand could have 
many uses, not only to display food items. 
I have made mine from sycamore (Acer 
pseudoplatanus) for the plates and the stem, 
but a contrasting timber could be used if so 
wished. Do think about the timber you use 
when food will be placed on the stand, the 
fi nish you use as well needs to be considered 
when food may come into contact with it. 
You will have to check which fi nishes you can 
use for food, depending on where you live 
– check manufacturers’ instructions before 
use. Th e fi nish needs to be one that can be 
wiped with a cloth so that is why I have used 
food-safe oil; this can be wiped clean and 
replenished every so oft en to maintain the 
fi nish. Try to avoid any small grooves when 
adding details as they can trap food particles, 
which will be diffi  cult to clean. Th is stand is 
glued together but you could make one that 
can be disassembled by using a threaded rod 
and some nuts to hold the individual parts 
together. I tend to part turn the plates and let 
them rest for a week; this way I can be sure 
that they will stay fl at and not move which 
could open the joint up a little, causing food 
to become trapped. As with any turning that 
involves thin items and sharp tools, a light 
touch is called for to reduce any vibration 
that may occur. I drill the hole in the top 
part of the stem off  the lathe and use the hole 
to centre the revolving centre; this method 
saves having to hold the top end of the stem 
in a chuck to drill the other end with a Jacobs 
chuck in the tailstock, but this could be done 
if you prefer this method. Most of us know 
several methods to achieve the same end 
results, as the well-known saying goes: ‘Ask 
10 woodturners a question and you will get
10 diff erent answers’.
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Philip has been turning wood since 1980 and

started turning professionally in 1986. He was accepted 

onto the Register of Professional Turners (RPT) in 2006. 

He is also a member of the AWGB. He can be seen 

working in his workshop in North Yorkshire and has 

demonstrated at the woodworking show at Harrogate 

since 2008. He runs courses at his workshop.

philip@woodturningintoart.co.uk 

www.woodturningintoart.co.uk

PHILIP GREENWOOD
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EQUIPMENT USED
10mm bowl gouge

25mm French curve scraper

3mm parting tool

19mm skew chisel

19mm spindle roughing gouge

10mm spindle gouge with a fi ngernail profi le

Screw chuck

Various grits of abrasives

Steb centre

Spring callipers

Food-safe fi nish

PPE: latex gloves, facemask, respirator/

dust mask and extraction

TIMBER REQUIREMENTS
Base: sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus)

240 × 35mm

Middle: 195 × 25mm

Top: 155 × 25mm

Stem: three pieces – 143 × 40 × 40mm 

INFORMATION & PLANS

1 The fi rst step with this project is to fi nd the 

centre of the disc and then drill an 8mm hole 

and attach this to a screw chuck. Using a bowl 

gouge, true up the outside of the disc; this will 

be for the base. Maintain bevel contact, which 

will help you to minimise grain tear-out and will 

also allow you to control the depth of cut

1

HANDY HINTS

1.  Reduce your lathe speed when sanding; 

this makes your abrasives last longer and 

allows them to cut rather than burnish

the surface of the work

30mm
(11/8in)

30mm
(11/8in) Ø

30mm
(11/8in) Ø

8mm 
(5/16in) Ø

15mm
(19/32in) Ø

135mm 
(53/8in)

70mm
(23/4in)

15mm
(19/32in) Ø

32mm
(11/4in)

135mm (53/8in)
150mm (6in)

40mm (15/8in)

40mm (15/8in)

20mm 
(3/4in)

20mm 
(3/4in)

180mm (7in)

190mm (71/2in)

140mm (51/2in)

225mm (87/8in)
235mm (91/4in)

10mm (3/8in)

30mm (11/8in)

140mm
(51/2in)
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2

4

6

3

5

7

2 Having stopped the lathe, move the toolrest 

around to true up the base. Use a push cut 

and work towards the centre. I am only truing 

this up as there is more work on the base to be 

carried out in the next steps. Slightly dish the 

base – only 2mm is needed here

3 Mark the chuck jaws’ diameter on the base 

with a pencil and ruler. Firstly, use a parting 

tool to mark the outside of the spigot, which is 

4mm deep. Slightly dome the spigot – the stem 

will fi ll the hole from the screw chuck

4 Mark the foot diameter at 140mm in 

diameter and 10mm wide. Remove the 

waste between the foot and spigot and from 

the outside line of the foot towards the outside 

of the plate, aim for a slight concave surface 

towards the edge. Cut the dovetail angle on 

the spigot with the skew chisel laid fl at on the 

toolrest and held horizontally

5 It is now time to shape and clean up the foot. 

Next, look to round over the corners very 

slightly; this can be carried out with the bowl 

gouge, the edge of the skew chisel or a scraper 

– use what you are comfortable with. Here I am 

using the bowl gouge 

6 Now to add a little detail near the edge –

a small concave edge – and this detail will 

be repeated on all three plates. Use the long 

point of the skew chisel to defi ne this. Sand 

starting with 120 grit and work through each

grit up to 400. Check at each stage to make

sure all the marks have been removed

7 True up the top side of the plate with the 

bowl gouge using a push cut and repeat 

until fl at. Now use the French curve scraper 

to remove any small ridges on the surface, 

checking with a straightedge that the surface

is fl at or very slightly concave

HANDY HINTS

2.  Choose a fi nish and timber that will be 

suitable for food contact

3.  Keep the weight in the bottom plate 

for stability, making the middle and top 

plates lighter

4.  Keep your tools sharp; this will help to 

ensure a clean cut

5.  Don’t press too hard with your tools on

the revolving timber near the plate’s 

edge; this can cause vibration, leaving 

marks on the surface

“True up the top side of 
the plate with the bowl 
gouge using a push cut 
and repeat until flat”
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8 9

10

11

13

12

8 At the edge, add a little detail with the bowl 

gouge, taking several light cuts to reduce 

any vibration; this will help you to produce the 

small concave detail. Do not remove any more 

timber here, otherwise you’re likely to create 

possible food traps

9 Start sanding with 120 grit abrasive to 

remove any tool marks and raised or torn 

grain. Keep your extractor near to remove the 

dust from sanding. Once you are happy that the 

marks have been removed, go on to the next 

grit up and work all the way through until you 

reach 400 grit

10 The middle plate only has a raised part 

in the middle – this is 40mm in diameter 

and is the same for the top plate. Remove all the 

waste from this part until you reach the outer 

edge, using the bowl gouge. Then, add the detail 

on the edge. Sand as before then turn the top as 

you did for the bottom plate, which is outlined in 

steps 7 and 8

11 One end of the stem needs an 8mm hole 

drilling. Hold the piece in a clamp if you 

don’t have a vice and drill this about 25mm 

deep. Make sure this is vertical in both planes

or your stand will be lopsided

12 Mount between centres with the hole at 

the tailstock end; I have a steb centre held 

in the chuck, which acts as my drive. Make sure 

you lock the tailstock and also the quill in the 

tailstock. Use a spindle roughing gouge to make 

round and keep stopping the lathe to move the 

toolrest closer to your work

13 Place a mark 30mm from the drive centre. 

You will see I have taken a cut down to 

just above the drive centre with the parting tool. 

This part will be reduced later; leave this at full 

diameter to reduce vibration

HANDY HINTS

6.  When drilling small pieces of timber with 

a drill, always use a vice or clamp to hold 

the piece: the larger the drill bit, the more 

twisting force will be transmitted to the 

workpiece

7.  Try to match the grain direction when 

you assemble the stand; this includes the 

plates and stems

8.  Wipe off any excess glue that comes out 

of the joint. Check the instruction on the 

glue bottle for directions

9.  Wear eye and lung protection while in 

the workshop as dust will be in the air 

for hours after working. I wear protection 

from going into the workshop until I 

leave. Think about foot protection as well; 

even small pieces of timber can cause 

injury if dropped on your foot 
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14

15

18

14 Use the spindle roughing gouge to get the 

basic shape of the stem – at this point 

you are looking for a cove shape. Work from 

the right side towards the middle and always 

downwards, then repeat this from the pencil

line to the centre. The middle will be 18mm

in diameter when roughed down

15 Move to the spindle gouge now and cut 

a cove in the middle using the gouge. 

The bottom of the cove will end up at 15mm 

diameter. Keep taking small cuts from both

sides – the cove will be around 15mm wide

16 From the edge of the cove, roll a half bead 

to the left and also to the right. Once you 

have a bead at each side of the cove, take a cut 

from the end of the stem towards the base of 

the bead; this will allow you to clean up the main 

part of the stem – the result can be seen in the 

next photo

17 Use a parting tool to reduce the spigot 

diameter to 8mm, checking with a pair of 

spring callipers until they slip over the spigot. 

This can be done with the lathe stationary. You 

may notice that I have switched hands and am 

now holding the parting tool in my left hand; this 

saves me reaching over the chuck with my left 

hand to hold the callipers. Reduce back to the 

pencil line

18 Switch on the dust extractor; this will 

remove most of the dust, but I suggest 

you still wear a mask. Start with 120 grit 

abrasive, then stop the lathe to check for any 

tool marks left. If the surface is OK, move on to 

the next grit and work your way through up to 

400. After removing from the lathe, remove the 

end piece

16 17

HANDY HINTS

10.  Think about the detail you add to the 

design – this will potentially make it 

more diffi cult to clean. With this in mind, 

try to avoid small grooves or V-cuts, 

which could trap food particles

11.  If you come across any knots in the 

timber, fi ll these with glue if there are 

gaps in the knot

12.  Always check the instructions on the 

fi nishing products you use. For the 

disposal of cloths used to apply the 

fi nish, some can spontaneously combust 

while drying out, so always be careful 

and dispose of fi nishing cloths correctly

“Use the spindle roughing 
gouge to get the basic 
shape of the stem...”
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24

20

22

19 This is the top part: you can see the 

spigot on the left reduced to the diameter 

of the steb; this will be reduced to 8mm before 

removing from the lathe later. At the right side, 

you will see the small diameter I have turned 

down with the parting tool; this is waste that

will be removed later to get rid of the hole from 

the revolving centre

20 Rough shape the lower section but leave 

the top 35mm – we will add detail to 

this in the next step. As with all spindle work, 

always cut from large to small diameter

21 Now to start shaping the top part – here 

you are looking for a shape that will allow 

you to hold the stand while carrying it around. 

The shape I have gone for is a domed top and 

slightly curved on the underside

22 Here you can see the cove and half 

beads just under the top part; this is the 

same process as used in steps 15 and 16

23 Finish the top of the dome; you can see 

the waste that will be removed by hand 

later, which is the hole left by the revolving 

centre. Next, reduce the spigot at the left side 

down to 8mm with the parting tool. Lastly,

sand through the various grits of abrasive

24 Oil the complete stand and make sure 

you don’t get any oil on the spigot or in 

the holes. I suggest applying three coats, then 

buffi ng them up with a soft cloth

25 The fi nal step is to glue the stand up, 

making sure you align the grain direction 

on the plates and stems. The spigot on the stem 

is pushed through the bottom plate and then 

the second stem is pushed through the middle 

plate and into the hole in the lower stem. It is 

the same procedure with the top part

26 The completed cake stand should look 

something like this •

19

21

23

25

HANDY HINTS

13.  Plan your projects in advance so you 

know you have all you need

14.  If your piece of timber is cut from a 

plank, let this rest for a week to let any 

stresses out

15.  Make sure you use the correct tool for 

the turning operation you are carrying 

out. Using the wrong tool can be 

dangerous – if in doubt, ask for advice

16. A project can be made over several days 

       – there is no rush. If preferred, you don’t 

        have to complete this in a day

17.  Any design can be changed in terms of 

style and timber used. Look around your 

home for inspiration
26

24

26
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Lathes & Machinery

...love TopOil

Wooden worktops...

>   Resistant to common stains:  
wine; beer; drinks and fruit juice

>  Will not crack, peel or blister
>   Highest coverage of any oil  

on the market
>   Water repellent and dirt resistant

The ultimate protection  
for your wooden worktop

Call or visit 
the web for 
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Treatex Hardwax Oil 
protects and enhances the 
appearance of all types of internal 

Treatex Hardwax Oil is manufactured 
on a base of natural sustainable 

 

 Easy to apply

 
 No sanding required between coats

 Low odour

 

 Withstands high temperatures

 Very durable

 Easy to clean and maintain

 Spot repairable  
 
 Safe for use on children’s toys

Treatex Hardwax Oil 
protects and enhances the 
appearance of all types of internal 

Oil is manufactured on a base of 
natural sustainable raw materials: 

 

 Brings out the timber grain

 Adds warmth to wood

 Easy to apply

 
 No sanding required between coats

 Low odour

 

 Withstands high temperatures

 Very durable

Easy to clean and maintain

Spot repairable

 
 Safe for use on children’s toys

tel: 01844 260416
www.treatex.co.uk

Protect and enhance the natural beauty 
of wood with Treatex Hardwax Oil
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Turn It Up A Notch... With Flexcut®

Find out about Flexcut carving tools
www.brimarc.com/flexcut  
Find prices or your nearest stockist
www.brimarc.com/stockists 
or call 0333 240 69 67

Woodcarving tools that will 
take your woodturning 
to the next level. 

Wood sculptor Dave Johnson, from 
Gloucester, uses Flexcut tools to 
embellish turned platters and bowls with patterns, 
calligraphy and figurative relief carvings.  
         Flexcut’s flexible blades let you make cuts 
with greater control than traditional carving tools, 
so they are perfect for precision work. The blades 
are made from high-carbon steel and hold their 

edge extremely well. They are hand-sharpened to a razor finish and easily 
glide through wood with outstanding results. 
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See more of Dave Johnson’s work online at www.djsculptor.co.uk.

Olean, New York, USA 1-716-373-6434  

+001 (716) 373-6434 International

WE SHIP ALL OVER THE WORLD!!

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

www.westpennhardwoods.com

75+ Exotic Species including:
African Blackwood, Bocote, Bubinga (Waterfall), 

Cocobolo, East Indian Rosewood, Ebony,  
Olivewood, Pink Ivory.

Exotic Turning Blanks Pen Blanks 

Burls Figured Lumber  

Unique Boards     

Use Coupon Code: GMC10 on your next order to receive 10% OFF 
Coupon cannot be combined with any other offers and excludes the following species: 

Tulipwood, Kingwood, Cocobolo, Amboyna, Waterfall Bubinga and Ebony
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PERSIAN MEELS  PROJECT

Persian meels
Chris Grace makes these 
Persian swing exercise clubs

Out of the blue I received a call from a 
man called Harry asking me to make 
some Persian meels. I had no idea what 

these were, so following the conversation, 
a research session was required. They turned 
out to be a Persian version of swinging 
exercise clubs. With some jobs, like this one, 
it can be difficult to determine the subtle 
features that differentiate one type of club 
from another, but help was at hand as a few 
days later Harry brought his existing clubs 
for me to see. He had some 5kg and 10kg 
clubs – that is each – as they are used in 
pairs! The reason he wanted some 7kg clubs 
is that he was struggling using his 10kg set 
and wanted a size in-between to help build 
up to them. He also wanted a 3kg set for 
different exercises.

I showed him the designs I thought 
would work and agreed to do the 3kg set 
first. I learned a lot from doing them and 
here I will show you how I created the 7kg 
set, which was a bit more of a challenge.

First, I had to design the shape, 
calculate the density of the wood 
and finally alter the scale until the 
calculations said they would come 
out at 7kg each. There was a problem, 
however. Harry had offered to source 
the wood and kindly supplied me 
with 2 × 4m lengths of nice 150mm 
x 50mm mahogany coloured wood – 
probably sapele (Entandrophragma 
cylindricum). That was great, but – and 
it was a big but – they were clearly 
different densities! That meant that 
I had to arrange the blocks in a pre-
determined pattern so that they would 
both be the same size when I turned 
them down to the required weight, 

Chris has been turning wood 
for about six years. He has 
enjoyed making things with 
wood and metal on and off 
all his life alongside his 
work commitments, but 
the discovery of the lathe 

rekindled his enthusiasm for working in 
wood. Chris sells his work by commission, 
demonstrates and provides instruction. 

chris.grace@notjustround.com 
www.notjustround.com

CHRIS GRACE
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and that they would be balanced around their 
central axis. Oh, and I ran out of wood and 
had to buy some more 50mm square, which 
was yet another colour and density!

While I use CAD I don’t use 3D, so I 
calculated the volume as if the clubs were a 
stack of bowl blanks – averaging each slice – 
then I multiplied the result by the density 
of the wood to arrive at the design weight. 
I simply weighed and measured the planks 

and divided the weight by the volume to 
get the density. Density of wood varies 
enormously, walnut (Juglans regia) can be as 
low as 0.5 tonnes/m³, while ebony (Diospyros 
spp.) can be as much as 1.3. Even within a 
species there can be considerable variation, 
with mahogany (Khaya ivorensis) being 
between 0.5 and 0.85. So, it is essential to 
determine the density of your timber for 
applications such as this.
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1 2

1 The fi rst step is to cut all the wood to pre-

determined sizes on the tablesaw and then 

prepare two adjacent edges on the planer/

thicknesser, so that they were square

2 Ensure the glue is spread relatively thinly, 

but evenly and without any voids. You 

can use something such as an old plastic 

membership card as a spreader

 DRAWING & INFORMATION

EQUIPMENT USED
Continental spindle gouge

Spindle gouge

Parting tool

Radiused skew chisel

Tablesaw

Planer/thicknesser

Lots of clamps

Callipers & measuring/marking tools

Abrasives – Abranet

Centres

Scales

 PPE: protective gloves, facemask, 

respirator/dust mask and extraction

INFORMATION & PLANS

“Number the blanks on 
one end to maintain 
grain orientation”

48mm (17/8in)

120mm
(43/4in)

165mm
(61/2in)

721mm
(283/8in)

574mm
(225/8in)

557mm
(2115/16in)

475mm
(1811/16in)

30mm (13/16in)

35mm (13/8in)

12mm (1/2in)

101mm (4in)

120mm (43/4in)

135mm (55/16in)

148mm (513/16in)

160mm (65/16in)

170mm (611/16in)

180mm (71/16in)

188mm (73/8in)

195mm (711/16in)

202mm (715/16in)

190mm (71/2in)

50mm (2in)

29mm
(11/8in)

68mm 
(211/16in)

68mm 
(211/16in)

140mm
(51/2in)

140mm
(51/2in)

140mm
(51/2in)

65mm
(29/16in)

65mm
(29/16in)

69mm
(23/4in)

29mm
(11/8in)

68mm 
(211/16in)

68mm 
(211/16in)
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3

5

7

9

4

6

8

10 11

3 The glue-up may take some time as I 

suggest you glue no more than four pieces 

together at once; this ensures that you can 

carefully control the glue joints. Make sure 

you have suffi cient clamping pressure in all 

directions to keep the glue joints tight

4 It is easiest to plane the fi rst part of the 

glued blank before adding additional pieces, 

as it gives you better control over the joints. 

Trying to glue too many pieces at the same

time is a recipe for disaster

5 Shape the blocks as best you can at

the glue-up stage. My resulting blanks 

weighed in at over 15kg each at this point

6 The next problem is mounting the heavy 

blanks on the carefully marked centres, 

so I suggest chocking the heavy end up with 

wooden blocks and wedges...

7 ... and use a toolrest at the other end.

This way you can carefully align heavy 

blanks while tightening up the tailstock

8 You then have the blank mounted ready

for rough turning

9 Personally, I fi nd a heavy Continental 

pattern spindle gouge best for roughing

out large blanks. An air-fed mask is essential 

when using any of these types of woods.

Gloves are also useful as there will be too

many hot shavings to be comfortable

10 Measuring at every stage is crucial

to ensure you are on-track according

to the drawing

11 The Continental pattern spindle gouge 

makes short work of initial shaping...

“Shape the blocks
as best you can at
the glue-up stage”
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12

14

16

18

13

15

17

19 20

12 ... and is also capable of more accurate 

shaping and producing a good fi nish 

when used at a skewed angle

13 It is important to remember to always 

wear a dust mask when brushing down 

and cleaning up

14 Initial shaping complete, the blanks still 

weigh over 9kg, but we’re on track

15 Get as far as you can with the spindle 

gouge and start to refi ne the shape with

a large radiused skew as you should be closer to 

the fi nal shape now and we want the best fi nish

16 One small momentary lapse in 

concentration resulted in this massive 

splintery gash in my blank

17 It was a mistake on my part, but on 

examination I also found that the wood 

had dulled my skew and it needed sharpening

18 I weighed the club and continued to turn 

as much of the gash away as possible 

without compromising the overall shape. This

is what remained, so a design change was in 

order. I had intended some decorative detail,

so now it would be here

19 Having become a bit nervous about using 

my skew chisel, I opted to use a scraper 

for this critical stage, initially with a plunge cut...

20 ... and then to shape the beads. For me 

it worked remarkably well, with little 

tear-out

HANDY HINTS

1.  If the placement of blocks is critical, as 

in this case, mark them on a piece that 

will be turned away so that you can keep 

track of which piece should go where later

2.  Use cling-fi lm to help keep the glue away 

from your clamps
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21 Now there is no evidence of my

mistake, as long as my client doesn’t

read Woodturning!

22 I had been given very specifi c 

requirements for the handle size and 

shape, so more measuring was required

23 Shaping with a bull-nosed

Continental spindle gouge is quick,

easy and accurate

24 However, I suggest using an acutely 

ground traditional spindle gouge for

fi ner detail

25 Sanding on a beast like this produces 

alarming amounts of dust, so close 

extraction is essential. Hold it by hand so you 

can move it along with your sanding hand

26 The club should now almost be at its 

design weight. Now, start applying the 

oil fi nish. It really helps the colours of the woods 

come out

27 The last step is to remove the bulk nib 

of wood required by the centres using a 

structured carbide burr, together with extraction 

and a mask

28 Finally, sand through the grits again to 

match the rest of the clubs

29 My fi nished Persian Meels came out 

within 1⁄2% of the design weight and 

within a few grams of each other, well within

the 10% tolerance specifi ed by my client •

21

23

25

27

22

24

26

28 29
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TO GO TO WEBSITE
SCAN HERE

IT’S ALL ABOUT FUN!
TURNING IS NOT WORK ANYMORE

L Y L E  J A M I E S O N

SIMPLY THE 

BEST HOLLOW FORM

SYSTEM

 INTRODUCING A NEW &

 BETTER BOWL GOUGE

      4
0 

YOUTUBE

    C
LIPS

MADE
IN USA

www.lylejamieson.com   231-947-2348

steinert Woodturners Oil available in the UK & Ireland from:

The ToolPost · www.toolpost.co.uk · phone (UK) 01235 511101

Steinert “Drechsleröl”
The Woodturner’s Oil

A better way 
to fi nish your 
turnings

water-resistant
safe for toys
safe for food
from natural plant 
extracts

Need a tradesman 
you can trust? 
For quality, skill and expertise go to...

The only place to list members of The Guild of Master Craftsmen exclusively
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Epoxy Tooling Board
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professional, enthusiast and 
educational sectors.

Call 01494 523991   sales@tooltec.co.uk
Fax 01494 524293   www.clickNcarve.co.uk

All you need to do is CLICK-CONVERT-
COMMAND-AND-CARVE...
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In the fi rst of a new 

series, Mark Baker 

presents three different 

turned vessel designs 

for you to make
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Three designs
for you to make
Cocobolo bowl
Exotic hardwoods are not cheap and I only 
use them on rare occasions for something 
special. Th is faceplate grain form with its 
slight inward curve towards the top section is 
a classic design and one that I love. Note the 
drawing has a bigger in-curve – the choice is 
yours as to what profi le you go for. Th e slight 
quirk on the foot creates lift  so it looks like 
the main bowl form rests on the foot. Th e foot 
design is up to you, but I particularly like this 
one as it provides a visual and tactile break. 
Th e shape also works as a round-bottomed 
bowl and is a great one – not in cocobolo 
(Dalbergia retusa) – for holding food items.

Maple hollow form
Th is form has quite a wide opening around 
which is a bead-type decoration. I quite like 
this as it acts as a frame for the opening void. 
Th e shoulders of the main body form mean 
that a straight tool will not reach all the way 
under so a swivel-tip hollowing tool needs 
to be used. However, if you decide to alter 
the design with a bigger undercut or smaller 
opening hole, then you are likely to need 
a tool with a swan-neck and swivel tip in 
order to reach where you need to go. Gentle 
small cuts and stopping the lathe to clear the 
shavings regularly are the way to go here. •

Tulipwood rosewood box
Th is spindle grain/end grain box has a small 
bead in the lid. You can buy specialist bead-
forming tools for these small beads but you 
can also cut them with a small parting tool 
or a spindle gouge. Th e size is not critical – 
simply adjust to suit your tastes. Th e lower 
domed middle of the lid can sit proud if you 
like, or be a recess into which you can fi t a 
cabochon of another material or a contrasting 
timber. Keep the off cuts of everything of a 
reasonable size – you never know what they 
might be useful for.

200mm (8in)

160mm (65/16in)

115mm
(41/2in)

12mm (1/2in)

60mm (23/8in)

Wall Thickness
6mm to 8mm
(1/4in - 5/16in)

COCOBOLO BOWL
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80mm (31/8in)

80mm (31/8in)

5mm (13/8in)

5mm (13/4in)

100mm (4in)

53mm (21/8in)

100mm (4in)

150mm (6in)

Wall Thickness
8mm to 10mm
(5/16in - 3/8in)

10mm
(3/8in)

10mm
(3/8in)

70mm (23/4in)

MAPLE HOLLOW FORM

TULIPWOOD ROSEWOOD BOX
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In the workshop with… 
Kevin Daniels
We find out more about woodturner Kevin Daniels

W e meet Kevin Daniels who was born 
in Ware and now lives in Portishead, 
near Bristol. Although Kevin had 

no opportunity at school to do woodworking, 
his father was always building beautifully-
made objects in wood, using just hand tools, 
including a model garage showroom with a 
ramp to the top floor, for Kevin’s birthday. 
Kevin’s woodworking experience has turned 
full-circle and he is now renovating a dolls’ 
house made by his father. When finished it 
will be given to his granddaughter. Apart 
from woodturning, Kevin enjoys competing 
in triathlon events.

How, when and why did you start turning?
In 2008 I attended a course at Westonbirt 
Arboretum run by Paul Hayden, to make 
a simple chair using a pole lathe and 

unseasoned timber provided in the form of 
logs. I had always wanted to work with my 
hands. As soon as I started the course I knew 
that the tactile attraction of objects made in 
wood was the opportunity I was looking for.

What and who are the greatest influences 
in your work?
Max Carey, who set up the workshop 
which is now the home of the Max Carey 
Woodturning Trust, was the greatest 
influence on my work. Max gave me much 
help and support when I undertook the 
apprenticeship scheme run by the Trust. 
He was a talented artist and encouraged a 
strong emphasis on woodturning as an art, 
not just a craft. Volunteers at the charitable 
Trust give their time to tutor other members 
and everyone works together as a self-help 

Slender vase 
in laburnum 
(Laburnum 
anagyroides). 
450mm high. 
An engagement 
present to 
Kevin’s daughter 
and future son-
in-law. Wood 
from Rob Lee
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organisation, exchanging ideas and providing 
support to each other. Th is ideal of passing on 
knowledge to newer woodturners in this
way has been an inspiration to me.

Brancusi, the early 20th-century
Romanian sculptor, who created innovative 
slender forms has infl uenced my recent 
work such as the laburnum (Laburnum 
anagyroides) vase shown earlier.

If you were to offer one sage piece of advice 
to someone what would it be?
Whenever you make an object in wood, 
create it to the best possible standard you can, 
paying special attention to its artistic merit.

What music and which book are you 
currently into?
Early music, such as that by Palestrina and 
William Byrd, touches me in the same way 
as the purity of shape found in ceramics or 
sculpture. Christ stopped at Eboli by Carlo 
Levi is, for me, a powerfully evocative book; 
it is written in a repetitive rhythm that echoes 
the plight of those living in southern Italy 
between the two World Wars.

What is your silliest mistake?
Dropping a vital grub screw, which rolled 
into some deep dark recess of the workshop.

What has been your greatest challenge?
Making a hollow sphere on a course run by 
Tracy Owen. 

Name one thing on your ‘to do’ list.
Turning and decorating an object that can 
stand comparison with the best ceramics and 
other similar applied arts.

Tell us about the piece you are currently 
working on?
Nearly 40 years ago I was invited with friends 
to cut down a walnut (Juglans regia) tree that 
had been struck by lightning. We divided 
the wood between us. I kept one piece that 
I am now turning as a wedding anniversary 
present for my wife; I plan to decorate it with 
carving and an inscription.

What is the one piece of equipment or tool 
you would not be without and why?
My one-sided Japanese saw. It is a beautiful 
piece of engineering, which parts fi nished 
pieces from the lathe with precision.

If you could change one thing what would 
it be and why?
Th e lack of constructive responses of some 

Pen in Holm oak (Quercus ilex), made for Kevin’s friend Zara who was recovering from an operation. Wood from Jamie Huxtable

Carved platter in oak (Quercus robur). Wood from Debbie Sharkey

manufacturers and suppliers to suggestions for 
product improvement, including enhanced safety. 
I feel this way since the woodturning community 
and the supply chain depend on each other.

What is your favourite type of turning?
Working with locally sourced wood from 
my friends and making gift s from the wood, 
which are individual and personal, more so 
than fl owers or chocolates. For example, I 
made a pen, shown above, for my friend Zara 
as she was recovering from an operation.

If you had one wish, what would you
wish for?
A much greater level of creative talent.

If you could have one piece of equipment, 
what would it be and why?
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HANDY HINTS
1.  Maintain your toolrest and the underside of your tools scratch-free 

and fi nish with metal polish to a sparkling shine. The tool will slide 

along the rest effortlessly

2.  Put new skills into practice shortly after acquiring them 

3.  Attend courses on art appreciation

4.  Seriously consider wearing an EN 357 safety helmet as part of 

your PPE to protect your head, which is as vulnerable as your face 

and eyes. In the main photo, I am wearing such a helmet, with an 

EN 166 1 b visor in my workshop. Powered respirators are also 

obtainable with an integrated safety helmet

5.  Smile and be happy

LIKES
•  Having the privilege of being the fi rst person to see inside a piece of 

wood and the responsibility to turn an object that does full justice to 

this privilege

•  The comradeship among woodturners, particularly through my 

club, the Avon and Bristol Woodturners, and through the Max Carey 

Woodturning Trust

•  The move towards wood art from simply woodturning

DISLIKES
•  The limited exploitation of computer control systems by many lathe 

manufacturers 

KEVIN’S HOMEMADE/BOUGHT JIG

If you use a jig for tool grinding, 

unless an accurate fl at can be 

ground on the part of a tool shank 

which is not fl ute shaped, the tool 

has to be discarded with up to half 

of its life remaining.

This jig is a combination of 

proprietary parts and a homemade 

guide with support table. It enables 

an accurate fl at face to be ground on 

the tool shank, providing a location 

for the grinding jig and, as a result, 

extending tool life by up to 100% •

Yew (Taxus baccata) 
vase with fl ower 
woven in phormium. 
Wood from Rob Lee

91    Woodturning 276

A lathe where the control system gives
the option of automatically preventing
the restart speed being the speed when
the stop button was last operated. If you 
suff er a lack of concentration, then an 
unsecured workpiece can fl y off  towards
your head when the lathe is restarted.
Th is can and does happen to even the
most experienced turners. 
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sharing expertise

The ToolPost

You have the inspiration and the skill ...

... Nature provides the raw material

And for everything else
there is
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A back issue of Woodturning magazine costs 
£4.95 in the UK and £5.45 overseas. 

To check availability and to order:

?Missed
an issue
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Kit & Tools
A mixture of tests and press releases showing

the latest tools and products on the market
All prices are correct at time of going to press. Products from USA & overseas to UK  are subject to shipping & taxes

Walter Hall looks at this six-piece CompacTool set of woodturning tools 

designed for use on the smaller lathe, which are available from The ToolPost

CompacTool set

TEST

A
nyone who has read my book or seen 
one of my pen-making demonstrations 
will know that I am not an enthusiast 

of small ‘pen-making’ type sets of tools so 
when these new Hamlet ‘Compac’ tools from 
Th e ToolPost arrived for testing, I was not 
expecting to be impressed. I was wrong. 

Th ese are not the usual miniature tools but 
seriously reduced length versions of full-size 
tools. Th ey are specifi cally designed to make 
turning easier on smaller lathes where the 
reduced swing and length between centres 
can make access with long-handled tools 
diffi  cult. Th ey allow the turner to more easily 
attain the correct positioning of the cutting 
edge and handle movement when working 
within the constraints of a small machine, 
thus making it easier to exercise good 
practice and better tool control. Th e problems 
frequently encountered with full-size tools, 

such as being prevented from achieving the 
correct presentation of the bevel to the work 
by the proximity of the tailstock or the lathe 
bed, are almost completely eliminated.  

The range
Consisting of a 12mm spindle roughing gouge, 
10mm spindle gouge, 10mm bowl gouge, 
1.5mm parting tool, 12mm rolled edge skew 
chisel and a 25mm bowl scraper, every tool in 
the set feels as though it has been designed for 
the job in hand and the balance is excellent 
with handle length proportionate to the body 
of the tool. If you have a small lathe, then you 
will appreciate the convenience of these tools 
and they may even improve your turning.

In use
Like full-size Hamlet tools these are 
manufactured from M2 High Speed Steel 

(HSS) and they hold their edge well. In
use I found that occasional honing with a 
diamond fi le was all that was required to 
maintain a good cutting edge, only rarely 
needing to visit the grinder. 

Verdict
Th ese are well designed and robust tools 
made from quality materials. Th ey will
make an excellent partnership with any of
the smaller lathes and fi ll an important niche
gap in the market.  

The set contains a 12mm spindle roughing gouge, 10mm spindle gouge, 
10mm bowl gouge, 1.5mm parting tool, 12mm rolled edge skew chisel 
and a 25mm bowl scraper
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DETAILS
Prices: £120

Contact: The ToolPost

Tel: 01235 511 101

Web: www.toolpost.co.uk
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KIT & TOOLS

ARBORTECH CONTOUR SANDER

AXMINSTER 2015 CATALOGUE

T
he Arbortech Contour Sander is solidly 
made, ingeniously designed and 
precision engineered. It uses an 

innovative new design resulting in a true 
random orbit action that is only evident when 
the disc is applied to the work. It gives an 
excellent fi nish free of sanding marks and 
won’t leave the friction burns that a spinning 
pad is prone to do. Th e sander is designed to 
fi t a 100 or 110mm portable angle grinder but 
will not fi t the Arbortech Mini-Grinder.
Th e Contour Sander is remarkably eff ective, 
rapidly abrading material to give a very good 
fi nish, even with the coarsest grades. Owing 
to the very fl exible outer rim of the sanding 
disc, where most of the sanding takes place,
it does an excellent job of sanding curved 

A
xminster Tools & Machinery’s free 
2015 catalogue off ers the largest range 
of tools, machinery, accessories and 

consumables in the UK and is the essential 
guide for all tool and machinery users. 

Th e year 2015 sees the publishing of the 
28th edition. Th is year’s catalogue contains 
890 new lines together with all the old 
favourites, giving a selection of over 10,000 
product lines. Th e new catalogue illustrates 
that Axminster has continued to enhance 
and improve its own ranges of products, 

working with leading manufacturers
from all over the world. New ranges
include Rider planes, a complete reworking 
of clamps under the new brand name 
Axminster Trade Clamps and the new
trade rated hex shank bits, to be known
as Axminster Trade Bitz. Request your
free copy now. 

Contact: Axminster Tools & Machinery

Tel: 03332 406 406

Web: www.axminster.co.uk

T
he PS 13 Pensander from Proxxon is a great tool for the model 
maker and miniaturist. It is ideal for working on surfaces in 
recesses, slots and other awkward to get at areas. Th e durable 

special DC motor is housed in a glass fi bre reinforced polyamide 
casing and the unit features a sanding stroke with a linear action,
not rotational. Supplied with four sanding arbors with straight shanks 
and four angled – all diff erent shapes – as well as three sheets of 
pre-profi led self-adhesive sanding pads. Th e sheets are of grits
180, 240 and 400 with fi ve of each shape per sheet. Please note 
that a mains adaptor of at least 1.0A at 10-18VDC is 
required. Axminster recommends Proxxon power 
supplies NG2/E or NG5/E.

Contact: Axminster Tools & Machinery

Tel: 03332 406 406

Web: www.axminster.co.uk

surfaces. In addition, the unique design 
means that vibration from the grinder
is minimal. Includes random sander 
attachment, 1 × backing pad, 7 × 80 grit 
sanding discs, 6 × 120 grit discs, 6 × 180
grit discs, 6 × 240 grit discs and a M10 –
M14 adaptor.

Contact: BriMarc Tools & Machinery

Tel: 03332 406 967

Web: www.brimarc.com

£26.94

£69.95

PROXXON PS 13 PENSANDER 12V

FREE
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Mastering Woodturning – Sharpening Techniques
By Glenn Lucas

Book of the month – Turning Hollow Forms
by Mark Sanger

G
lenn Lucas is a well-known turner and 
teacher and has for a while now been 
producing DVDs. I have to say that

the production quality of the DVDs has 
always been good, but this one has raised
the bar to a new height. Clean lighting,
well thought out position and clear
dialogue make for an easy viewing with
no distractions, so you can focus on what
is being shown and said.

Glenn is well known as being a production 
turner; he has analysed every process he 
uses to the nth degree and refi ned it to the 
point of them doing exactly what he needs 
every time without any fuss or hassle. Th at 
goes for the tools he uses and the grinds he 
places on them. He clearly explains what 
tools he uses and how he sharpens them and 
that sharpening can be done on belts, bench 
grinders or watercooled units. He also clearly 
explains what tools are easy to sharpen using 
a simple platform and what tools are best 
suited to use with a sharpening jig, which is 
oft en faster and easier.

While Glenn concentrates on the tools he 
uses, the techniques shown cross over for use 

FROM £8.80

on other tools he does not use as well.
For those who struggle with sharpening –
and let’s face it many do – this is well
worth a look.

Mark Baker

DETAILS
Prices: £13.45

Contact: Glenn Lucas

Web: www.glennlucaswoodturning.com

DETAILS
Prices: £16.99 (plus P&P)

Contact: GMC Publications

Tel: 01273 488 005

Web: www.thegmcgoup.com
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DVD REVIEW

RECORD POWER BDS150 BELT AND DISC SANDER

T
his compact yet versatile belt and disc sander is capable of 
serious work. Th e build quality and ease of use is good, which 
therefore makes this belt and disc sander an invaluable addition 

to any workshop. Th e BDS150 is capable of sanding deep material with 
the table repositioned. Th e disc size is 150mm, the belt size is 100mm 
and it features a tilting table, mitre fence and moveable belt. Th e table 
size is 225 × 158mm and the disc speed is 2,850rpm. It has a 1⁄3hp 
motor and weighs 19kg.

Contact: Record Power

Tel: 01246 571 020

Web: www.recordpower.co.uk £169.99

F
or thousands of years 
mankind has created 
hollow forms to store 

either everyday objects or 
things of value – but functional 
objects can also be beautiful in 
their own right. Th is 
comprehensive book by Mark 
Sanger will guide the beginner 
turner through everything 
they need to know to get 
started with turning their own 
hollow forms. You will learn 
how to work with diff erent 
types of wood, which tools to 
use and how to apply basic 
techniques with confi dence. 
Learn the basic principles of form, proportion and design and how to 
apply this knowledge to your own work. Seven striking projects are 
set out in a clear step-by-step format and progress in diffi  culty.
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CLASSIFIED COURSES

Woodturning Courses Suffolk
Beginner - Advanced
Demonstrations and works 
to commission
All aspects of turning

www.shauncliffordwoodturner.co.uk
scwoodturner@hotmail.co.uk
07769 821882

With on-site B&B. For Reservations call 

01449 740 270 or visit
www.stansteadcamping.co.uk
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COLIN FISHWICK B.Ed.,R.P.T.
On the Register of Professional Turners

Specialist school and college teacher with over 35 years
experience offers courses from one to five days in all aspects of

Woodturning from beginner to advanced.

Spacious, modern, well equipped workshop with space
for up to three students on variable speed lathes.

Have 1:1 tuition or share the cost

Oak Tree Cottage, Main Street, Ragnall, Nottinghamshire. NG22 0UR
01777 228146                                   colin.fishwick@btinternet.com

Near East Coast Mainline Station

Traditional Craft - - -Modern Design

01635 45930
info@stevegileswoodturning.co.uk
www.stevegileswoodturning.co.uk

Woodturning Courses 
in West Berkshire

Steve Giles
one to one tuition - beginners to advanced 
2 students by arrangement
Gift vouchers available

Woodturning  
Commissions  •  Tuition 
Architectural & Bespoke projects

Learn to turn in Somerset
with George Foweraker RPT

Telephone 01278 782074
www.artistry-in-wood.co.uk

One to one tuition with 
a Registered Professional Turner

Maximum of two students

Steve Heeley
   Registered Woodturner

   One to one tuition with a choice 
of lathes

   All aspects of turning covered
   All safety aspects covered

Demonstrations and Commission work

   For more information please 
contact me

   Tel: 01922 415873
West Midlands/Staffordshire

   E-mail. steve_heeley@yahoo.co.uk

   www.steveheeley.co.uk
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TIMBER, TOOLS & ACCESSORIES CLASSIFIED

E-MAIL: CHARLIEJUSTWOOD@AOL.COM   WWW.JUSTWOODONLINE.CO.UK 

Woodworking Materials
Large selection of products

Clocks & Accessories (Quartz & Mechanical), Barometers,  
Thermometers, Cabinet furniture, Screw, Plans, Kits,  

Polishes, Adhesives, Abrasives etc.
For free catalogue please contact,

Chris Milner, Woodworking Supplies 
(Dept WT), Beresford Lane, Woolley Moor, 

Nr Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 6FH 
Tel/Fax: 01246 590 062

Email: milnerwoodwork@aol.com

SURREY TIMBERS Ltd
Your One-Stop Wood Shop

Hardwood Timber Merchant
stocking local & Imported Timber

Please come & select from our range:

OAK, YEW, WALNUT, SAPELE, APPLE, MAPLE
SYCAMORE & More!

All welcome
• Woodturners  • Joiners

• Cabinetmakers

Call in and see
our huge range at 
Loseley Park, Guildford, Surrey

01483 457826 or 07795 663792

www.surreytimbers.co.uk

Ple

Buy one 

piece or one 

pack!
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CLASSIFIED TIMBER, TOOLS & ACCESSORIES

100 www.woodworkersinstitute.com

Off A272 Midhurst to Petworth road opp The Halfway Bridge Inn 

• Hardwoods  
• Wood finishes 
• Australian Burrs  
• Exotic Timbers 
• Woodturning Blanks 
• Woodturning Courses (see website for dates) 
• Woodworking Machinery 
• Woodworking Tools 
• Fencing, Gate & Decking Products 
• Bespoke Garden Furniture 
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since 1986

Contact us for details or come and see us (please ring first)
We'll ensure a helpful personal service.

Turning and carving blanks, full machining service.

Wells Road, Emborough, Near Bath BA3 4SP

With over 33 years experience in the  
saw industry, and as a supplier to major 
machine manufacturers, we know, like 

thousands of other satisfied customers, 
you’ll be happy with our high quality band 

saw blades for cutting wood, metal, plastics, 
food...If you’re a hobbyist or a professional, 

call us today for a friendly service, free 
advice and competitive prices.

Hamilton Beverstock Ltd
Grange Industrial Estate, Llanfrechfa Way, 

Cwmbran, Torfaen, NP44 8HQ
Tel: (01633) 838900 Fax: (01633) 873803

Email: sales@hamiltonbeverstock.com

 TCT CIRCS  SERVICING
 ROUTER CUTTERS 
 POWER TOOLS  ABRASIVES 
 TURNING TOOLS 
 PLANER BLADES

BAND SAW BLADES
WELDED TO ANY LENGTH

Founder Member of 
The Saw Doctor

Association
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Sharpening Techniques Mastering Woodturning with Glenn Lucas 

3rd in the series

Clear footage with expert guidance, shows 

in simple steps, how to sharpen bowl and 

spindle gouges on a range of sharpening 

systems: Tormek, Oneway Wolverine, Sorby 

Pro-Edge, Woodcut Tru-Grind.

‘Jig sharpening helps you to achieve the 

perfect edge immediately. Sharp tools are 

where woodturning begins’.

FREE POSTAGE WORLD WIDE when 
you order  all three DVDs (Tools and 
Techniques, Bowl Turning Techniques 
and Sharpening Techniques) at 
www.glennlucaswoodturning.com

Vouchers
For woodturning classes or tools  
available online 

Suppliers of quality blanks,
spindles and boards in 
native hardwoods and 

exotics. Also abrasives and 
finishes. We will cut to 

customers requirements.
Visits to clubs welcome.

Mail order available.

Tredegar House
Newport NP10 8TW
Tel: 01633 810148

Mob: 07854 349045
www.iscawoodcrafts.co.uk

iscawoodcrafts@yahoo.co.uk

The Ironwood Source Since 1989
Retail & Wholesale

Stabilized & Dyed Burlwoods

ARIZONA 
IRONWOOD LLC

Always top quality, beautiful 
Ironwood blanks that you 

will find nowhere else!

Shop online at 

www.arizonaironwood.com
E: Sales@arizonaironwood.com

T: 520-647-3453 WWW.OLIVEWOODTURNING.CO.UK 
TEL: 07714 204060 
EMAIL: JAMES@OLIVEWOODTURNING.CO.UK 
Unit 10 Lidun Park, Boundary Road, Lytham, Lancs FY8 5HU

SPINDLE BLANKS

BOWL BLANKS

PEN BLANKS

OLIVE WOOD PLANKS

OLIVE WOOD BURR

MULTI BUYS

Uk Suppliers of Olive Wood 
Blanks for Turners
At Olive Wood Turning my intention is to supply 
part seasoned olive wood turning blanks in 
useable sizes at reasonable prices. We supply to 
both professional and hobby turners as well as 
turning supply shops

All blanks have been dressed and wax sealed to 
help prevent splitting.

Multi-buys available to save on postage costs

If you have a project but aren't sure if Olive is for 
you, call to chat it over, I'm not a salesman, I'm a 
wood turner that sells some nice wood.

Courier service to mainland UK, Highlands & 
Islands, Northern and Southern Ireland and 
Europe

If you have no internet please phone or write 
to the address below to receive a product 
list and order form in the post
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New easy arm hollowing jig from Hopewoodturning
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Takes all the stress away from hollowing!
- All joints have twin bearings - Main stem has Phrosthus bronze bearing.

- Fits lathe from 5” centre height to 24” - Main handle takes 19mm with a 16mm reducer included. 
Full details and video clip available from my website.

Limited Offer: £185 with free UK delivery

Call Simon on 01206 230694

Allan Calder’s Ltd Sandpaper Supplies
Unit 2B Churnet Works, James Brindley Road, Leek, Staffordshire ST13 8YH

We are supplying top 
quality brands of 

sanding abrasives for all 
types of wood turners.

Email: sandpapersupplies@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 01538 387738

Web: www.sandpapersupplies.co.uk

www.trucutbandsaws.co.uk

 
 
 

Features: 
 Mains illuminated On/Off switch 
 Start/Stop buttons 
 Speed control dial 
 Kit suitable for the Record 

DML305, CL0, CL1, CL5, 
RPML300 and DML24/36/48 
lathes 

 0.5 HP kit £345  incl. delivery  
(Inclusive delivery applies to main 
routes except Highlands and 
Islands) 

 Other kits available  

ONLY 
£355.00  

Delivered! 

SPEED GENIE
“Variable Speed Kits 

for Woodturning” 

S.Haydock
Tel: (01254) 201888

www.haydockconverters.co.uk
E mail: converters@shaydock.fsnet.co.uk

1HP CL2 / 3
KITS

£399.00 
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● Jet

● Sheppach

● Rojek

● Triton

● Charnwood

● SIP

● Fox

● Startrite

● Ryobi

www.midcornwallsawservice.com 

THE WOOD SHED
11 Lowtown Road
Temple Patrick
Co. Antrim BT39 0HD
02894 433833 
   
www.wood-shed.com

native and exotic woods
woodturning tools

accessories • finishes
woodturning courses for all abilities

Timberman
Gwili Garage, Bronwdd,
Carmarthen SA33 6BE
Email: mike.jones@freeuk.com
Tel: 01267 232621
Fax: 01267 222616
Open: Mon-Fri 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 12 noon

Robert Sorby, Crown Tools,
Liberon, Fiddes Finishes,

Jet Lathes, SIP

Hardwoods, Turning Blanks,
Woodworking Machinery

& Power Tools

A B C CV D FHMP S TW

Large Supplier of Woodturning Tools and Woodwork 
Machinery All On Display

W.H. Raitt & Son Ltd
Main Street, Stranorlar
Co.Donegal, Ireland
(00353 749131028)
whraitt@eircom.net

FOR SALE
Myford ML8 Woodturning Lathe in good condition. 

Complete with reversing switch, front and back 
faceplates and backplates for Axminster chuck 

complete with jaws. The offering includes a set of 
chisels making it the complete starter pack for bowl 

and spindle turning - just add wood!

Offers in the region of £350.00. 
Buyer collects from Cornwall. Call 01208 873334

LINCOLNSHIRE WOODCRAFT SUPPLIES
Easy to find - Only 2 mins from A1 - Easy to Park

Specialist in High Quality Turning Blanks in Both Homegrown and
Exotic Timbers. Over 60 timbers in stock.

OPEN 9.00AM - 4.30PM MON - FRI
9.00AM - 4.00PM SAT

Send six First Class stamps for our 
NEW MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE

FOR EXPERT ADVICE CONTACT: ROBIN STOREY
THE OLD SAW MILL, BURGHLEY PARK,

LONDON ROAD, STAMFORD, LINCS PE9 3JS
TEL: 01780 757825

NEW WEBSITE: WWW.LINCOLNSHIREWOODCRAFT.CO.UK

RECORD
DML36SH-Cam Lathe                               £269 
DML305 Midi Lathe                           £299
CL3 Cam Lathe                                        £439
CL4 Cam Lathe                                      £899
Startrite 401E Bandsaw.                          One only  £2098 
Large range of machines, tools and accessories in 
stock and on display.
ROBERT SORBY
6 Piece Chisel Set 67HS                                       £121
Proedge               £265
Proedge Deluxe            Ltd stock at this price £320
Free Delivery UK Mainland on above Sorby products
SCHEPPACH
BG200al  Bench Grinder                                                      £99
DMT 450 Lathe                                               £220
DMS 1100 Variable Speed Lathe                          £520                         
Tiger 2000S Sharpening System                      £119
Tiger 5 Sharpening System                £219
Mt60 Universal Work Bench                                 £75
TORMEK
T4          £299.95
T7 £449.95
Package deals available   
TREND
Airshield Pro                                        £199
EXOTIC WOODS
Banskia Nuts                                              From  £5.00
Range of Exotic woods & pen blanks in stock

Barkers Lane, Snainton, Nr. Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire YO13 9BG   
TEL: 01723 859545   WOODWORKING SUPPLIES

www.snaintonwoodworking.com

CHARNWOOD
W815 Mini Lathe                                            Special Offer  £169.99
W821 Vari Speed Lathe   £275
W813 Lathe      £380
W813 Lathe and Chuck     £460
W880 Professional Lathe        Special Offer £1299
CHUCKS AND ACCESSORIES
Charnwood W810 3 Jaw Chuck   £49
Charnwood Viper 2 Chuck   £89
Charnwood Viper 3 Chuck  £99
NEW Charnwood Nexus Chuck  £99
Nexus Jaws compatible with Nova chucks 
Record RP2000 Compact Scroll Chuck From £69.95
Nova G3 Scroll Chuck                                £119.99                                                                                                 
Supernova 2  Chuck                                                                        £159.99
Sorby Patriot Chuck                                          From £159
Full range of jaws for above chucks in stock 
JET
JWBS-20Q Bandsaw  £1849
JWL-1015VS Lathe            £539.95
JWL-1221VS Midi Lathe                From £724
JWL-1642 Lathe                                           £1829
JTS-600XLM Table Saw  £1619.95
PEN TURNING
Charnwood & Rotur Pen Turning Kits        From £59
Pen Centering Vise                                               From £47 
Pen Press   £49 
Large range of Pen turning kits, tools 
and accessories in stock

VISIT OUR WOOD STORE TO SEE OUR LARGE STOCK OF TIMBER
JOIN OUR WOOD DISCOUNT CLUB 25% OFF ALL BRITISH

TURNING/CARVING TIMBERS WHEN SPENDING £20 FOR ONLY £15 PER YEAR.

OPEN DAY 14TH MARCH
10.00AM - 3.00PM FREE ADMISSION

RECORD POWER, CHARNWOOD
PEN AND WOODTURNING DEMONSTRATION

POLYESTER RESIN PENDANT TURNING SUE HARKER (RPT)

Open Mon-Sat 9.00 - 5.00. 
Sun + bank hols CLOSED.

SPECIAL O
FFERS 

ON THE DAY
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I
t is an interesting and enjoyable challenge 
for me to explore the possibilities of 
creating a contemporary woodturning 

based on the visual image of an object. 
I have learnt to take time out for the

mind to absorb shapes, textures, patterns
or rhythms, along with the surface qualities 
of an object, to see if there is potential 
for any of these to be applied onto a 
turned surface. Some people would call 
it ‘daydreaming’, but I like to call it 
‘visualisation’. With practice, one can 
create a mental picture of a pattern on 
a turned piece using a visualised image 
of patterns, especially those found in 
nature, in fl owers and plants, or even on 
a picket fence.

I’m not really trying to create a turning 
out of a picket fence, but exploring and 
interpreting the image will give me a 
variety of design options. Straight lines, 
spacing of lines, colour options, shadows, 
depth, shape and holes. Th e potential
for new design ideas is only limited to
the imagination.

Th e Xanthorrhoea, or Australian grass 
tree, is a slow growing ancient plant that 
has long spindly fronds. When viewed 
from above, the fronds radiate in a defi ned 
pattern from a centre. It is this striking 
pattern that I wanted to apply to the surface 
of the ‘Fluted Dish Form’.

My next challenge was to work out how 
to actually apply the design to the piece 
and how to do this, technically, given the 
self-limiting parameters that I set for myself 
in the process of creating the piece. Th ese 
parameters include some of the essential 
design elements: proportion, balance, shape 
and most importantly the fact that the piece 
needs to be pleasing to the eye. 

My work is represented in Australia by 
South Coast Woodworks Gallery and in the 
USA by William Zimmer Gallery; see below 
for further details. •

Email: Woodfx@iinet.net.au

Web: www.southcoastwoodworks.com.au; 

www.williamzimmergallery.com
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Vaughn Richmond – 
fl uted dish form

Vaughn Richmond describes how his work is infl uenced by careful observation

of the wonderful patterns in nature and in man-made objects

Detail view of ‘Fluted Dish Form’

‘Fluted Dish Form’, jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata), sandalwood (Santalum spicatum), brass and copper, 260 × 38mm
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5 star reviews

Take your turning to the next level
So impressive is the quality and performance of 

this lathe, that we use it in our Skill Centre.
Its many excellent features include 406mm swing over the bed and 710mm between centres, 

thick cast iron sections for vibration free running, 1.5kW motor with electronic speed control and 
two speed ranges, and a digital read-out in rpm with forward and reverse facility.

Axminster Basingstoke High Wycombe North Shields Nuneaton Sittingbourne Warrington

New store opening early 2015
Coast Road Retail Park, Norham Road, North Shields NE29 7UJ

To fi nd out more visit axminster.co.uk
Call free 0800 371822 or mobile friendly 03332 406406

Prices valid until 31st December 2015 or while stocks last

 £1,459.96 Inc.vat

502703

Optional Leg Stand
£359.95 Inc.vat (502705)

Bed Extension Kit
£179.95 Inc.vat (502704)

Axminster Trade Series

AT1628VS Lathe

Shown with 
optional leg stand

From £179.95 Inc.vat

Choice of thread sizes available.

Evolution SK114 Woodturning Chuck
Designed and built at Axminster in Devon by those who 
understand woodturning. 

Manufactured from a single billet of stainless steel using the latest CNC 
production techniques. This ultra-compact design keeps the workpiece 
close to the headstock lessening the load on bearings and prevents 
unwanted vibration during heavy stock removal. Comes with specially 
designed, extra long accessory mounting jaws and a chuck key.
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a cut above…
Robert Sorby

The Robert Sorby TurnMaster is the first tool in the world to combine three
cutting edge technologies in one flexible tool.

Cutters are available in tungsten carbide, titanium nitride (TiN) and high speed
steel (HSS) providing unsurpassed range to woodturners at every level.

An unprecedented collection of parts and cutters make it the most versatile
and value added single tool concept on the market today.

Among its many features TurnMaster incorporates a unique*
interchangeable cutter head that locks into three positions
allowing for simple scraping and shear scraping options.

Benefits:
All cutters interchangeable with one tool

Indexable cutting head for shear scraping

Interchangeable cutter head –
no need to buy whole new tool

Flat underside for stability

High tensile torx screw / key
for quick cutter release

*Patent pending

Proudly made in Sheffield, England

CARBIDE: TITANIUM: HSS

Scan here to find out more

Or visit: www.youtube.com/user/robertsorbyengland

Robert Sorby, Athol Road, Sheffield S8 0PA, England.
Tel: +44 114 225 0700 Fax: +44 114 225 0710
E-mail: sales@robert-sorby.co.uk
Web site: www.robert-sorby.co.uk
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